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PREFACE

This document was first published in 1989 and it presented a prototype environ-
mental education curriculum and important related materials for the middle school. It is
now being revised in order to update it and incorporate into it new and important envi-
ronmental education concepts.

Of great importance to this new edition is the inclusion of a Foreword. This
Foreword acts as an advance organizer for the reader and it is recommended that it be
read carefully. In it the authors develop the concept of sustainable development and its
relationship to environmental education as a whole. Using this opportunity to reinforce
the need for an environmental education which results in positive changes in learner
behavior, the writers focus attention on both the goals of sustainable development and
those environmental education goals which are so closely related to sustainable develop-
ment in a global sense.

The remaining organization of the document is intended to be simple and under-
standable. Because the curriculum described here in Chapter III is organized around a set
of commonly accepted goals for curriculum development in the field, Chapter I focuses
on those goals and their validity. In addition, in Chapter I the writers make an effort to
put these goals into perspective for the curriculum developer.

Chapter II focuses on environmental education and the middle school learner.
Using the goals presented in Chapter I, the writers have attempted to lay out options for
dealing successfully with the heart of environmental education - the critical issues that
citizens of all ages must learn to successfully cope with in their lives. Very specific sug-
gestions are made with respect to the methods that can best make a middle school cur-
riculum work for learners. Of major significance are methods associated with the use of
the case study in environmental education and what the authors refer to as «issue
investigation and citizenship action training». Other strategies referred to in Chapter II
deal with such topics as the use of community resources, the effective use of field trips,
role playing, simulations, and panel discussions.

Chapter III presents the prototype curriculum itself in outline form. Basically, the
three year curriculum is divided into three components: (1) ecological foundations, (2)
environmental science and environmental health, and (3) issue investigation and citizen-
ship action training.

Two things appear important to mention with respect to Chapter III. These are:

(1) The curriculum presented is extensive and thorough, perhaps too much
so for many schools to implement. It is presented, instead, as an ideal
around which a team of educational planners can make intelligent decisions
about what their own curriculum should look like.

(2) Even though the curriculum outlined here may exceed the constraints
placed upon a given school or nation, all of the major components should
probably be represented in one way or another. Most importantly, Year
Three content must be dealt with in the school if changes are desired in
learner populations.
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Chapter IV discusses the infusion of environmental content and skills into existing
courses at the middle school level. Examples of infusion and team-teaching approaches
are presented along with a detailed outline which offers suggestions for infusing Chapter
III’s scope and sequence into existing courses, i.e., science, health, social studies, math,
language arts, home economics, and agriculture.

The extensive appendices are presented as models of what an implemented
curriculum can look like, at least in part. The authors have made a serious attempt to pro-
vide models around which additional materials can be produced. This is particularly true
with the case study which, in this instance, focuses on solid waste management. It goes
without saying that many, many issues can be taught via the case study format, using the
instructional components found in this model.

The current edition of this document ends with an extensive glossary and a fairly
thorough bibliography, both designed to be of help to the reader. The curriculum devel-
oper should find many of the references in the bibliography to be of enormous help in
planning for instruction.

Opinions expressed in this document do not necessarily coincide with any official
view of Unesco. The designation employed and the presentation of materials herein do
not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Unesco concerning the
legal status of any country or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitations of the
frontiers of any country or territory.
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FOREWORD

A Prototype Environmental Education Curriculum for the Middle School was first
published in 1989 under the auspices of UNESCO-UNEP. The purpose of that document
was to present a framework, guidelines, and examples of environmental education cur-
riculum for the middle grades. Those grades typically include youngsters ten to fifteen
years of age.

This publication represents a revision of that earlier document, and attempts to
reflect recent changes within the environmental education community and, in a larger
sense, the global political climate. It is evident from numerous public, private, and
governmental policy statements, position papers, and reports that a new concept is emer-
ging, one that will have far-reaching significance at local, regional, national, and inter-
national levels. That concept is called «sustainable development».

Providing a meaningful definition of sustainable development either in political or
educational contexts is not an easy matter. Because of the recent emergence of sustain-
able development and because of the continued evolving discussion, defining the term
«sustainable development» is both complex and, at this point, without wholehearted con-
sensual agreement. For those unfamiliar with the term, one sample definition follows:

Sustainable Development: a process of change in which the use of resources,
the direction of resources, the orientation of technological development, and ins-
titutional change all enhance the potential to meet human needs for today and
tomorrow.

The Global Tomorrow Coalition, 1989

Additional clarification was provided by the World Commission on Environment
and Development (Our Common Future, 1987) when it referred to some of the require-
ments for sustainable development:

Sustainable development involves more than growth. It requires a chan-
ge in the content of growth, to make it less material - and energy-intensive
and more equitable in its impact. These changes are required in all coun-
tries as part of a package of measures to maintain the stock of ecological
capital, to improve the distribution of income, and to reduce the degree of
vulnerability to economic crisis.

Thus, sustainable development involves institutions, resources, and technology in
a change process that meets current and future human needs while preserving ecological
integrity. Given a definition for and requirements associated with sustainable develop-
ment, let us identify the goals and objectives associated with it. Some of the major objec-
tives associated with sustainable development identified by The Global Tomorrow
Coalition (1989) include the following:

• Reviving economic growth, especially in developing countries.
• Making economic growth less energy-intensive.
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• Meeting the essential needs of an expanding population in the develo
ping world.

• Ensuring a sustainable and stabilized population level.
• Conserving and enhancing the resource base.
• Reorienting technology and managing risks.
• Merging environmental and economic concerns in decision-making.

Unfortunately, agreement is not easy. Many voices have much to say about sus-
tainable development, and some of these pose different ideas. For example, the
Environment and Energy Study Institute (1991) listed outcomes different from those
noted above:

• Sustainable production of energy . . . while neither polluting urban areas
nor increasing global warming.

• Sustainable management of forests, with the goal of conserving remai
ning natural forest areas and their diversity of species.

• Effective pollution control, with goal of providing clean air and protec
ting public health.

• Sustainable agriculture and fisheries, with the goal of meeting food and 
other agricultural needs without destroying the natural resource base.

Regardless of the perspective held by various agencies or nations, sustainable
development typically includes human, technological, ecological, and economic dimen-
sions. Further, much of the current discussion concerning sustainable development has
occurred at a political level among governmental agencies, policy makers, and decision
makers. Thus, the definition, characteristics, and outcomes described are political goals,
priorities, or outcomes to be achieved, to a large extent, by means of a political process
that will vary from nation to nation.

The current political context of sustainable development further suggests that its
outcomes do not necessarily translate directly into educational goals. That is, it is not an
appropriate education priority to provide «effective pollution control, with the goal of
providing clean air and protecting public health». It is evident, however, that all or most
of sustainable development’s dimensions are imbedded within the major environmental
issues facing human beings. And it is through the «window» of the environmental issue
that sustainable development can be most appropriately addressed in an educational
context.

How does environmental education address the dimension of sustainable devel-
opment? The answer lies in an educational approach very similar to that taken in the first
edition of this document. That approach, generically termed «environmental issue ins-
truction», uses the tenets of both science and the democratic process, attempting to edu-
cate future citizens in the craft of making
informed personal and social decisions in
their lives. The environmental issue as an
educational context still offers the greatest
potential for educators to address sustai-
nable development. Environmental issues
often contain the critical characteristics
associated with sustainable development -
human, technological, ecological, and eco-
nomic dimensions.

.
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There have been numerous pleas and statements about the development of an
environmentally literate global citizen. In almost all instances, this literacy brings with it
a sense, at least a willingness, to become involved with environmental issues in an
attempt to help resolve them at some level.

Where is this discussion taking us and what is the point of it?

The point of all this focuses on the fact that, not only have there been changes in
the philosophical thoughts about global environment since 1980, there have also been
major changes in what is known about «environmental behavior» or, in other words, what
drives a citizen to try to solve or help solve issues that impact him or her.

We now know, with great certainty, that, if educators want to develop learners who
are both capable of and willing to respond to environmental issues in their communities
and nations in ethically responsible ways, two things must happen: (1) The students must
feel an ownership of the issue in question; and (2) the students must feel empowered to
somehow effect change with respect to that issue. Once again, stated briefly and a bit dif-
ferently:

If we want to develop large numbers of learners who are skilled and dedica-
ted environmental citizens, the learners must feel a sense of ownership toward
the issues needing resolution and a sense of empowerment with respect to hel-
ping with that resolution.

Thus, this document is dedicated to the
development of such an individual. The docu-
ment recommends the development of curri-
cula which are specifically designed to chan-
ge learner behavior - to provide for the critical
variables of ownership and empowerment.
The research is very clear and straightforward
on the matter.

There seems to be little room for educators who wish to keep to traditional ways
and stand in front of class and lecture to bored, uncaring learners about what needs to be
done with the environment. Many are those who will argue the point, but these same in-
dividuals care more about their own points of view than facing up to a global crisis the
intensity of which the world has never seen before!

For purposes of this document, then, the major goal of environmental education is
accepted by the writers as follows:

The Goal of Environmental Education:

. . . to aid learners in becoming environmentally knowledgeable and, above
all, skilled and dedicated human beings who are willing to work, individually
and collectively, toward achieving and/or maintaining a dynamic equilibrium
between the quality of life and quality of the environment.
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This definition suggests two important implications. First, the goal implies that
environmental education (EE) must develop skilled problem solvers. Thus, EE itself
should use a problem solving (inquiry-based) approach. Secondly, it is important to note
that EE is concerned with both a quality of human life and a quality of environment. Both
of these latter concepts are closely imbedded in the overriding concept of «sustainable
development».

With these statements in mind, a number of very important disciplined goal state-
ments are presented here as guidelines for curriculum developers. These goal statements,
sometimes called «Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental Education»
move hierarchically from science foundations to issue awareness through issue investi-
gation and evaluation to citizenship action.

A review of the goal statements is presented in Chapter III. Goal Levels III and IV
strongly indicate that EE curriculum provide students with experiences in environmental
problem solving skills such as problem identification, evaluation, and implementation of
environmental actions (issue resolution). The sample lessons included in the appendices
illustrate how such an experience might be designed.

It is not sufficient to «tell» students about ecology, or to present them with an awa-
reness that environmental issues exist. Students must experience an EE curriculum which
allows them to discover how they interact with the environment themselves and to assess
their own impact on the environment. Learners further must be allowed to develop inves-
tigative skills, evaluative skills, and action
skills by using these processes as well as
learning about them. In this way, these lear-
ners might become intelligent consumers
and processors of issue-related information
throughout their lives. Only with these criti-
cal thinking skills will citizens the world
over be able to make sound and responsible
decisions about present and future environ-
mental issues.

The consequences of failure to achieve the goals set forth in this document are
clearly forecast One has merely to review the tragic loss of ecosystems as well as plant
and animal species, global population pressures, air and water pollution, the disappoint-
ment with many technological resource-use projects throughout the world, the depletion
of the ocean fisheries, oil polluted beaches and coastlines, land-use management crises,
and acute energy issues in order to see just how critical environmental issues are world-
wide. Indeed, the list of problems and issues seems endless and the message is clear. If
sustainable development is to become the movement that saves the environment of the
planet, all of these issues, and others, are ones to which we must attend.

Human beings must learn to care and must learn how to maintain the health of the
global environment. Educators must prepare them to do this. It is that simple!
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CHAPTER I

EE GOALS AND CURRICULAR CONCERNS

Introduction

The purpose of this document is to describe a three-year course of study for the middle school
student. Although the «middle school» is interpreted differently in various countries and various
school systems, the middle school student is usually somewhere between the ages of ten and fifteen.
These years are important developmentally as the individual passes through adolescence and prepares
for the role of an adult citizen in society.

The environmental education (EE) curriculum described here is designed to aid individuals
in developing «environmental literacy». Environmental literacy should be regarded as the ultimate
aim of EE. A description of the ultimate aim of EE is presented below.

The Ultimate Aim Of Environmental Education

. . . to aid learners in becoming environmentally knowledgeable and, above
all, skilled and dedicated human beings who are wiping to work, individually
and collectively, toward achieving and/or maintaining a dynamic equilibrium
between the quality of life and quality of the environment.

The potential for accomplishing this educational aim will be greatly enhanced if planners
have in place a set of goals to aid in curriculum-related decisions. Thus, the writers have chosen to
base the framework of this document (and of the curriculum it describes) on a cohesive and valid set
of goal statements for EE, which has been shown effective in changing learner behavior when imple-
mented through well developed curricular programmes.

The goals on which this document are based are modified from those developed by
Hungerford, Peyton, and Wilke and published in 1980. These goals were written to be consistent with
the categories of objectives included in the Tbilisi Conference Report (1978), and encompass four
levels of cognitive knowledge and skills within the broad scope of environmental literacy: 1) ecolo-
gical foundations; 2) issue awareness; 3) issue investigation and evaluation; and 4) issue resolution.
The first two goal levels, foundations and awareness, focus on conceptual awareness of ecological
principles and of environmental issues. The latter levels include goals which deal with the develop-
ment and application of skills prerequisite to investigating and evaluating environmental issues, and
to participating in the remediation of those issues.

Thus, these four goal levels should be viewed as hierarchical and considered as such when
infused into instructional programmes for learners. The four goal levels, and their attendant goals are
presented below.
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Goals For Curriculum Development In Environmental Education

Goal Level I: The Ecological Foundations Level

Upon completion of instruction in environmental education, the learner should be expected to be able
to . . .

1. communicate and apply the major ecological concepts including those focusing on indivi -
duals, species populations, communities, ecosystems, biogeochemical cycles, energy produc -
tion and transfer, interdependence, niche, adaptation, succession, homeostasis, and man as
an ecological variable.

2.. apply a knowledge of ecological concepts to the analysis of environmental issues and identi-
fy important ecological principles involved.

3. apply a knowledge of ecological concepts in predicting the ecological consequences of alter-
native solutions to environmental problems.

4 understand the principles of ecology in order to identify, select and utilize appropriate sources
of scientific information in a continuing effort to investigate, evaluate and find solutions for
environmental issues.

5. apply a knowledge of ecological concepts to the analysis of given sustainable development
anecdotes and identify important ecological principles.

Goal Level II:The Conceptual Awareness Level

Upon completion of instruction in environmental education, the learner should be expected to be able
to . . .

6 understand and communicate how man’s cultural activities (e.g., religious, economic, politi-
cal, social and others) influence the environment from an ecological perspective.

7. understand and communicate how an individual’s behaviors impact on the environment from
an ecological perspective.

8. identify a wide variety of local, regional, national and international environmental issues and
the ecological and cultural implications of these issues.

9. .identify and communicate the viable alternative solutions available for remediating crucial
environmental issues as well as the ecological and cultural implications of these various solu-
tions.

10. understand the need for environmental issue investigation and evaluation as prerequisite to
sound decision making.

11 Understand the roles played by differing human beliefs and values in environmental issues
and the need for personal values clarification as an important part of environmental decision
making.
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12. understand the need for responsible citizenship action in the solution of environmental
issues.

13 identify and describe a wide variety of successful local, regional, national, and international
sustainable development scenarios.

Goal Level III: The Investigation And Evaluation Level

Upon completion of instruction in environmental education, the learner should be expected to be
able to . . .

14 apply the knowledge and skills needed to identify and investigate issues (using both prima-
ry and secondary sources of information) and synthesize the data gathered.

15. demonstrate the ability to analyze environmental issues and the associated value perspectives
with respect to their ecological and cultural implications.

16 demonstrate the ability to identify alternative solutions for important issues and the value
perspectives associated with these solutions.

17. .demonstrate the ability to evaluate alternative solutions and associated value perspectives for
important issues with respect to their ecological and cultural implications.

18. demonstrate the ability to identify and clarify personal value positions related to important
environmental issues and their associated solutions.

19. .demonstrate the ability to evaluate, clarify, and change value positions in light of new infor-
mation.

20.. demonstrate the ability to analyze a variety of successful sustainable scenarios in terms of the
components (common and dissimilar) which enable successful sustainable development to
take place.

Goal Level IV: The Environmental Action Skill Level|

Upon completion of instruction in environmental education, the learner should be expected to be
able to . . .

21 demonstrate a competence with a variety of citizenship action skills from the following
categories of skills: persuasion, consumerism, political action, legal action, and ecomana -
gement.

22. evaluate selected actions in light of their ecological and cultural implications.

23. demonstrate the ability to apply one or more citizenship action skills for the purpose of
resolving or helping to resolve one or more environmental issues.

24. demonstrate the ability to apply one or more of the citizen action skills for the purpose of
devising a sustainable development scenario.
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Topics Related To The Goals

Readers are not asked to accept the above goals without questioning their validity and utili-
ty. Similarly, there are related topics of importance that should be addressed to help professionals
view these goals as desirable (or undesirable as the case may be) for use in particular educational
situations. Validity considerations will be discussed in the following section as will other topics asso-
ciated with the goals and their use.

Validity Considerations

In an effort to assess the content validity of the goals, their developers compared the goals
expressed at each of the four levels (i.e., ecological foundations, conceptual awareness, investigation
and evaluation, environmental action) with
the five categories of environmental edu-
cation objectives proposed at the Tbilisi
Conference. To make the comparison, the
developers constructed a two-axis compa-
rison grid. Using this grid, the developers
independently analyzed each goal, and identified where an interface existed with the Tbilisi objecti-
ve statements. Following this individual assessment, the developers synthesized their individual ana-
lyses. They discovered that the goals bore a marked correspondence with the Tbilisi objectives.
Observing this agreement, the developers inferred a substantial degree of content validity for the
goals as originally written.

Subsequent to the developers’initial content validity assessment, they submitted the goals to
a validity panel consisting of seven nationally (USA) recognized environmental educators. Validity
panelists were asked to respond to a series of questions which rigorously inspected the goals and their
validity. Completed validity assessments were received from five of the seven panelists. In general,
the comments received from the panelists were consistent. The goals were revised in accordance with
the panelists’ comments and considered valid.

The goals were published in 1980 along with a detailed statement of the assumptions made
by the developers. The stage was thus set for the goals to be used in a variety of ways by professio-
nal environmental educators and curriculum developers at all levels. Interestingly, the goals have,
indeed, been widely used in the field, which further establishes their validity. A brief description of
some of these uses follows.

Use of EE Goals in Research and Literature

Since their development, a major use of the EE goals has been in the area of research.
Numerous studies have utilized the goal levels as an organizational framework or have directly inves-
tigated outcomes related to one or more of the goal levels. Among studies using the goals as an orga-
nizational framework are those by Champeau et al. (1980), Gardella (1987, 1993), Hassan (1992),
Stevenson (1986), and Volk et al. (1984). Each used the goals to look at particular aspects of EE cur-
ricula. Gardella’s work focused on the development of an instrument in which the goals were among
the criteria employed in assessing EE curricula. Stevenson employed the goals in an analysis of cur-
ricular materials widely used in Australia and the United States. Champeau et al., Hassan, and Volk
et al. utilized the goal framework in surveys of teachers and/or professional environmental educators
in the U.S. and Malaysia.
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Although these three studies were dissimilar
in method and purpose, the researchers derived
conclusions which were strikingly similar. In gene-
ral, they found that content and activities associated
with the lower goal levels (i.e., ecological founda-
tions and issue awareness) were much more preva-
lent in curricular materials and practice than were
those which addressed the higher goals (i.e., investigation/evaluation and issue resolution).
Interestingly, those findings are consistent with Childress’ (1978) study of EE curricula used in U.S.
schools.

Three studies used the goals as a framework for assessing perceived needs for EE curricular
materials and teacher training in the United States (Champeau et al., 1980; Volk, et al., 1984) and in
Malaysia (Hassan, 1992). Hassan surveyed sixth grade teachers, Champeau et al. used a sample of
K-12 teachers, and Volk et al. used a sample of EE professionals. Despite the differences in samples
and settings, all three sets of results indicate agreement on the need for additional curricular mate-
rials and additional teacher preparation at each of the four goal levels. Additionally, Champeau et al.
questioned elementary and secondary teachers regarding their understanding of each of the goal
levels and their self-reported ability to implement instruction relative to each level. This research
indicated that most of the teachers surveyed viewed the goals as important components of educatio-
nal programmes, but felt that they lacked both the training and the instructional resources to accom-
plish those goals. Volk et al. also found a high degree of agreement among formal and nonformal edu-
cators relative to the importance of these EE goals across academic levels (elementary through ter-
tiary). This consistency of agreement in a national (USA) sample further attests to the validity of
these goals for EE.

Peyton and Hungerford chose to focus their research on the fourth goal level (action) and
investigated the abilities of teachers (preservice and inservice) to identify, teach, and implement envi-
ronmental action (issue resolution) skills. The sample of teachers in their study perceived that they
had limited environmental action skills and very few reported an active involvement in environmen-
tal action. In general, these teachers felt that they could teach, but not prepare, environmental action
materials.

A second body of research includes studies which directly investigated outcomes related to
one or more of the goal levels. Several experimental studies have looked into what happens when tea-
chers, who are prepared to teach for the goals, use materials and teaching strategies designed around
one or more of the goals with their students. Interestingly, most of these studies have been conduc-
ted using middle level student samples and investigated outcomes related to one or more of the goal
levels.

In studies by Klingler (1980) and Ramsey et
al. (1981), the researchers implemented an EE
programme based on the goals and attempted to
ascertain whether such goal-based instruction
did, in fact, elicit positive environmental behavior.
The results of both studies strongly suggest that
middle school youngsters, who were allowed to

develop and apply the knowledge and skills reflected throughout the four goal levels, initiated and
participated in responsible environmental behavior to a greater degree than youngsters who had expe-
rienced only environmental awareness-oriented instruction.
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More recent research by Holt (1988), Ramsey (1993), and Ramsey and Hungerford (1989)
used a revision of the programme utilized in Ramsey’s earlier work, and investigated the effects of
such goal-based curricula on middle school learners. Criterion variables included overt environmen-

tal behavior, knowledge of environmen-
tal action (i.e., issue resolution) skills,
perceived knowledge of environmental
action skills, perceived ability to apply
environmental action skills, individual
locus of control, group locus of control,
and environmental sensitivity. Ramsey
and Hungerford, working with average
to above-average middle school young-
sters, and Holt, working with average to

below-average students, found that students who experienced the goal-based programme made signi-
ficant gains in overt environmental behavior, knowledge of environmental action skills, perceived
knowledge of environmental action skills, perceived ability to apply environmental action skills, and
group locus of control. Thus, it would appear that these EE goals comprise a consistent, effective, and
logical sequence from an instructional perspective. Similarly, programmes based on these goals
appear to be applicable to and successful with middle school students with a wide range of ability
levels. Research by Simpson (1989) and Jordan et al. (1986) further confirm that instruction aimed
at the higher goal levels (i.e., issue investigation/ evaluation and citizen action) are largely respon-
sible for these effects among middle level and high school students. Collectively, these studies pro-
vide clear and convincing evidence that teachers prepared to teach for the full range of goals presen-
ted in this document can and do make an educationally significant difference with their students !

One additional remark on the use of these goals in literature in the field seems appropriate.
Several documents published through UNESCO have utilized Hungerford, Peyton and Wilke’s goals
as a basis for EE curriculum development (Hungerford et al, 1980, 1994), as a basis in discussing
competencies for EE tea-
chers (Wilke et al,
1981,1994), and in the pre-
sentation of an EE teacher
preparation programme for
elementary teachers
(Hungerford et al, 1988, 1994) and for middle school teachers (Marcinkowski et al., 1988, 1994).
Thus, these goals appear to be gaining acceptance on the national and international level, as a com-
prehensive framework for efforts in EE.

Comments on Environmental Action (Issue Resolution) in Education

Opinions differ on the role of environmental action (issue resolution) in formal education.
There are those who require students to participate in environmental action related to particular
issues. Still others take the position that educators should avoid any involvement in environmental
issues (or other social issues) on the part of students. The writers disagree with both these positions,
particularly at the middle school level.

At this educational level, it seems inappropriate to require students to take particular envi-
ronmental actions, especially where those actions may well be contrary to a student s personal beliefs
and value. It is appropriate, however, to direct students to acquire
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the skills of responsible
citizenship action and to
demonstrate those skills in
surrogate classroom situa-
tions. In keeping with the role
of citizenship in a society, it
seems appropriate for a teacher to support actions proposed by students, if these actions are socially
and ecologically responsible. It would not appear to be appropriate, however, for a teacher to force
students into participating in citizenship actions in the community or region in which they live.

Therefore, it appears that there is an ethical responsibility on the part of educators to help stu-
dents become skilled in citizenship roles but to defer to the student’s own beliefs and values in terms
of what the student chooses to do. In the final analysis it is critically important for the professional
educator to make carefully thought out decisions concerning the role of environmental action and
issue resolution in a given instructional programme.

The ‘environmental issue’ represents the interface of social
change itself and relates to the conflict between the positive and
negative consequences involved in that change process. Thus,
the ‘issue’ itself subsumes the human, technological, environ-
mental, and economic dimensions associated with sustainable
development.

The EE Goal Levels and Sustainable Development

At this point an examination of the EE goal levels with respect to sustainable development
might be beneficial. Let us assume, based on the discussion presented in the Foreword, that sustai-
nable development has four dimensions, i.e., economic, environmental, human, and technological,
and that sustainable development appears to be political concept as well as an educational one. The
important question that arises focuses on the compatibility of the EE curriculum development goals
with sustainable development. The following discussion will address this question.

Sustainable Development and Goal Level I, Ecological Foundations

The authors of this document believe that the ecological/environmental dimension has the
greatest educational utility of the four dimensions of sustainable development, because it is genera-
lizable across differing geographic, political, cultural, and economic contexts. That is, ecological
principles are global while other factors might vary from region to region or nation to nation. This is
not to imply that other dimensions are not important and should not treated in an educational setting.
Rather, the environmental dimension represents a relatively intact body of knowledge, one that has
traditionally
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been ignored at the policy making level in most nations. Given the diversity across nations and
regions, it is very difficult for curriculum planners to identify the human, technological, and econo-
mic factors that are needed for all middle school learners. Further, these other dimensions of sustai-
nable development are always imbedded within the context of the environmental issue, the next topic
of discussion.

Sustainable Development and Goal Level II, Issue Awareness

The EE goal levels imply that EE should, to a large extent, be issue-based. The environmen-
tal issue represents the interface of social change and involves the conflict between the positive and
negative consequences involved in that change process. Thus, the issue subsumes the human, tech-
nological, environmental, and economic dimensions associated with sustainable development.
Because sustainable development has achieved growing global policy-making significance, all envi-
ronmental issues are also sustainable development issues. Sustainable development will be the fra-
mework for most international as well as many intranational policy-making agreements and pro-
grammes . Thus, the analysis and resolution of many EE issues will be cast within an sustainable
development parameters. Finally, issue-based curricula provide authentic instructional contexts, per-
haps the most powerful of all instructional approaches.

Sustainable Development and the Other Goal Levels

Goal Level III provides for learners’ investigation and evaluation of environmental issues,
and Goal Level IV provides for issue resolution skills. These levels are also compatible with sustai-
nable development. Middle level learners, in the investigation mode, may well investigate the human,
technological, environmental, and/or economic dimensions of a real environmental issue. In fact,
Goal Level IV calls for learners to use their investigation data to develop and evaluate an «action
plan» to help resolve the issue under investigation. This activity will identify many of the human,
technological, environmental, and economic consequences and implications associated with the solu-
tion of the EE issue. In this way, sustainable development will be addressed.

Curricular Planning In Environmental Education

Planning for Instruction: The General Teaching Model

Regardless of the set of goals used by instructional planners, a functional instructional model
must be applied in order to achieve any semblance of validity in the final product (e.g., the unit,
module, activity, curriculum). To produce instructional products without serious consideration being
given to the very act of instruction usually results in invalid, inappropriate, and inconsistent mate-
rials.

An instructional model which can be used for planning for instruction is diagrammed on the
following page and is called «The General Teaching Model». This diagram provides a model for the
instructional planner which, if applied rigorously, can result in organized, internally consistent, and
valid EE materials for any learner group Further, it can be applied to any grade level and any content
area. Of major significance is the fact that this model can be applied by teams of professional edu-
cators attempting to implement effective EE instruction for middle school learners.
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The General Teaching Model

Parts A, B. and C of this diagram constitute the heart of instruction. Pretesting (B 1) should be incorpora-
ted only when needed, i.e., there are times when a particular learner group, receiving a particular instruc-
tional package, will not need pretesting based on information already known to the instructor. Each of
these major components will be briefly discussed below.

Instructional Objectives: Instructional (learner) objectives are critical to the entire process
of instructional planning. This component establishes what the learner is to learn, i.e., what the ins-
tructor is to teach.

The selection of instructional objectives should be based on: (1) the goals being used, (2) the
scope and sequence of the curricular materials being developed, (3) what behaviors the students are
expected to demonstrate subsequent to instruction, (4) what the students’ capacities are at the begin-
ning of instruction, and (5) the resources available to the instructor.

Once an instructional objective is selected, it should be inspected for consistency with the
goal(s) being used. It should also be stated in performance terms in order to permit the instructor to
measure its acquisition during or subsequent to instruction. Several examples of learner objectives
appropriate for the goals referred to earlier in this document are stated in the following list.

The Goal Level The Instructional Objective

Ecological Foundations Subsequent to the unit on homeostasis, the 
students will visit a local, stable ecosystem
and cite at least three (3) variables which 
contribute to the homeostatic nature of that
ecosystem.

Issue Awareness Following a unit on man’s cultural 
activities and the environmental 
implications of these activities, stu-
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dents will be able to state two (2) ways in 
which regional ecosystems are threatened 
by man’s activities.

Investigation and Evaluation After completing a unit on investigation 
using secondary sources, the students will 
draw an issue (from a set of issues prepared
by the instructor) from a container and loca
te at least six (6) published references dea
ling with that issue.

Issue Resolution Skills Students completing instruction on environmental 
action will be able to write a suitable definition for 
consumerism and cite at least two current issues that
could possibly be influenced by that mode of action.

The benefits of using performance-based learner objectives are many.A few of these benefits
follow. Performance-based learner objectives: (1) contribute to the logical sequencing of content; (2)
contribute to effective communication concerning expected outcomes between instructional planners
and their students; (3) help provide a mechanism whereby both instruction and curriculum can be
evaluated; (4) promote efficient learning when students realize what is expected of them; (5) facili-
tate pretesting when this component is being used; and (6) help evaluators/researchers measure the
acquisition of particular goals.

Pretesting: Pretesting is undoubtedly of great value when an instructor is beginning a new
unit or commencing to work with a group of unfamiliar students. When used, pretesting should invol-
ve an evaluation of the extent to which students have already mastered the performance objectives
reflected in the instructional package to be implemented. Pretesting must be consistent with the
objectives and anticipated instruction if it is to be of value. In situations where the instructor is tho-
roughly familiar with the learners - or where courses are very sequential in nature - pretesting for
every unit/module may not be necessary.

Instruction: Content and methods involve the selection of the content most appropriate for
enabling students to master the objectives in question. Also involved are the selection of suitable
methods, the selection of instructional materials to be used, and the sequencing of activities used in
instruction.

Content used for achieving particular goals will vary in different countries, or in different
regions within countries. Certainly, schools surrounded by tropical rain forest should learn the
concepts associated with «ecosystem» by interacting with the rain forest. It is foolish to ignore the
student’s own regional biome and focus on another distant region. Similarly, environmental issues
vary from region to region and those of immediate concern to the students should be used, at least
initially, when instruction is being planned.

Availability of instructional materials will also differ from school to school and region to
region. Some schools will have access to many visual aids while another does not. The same is true
for library resources, access to the representative biome, resource people, and laboratory facilities.
These considerations must be kept sharply in focus
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when planning for instruction. This is not to say, however, that an instructional planner should not do
everything possible to circumvent what appears to be a lack of available instructional resources.

Modes of instruction are critically important. The best available methods should be employed
when designing and implementing instructional materials. A field trip may prove eminently more
profitable than a lecture about a resource. Debate may provide considerably more opportunities for
students to consider their own values than does simply reading about an issue. A laboratory may well
teach far more about an ecological principle than a discussion about that principle. Methods can make
the difference between a powerful learning experience and one that fails to result in the acquisition
of desired knowledge, skills, or attitudes. (See Chapter 2 for a discussion on methods appropriate for
use in the middle school.)

Posttesting: Postesting is probably a poor term to describe all of the attributes of this com-
ponent because it infers that evaluation will take place upon the completion of the unit or module. In
addition to terminal evaluation, many objectives can and will be evaluated en route, as students pro-
gress through the learning sequence. Many affective objectives, for example, can be evaluated by the
instructor’s observation of learner behavior during a variety of activities, e.g., the student’s involve-
ment in the values clarification process during a debate, an issue analysis activity, or a simulation.

Still, many objectives will be evaluated subsequent to instruction. Regardless of when eva-
luation takes place, the critical thing to keep in mind is to guarantee that students are evaluated on
the objectives as stated, in a manner consistent with instruction. Herein lies a much too common pro-
blem in education, that of preparing objectives, providing instruction, and then evaluating learners on
some other set of objectives.

If the performance-based objectives have been carefully prepared and clearly stated, evalua-
tion becomes a relatively simple matter. Of course, the evaluation mode or strategy will depend enti-
rely on the way in which the objectives have been stated, i.e., the evaluation instrument will measu-
re what the objectives specify as appropriate learner behavior following instruction. For example, an
objective which asks for a description of an object or event should not be evaluated via a multiple
choice test instrument. And, conversely, an objective that demands that a student be able to choose
the correct response from a number of responses cannot be evaluated via an essay question.
Consistency of evaluation is critically important. Further, the instructional planner should consider
how evaluation will have to proceed when he/she writes objectives in the first place.

Oftentimes educators infer that the evaluation process is measuring only student success. This
is partly true. However, posttesting is also a remarkably good indicator of the suitability or success
of the instruction itself, particularly if the objectives and instruction are sound. Posttesting is also a
powerful mechanism for establishing the need for revision in either the objectives or instruction or
both. When revision is called for (and it will often be indicated), it should be undertaken promptly
and with careful planning.
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As we struggle to shape a path that Mankind will follow in the
praise of all animal and plant species, we realize that the
struggle is, by and large, only a delaying action in the war
against extinction. The hope - nay, the dream - is for humankind
in its ever present egocentric stupor to suddenly realize the futi -
lity of what seems to be a never ending race toward some kind of
species oblivion - a race toward oblivion for humans themselves
as well as for their living partners - the plants and non human
animals - of the planet earth.

Would that the dream last long enough for a new generation to
awaken to the plight of all of us - as well as that of our plant and
animal partners. Perhaps a new generation will see the folly of
what its parents and grandparents have dedicated themselves to:
a gross national product without the slightest hint of environ -
mental stability. How much time remains? No one knows. To deny
the possibility of this awakening is to deny the opportunity to sal -
vage something from the biosphere that can help a new genera -
tion in its quest for some sort of environmental health - an eco -
logical morality if you will.

There are those who say that there can be no ecological mora -
lity because morality is solely a creation of the human animal
and its dealings with other humans. And, it is true that there has
been little morality observed in an ecological sense (and proba -
bly, no sense of right or wrong) in the young lad who shot the last
wild passenger pigeon, or the man who brought the rabbit to
Australia, or the goose hunter who kills a hen mallard out of sea -
son, or the Zoning Commission which rezones one more piece of
agricultural land in order to bring one more outlet store to town,
or the harpooner who killed one of the few remaining blue
whales, or the Dakota farmer who drained the last slough, or the
Illinois land owner who bulldozed the last fence row, or the pet
owner who bought one of the last rare South American parrots.
These immoral acts, plus a million more as bad or worse, seem
to utter a plea for some sense of morality toward the biosphere
and its inhabitants. To what end will this plea be heard ? In terms
of geologic time, the plea will last less than a blink of an eye. Not
a very long time, given Man’s history of greed and malice in his
dealings with the environment.

H. Hungerford, 1993
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CHAPTER II

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND THE
MIDDLE SCHOOL LEARNER

Chapter II of this document focuses on the middle school learner and on instructional strate-
gies which are appropriate to that individual. Specifically, this chapter will explore (1) the characte-
ristics of the middle school learner, (2) instructional approaches associated with the teaching of issues
- especially those approaches which are designed to lead to changes in learner behavior and, more
importantly, citizenship responsibility, and (3) methods and resources appropriate for instruction at
each of the EE goal levels.

The Middle School Learner

The middle school phenomenon gained prominence during the middle and latter portions of
the twentieth century. Middle schools, or middle level schools assume various grade level configu-
rations (5-8, 6-8, 7-9, etc.), often dictated by local conditions. Regardless of their grade level com-
position, these schools share the common purpose of providing a «transitional» education, i.e., the
middle school serves as a transitional unit between childhood education and later adolescent educa-
tion.

Thus, the middle school concept recognizes the special and unique needs of individuals stan-
ding on the threshold of puberty, individuals who are no longer children and not yet adolescents.
What are characteristics of the middle school learner? And what are the instructional implications of
those characteristics? Although physical, emotio-
nal, and social characteristics are factors in lear-
ning, the following discussion will focus on the
intellectual aspects of the emerging adolescents.
The length of this document precludes a thorough
examination of the developmental aspects of the
young adolescent and the reader is referred to the
bibliography of this document for further writings
in this area.

A major intellectual characteristic of the emerging adolescent is the progression from concre-
te to operational thinking. This transition has been extensively explored and documented by Jean
Piaget and others. Concrete and form al are terms which refer to mental structures used to manage
thinking. A general structure that continues for an extended period of time (usually years) is referred
to as a stage. The order in which the structures emerge appears to be identical from individual to indi-
vidual. However, the age at which a specific structure emerges and the duration of that stage may vary
from person to person. It is important to note that an individual does not obtain a new structure by
being taught. Rather, each individual «invents» his/her structures through experiences. As individuals
perceive more and more of the world, their systems for managing their intellectual lives (i.e., making
sense of the world) must change progressively to handle new demands. Thus, new structures emerge
from previous ones.
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Middle school youngsters may be capable of either formal operational or concrete operatio-
nal thinking. Some youngsters, however, may still be in the pre-operational stage. Still other
youngsters may be in transition between two of the stages. Thus a middle school classroom might
very well contain youngsters who vary drastically in their cognitive abilities and in their
approaches to thinking.

Another hallmark of
the middle years is the deve-
lopment from an egocentric to
a sociocentric perspective.
Very young children regard
themselves as the center of
their universes. Events,
objects, and other people have

meaning only in relation to the youngsters’own needs and interests. The movement away from ego-
centrism (not to be confused with egotism or selfishness) extends throughout childhood and is called
decentering. By this is meant the progression of thinking that leads an individual toward a sociocen-
tric view of the world, toward a sense of community and one’s own membership in society. It appears
that the principal factor that liberates an individual from egocentrism is social interaction - especial-
ly social interaction with peers. Interaction with others enables youngsters to learn other points of
view, whether or not they can rationalize or agree with them.

Young children are egocentric in time and space, as well as in other ways. Toward the begin-
ning of the middle school years, the emerging adolescent shows little sense of history and is limited
in the ability to project extensions of a present event or condition into the future (George & Lawrence,
1982). As the individual develops, he/she gains the realization that personal histories affect present
behavior, and that the future depends, at least in part, on choices made in the present. Thus, the stage
is set for the consideration of consequences and implications of decisions and choices.

As the individual progresses toward adolescence, still another capacity is developed - the dis-
position to examine the logic and consistency of one’s beliefs, of one’s set of explanations of the
world, and of one’s assumptions that guide behavior. As youngsters examine their own beliefs and
contrast them to the beliefs of others, they will begin to see contradictions or instabilities.
Consistency and stability will gradually emerge only when individuals realize that there are general
principles and that those general principles extend beyond specific cases. This process is probably
necessary in order for the individual to progress from a reliance on slogans toward the construction
of a personal ideology, or set of beliefs and values. The development of a personal ideology is pro-
bably related in some way to the individual’s recognition of the complexities of human motivation.
Young children do not conceive of motivation or intention as being different from the act.
Motivations do enter into the thinking of the emerging adolescent, however, and this understanding
is gradually deepened. Scholars of cognitive development suggest a process which individuals go
through as their understanding of human motivation is deepened:

. . . as children are helped to reflect on their own experiences, particularly their inter-
actions with others, they come to see that their behavior is influenced by many forces,
present and past. When they see that their own actions have complex explanations,
they begin to imagine that other people have complex motivations as well. By being
helped to «take the point of view of the other» through role-playing or less structured
means, they gradually are able to attribute to others motives they recognize in them-
selves (George & Lawrence, 1982, p. 53).
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The middle school learner is indeed a complex entity. The developmental characteristics
appear to follow similar patterns in individuals. Their rate of development, however, will probably
vary considerably from individual to individual. What are the instructional implications of these
developmental characteristics? The following table by Wiles and Bondi (1981) summarizes the intel-
lectual characteristics of the emerging adolescent and the instructional implications associated with
those characteristics.

Instructional Approaches Associated With The Teaching Of Issues

Perhaps the major content area associated with environmental education is that of environ-
mental issues. Similarly, given the unique developmental characteristics of the middle school lear-
ner, it seems appropriate to focus instruction on real-life problems and on the encouragement of
independent, critical thinking. It would appear that a major and
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Intellectual Characteristics

E m e rging adolescents display a wide
range of skills and abilities unique to their
developmental patterns.

Students will range in development from
the concrete-manipulatory stage of deve-
lopment to the ability to deal with abstract
concepts. The youngster is intensely
curious and growing in mental ability.

Middle school learners prefer active over
passive learning activities; prefer interac-
tion with peers during learning activities.

Students in the middle school are usually
very curious and exhibit a strong
willingnes to learn things they consider to
be useful. Students enjoy using skills to
solve «real-life» problems.

Students often display heightened egocen-
trism and will argue to convince others or
to clarify their own thinking. Independent,
critical thinking emerges.

Instructional Implications

A variety of materials and approaches in
the teaching-learning process should be
utilized in the middle school.

The middle school should treat youngsters
at their own intellectual levels providing
immediate rather than remote goals. All
subjects should be individualized. Skill
grouping should be flexible.

Physical movement should be encouraged
with small group discussions, learning
centers, and creative dramatics .... Provide
a program of learning that is exciting and
meaningful.

O rganize curricula around real-l i f e
concepts.... Provide activities in both for-
mal and informal situations to improve
reasoning powers. Studies of the commu-
nity, environment are particularly relevant
to the age group.

Organized discussions of ideas and fee-
lings in peer groups can facilitate
s e l f-understanding. Provide experiences
for individuals to express themselves by
writing and participating in dramatic pro-
ductions.



recommended focus might be that of environmental issues and alternative solutions . . . their identi-
fication, analysis, investigation, evaluation and eventual remediation.

What is an environmental issue? Perhaps the sim-
plest definition is as follows: An environmental issue is
one which has its roots in the environment and involves a
problem surrounding which there are differing beliefs and
values. Examples of issues fitting this definition would
include (but certainly not be limited to): human population
growth; land-use management; nuclear waste disposal;
ground water contamination; endangered species; tropical
rain forest destruction; clearcutting in temperate forests;

desertification; marine fisheries management; loss of non-renewable energy resources; pesticide use
and food production; depletion of fossil water aquifers; wetlands conversion to agriculture and
human habitation; recycling; solid waste disposal/management; non-point water pollution; air pollu-
tion; noise pollution; nuclear power generation; and loss of genetic diversity in food crops.
Interestingly, all the issues described above can also be thought in a sustainable development pers-
pective.

The writers have established two rules which govern the identification of an environmental
issue: (l) it must truly be an issue, i.e., people must, at some point, disagree concerning the status or
resolution of the issue (differing beliefs and values are present), and (2) it must have social and/or
ecological significance and be related, in some dimension, to the environment. Given that a pro-
blem/issue meets these criteria, one can assume that an environmental issue has been identified.

Outcomes of Issue Instruction

Certainly, a major goal for environmental- education is to develop a human being who can
become an effective citizen in the world community and be able to contribute to the solution of envi-
ronmental issues. This goal demands a number of prerequisite skills. These include: (1) the ability to
identify environmental issues, (2) the ability to analyze issues and correctly identify the «players»
(individuals or groups involved in issues) and their beliefs and values; (3) the ability to investigate
issues in a manner so as to identify the facts surrounding them and their proposed solutions, along
with their social, economic, political, legal, and ecological ramifications; (4) the ability to evaluate
issues and to determine the most effective means of resolving them; (5) the ability to develop an
«action plan» which can be implemented in an attempt to resolve or help resolve a particular issue;
and (6) the ability to execute an action plan if that plan is consistent with the developer’s personal
values.

These are not instructional objectives familiar to most instructors. And yet, these skills are
ones which would serve tomorrow’s citizens well. Meeting these instructional objectives, however,
may not be an easy task and will probably necessitate a great commitment on the part of the profes-
sional education community and EE instructors specifically. If we look at the body of research
concerning issue instruction, some very important findings become apparent. These include:

• Although textbook coverage of issues is on the increase, there is a lack of issue covera-
ge available for use by the teacher. Where issue coverage is present, it tends to be at an
awareness level, without opportunity for in-depth student investigation of issues or trai-
ning for citizenship responsibility.
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• Issue instruction is not widespread in today’s classrooms. Where it is found, it remains,
by and large, an awareness activity. Thus, the critical outcomes associated with issue ins-
truction are not being realized.

• If citizenship performance is a desired state for students, it will not be attained by tea-
ching issues at an awareness level. If we want future citizens to be responsible citizens we
must teach them how to be responsible.

It appears, then, that issue instruction must transcend a simple awareness of issues and incor-
porate direct training in citizenship skills associated with issue remediation. The writers are also of
the opinion that, when in-depth investigation skills are taught along with citizenship issues action
skills, substantial citizenship behavior will result.

With these thoughts in mind, the writers recommend four «Instructional Levels» to be used
in issue instruction. These instructional levels parallel the goal levels described in Chapter I.
However, the goal levels which follow are focused on issue instruction specifically, rather than the
environmental education curriculum. The four «Instructional Levels» follow:

Instructional Levels for Issue Instruction

I. THE SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS LEVEL
This instructional level provides learners with the prerequisite scientific knowledge

(content) needed to understand and investigate the issue(s) in question. L

II. THE ISSUE AWARENESS LEVEL
This level provides learners with the conceptual knowledge associated with discrete

issues. It involves an understanding of the «anatomy of issues» including what separates pro-
blems and issues as well as the varying beliefs and values | held by societal members which
impinge so heavily on the origin and resolution of issues. At this level, students also become
involved in analyzing the ecological and social/cultural implications of issues and solutions
(e.g., economic, political, legal consequences, etc.). This goal also involves students un-
derstanding the need to become involved in issue investigation, evaluation, and resolution.

III. THE INVESTIGATION AND EVALUATION LEVEL: TRAINING AND 
APPLICATION
This level provides learners with the knowledge and skills necessary to permit them to

investigate/analyze issues and evaluate alternative solutions for resolving these issues. It also
involves some form of student involvement in the investigation process, including data col-
lection, interpretation, and communication.

IV. THE ISSUE RESOLUTION LEVEL:TRAINING AND APPLICATION
This level provides learners with the skills necessary for making responsible decisions

concerning the resolution of environmental issues. Likewise, it provides learners with an
opportunity to prepare and evaluate «action plans» for | issue resolution. Additionally, it sup-
ports the application of citizenship action 2 strategies if and when students are motivated to
apply their action plans.
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Two Options For Dealing With Environmental Issues

It appears as though there are two promising and educationally viable options for dealing with
issues in the middle school. One of these options rests with the development and presentation of case
study units in science and social studies classrooms. The other focuses on training students to actual-
ly investigate issues on their own and on providing opportunities for such investigation. Both of these
options can allow for in-depth issue coverage. However, there are advantages and disadvantages
associated with each of the approaches.

The Case Study Format of Issue Instruction

The case study is, by and large, a teacher-directed analysis of particular environmental issues.
It is an instructional method which utilizes both primary and secondary sources to deliver issue-focu-
sed information and skills to students. These sources are, at least initially, used by the teacher to aid
students in developing a foundation of knowledge concerning the issue. Once students are oriented
to the issue, the teacher leads the students in an investigation of the issue on a class or small-group
basis. Such a strategy could involve the students in a search of additional secondary sources of infor-
mation, searching, perhaps, for new data sources that could be synthesized by the class. Or, it could
involve a class decision concerning information needed or questions needing answering at the
local/community level.

If the instructor/class decides that primary informa-
tion is needed, this could lead to the development of survey
instruments (questionnaires and/or opinionnaires) and the
production of an instrument that the entire class could admi-
nister in the community/area. Of course, this would lead to
the collection of primary data which would be recorded and
interpreted by the class. Once class decisions are made concerning what should be done with respect
to the issue, the time has come for considering the potential for issue remediation and the eventual
development of an action plan which may or may not be implemented (depending on decisions made
by the instructor/class) .

The case study provides the teacher with a substantial amount of flexibility and control. The
extent to which the issue is dealt with is in the hands of the teacher. The teacher can choose the issue,
determine the methods to be used, make decisions concerning the depth to which the issue will be
studied/analyzed, select the exact point at which the case study will be infused into the existing cur-
riculum, and determine the length of time to be spent on the case study.

There is, however, a price that must be paid for flexibility and control! The costs involve time,
energy, and skill in putting the case study together. Most issue case studies are a «do it yourself» cur-
riculum with the instructor as the curriculum designer. Although students can be involved in the
selection of a case study, that responsibility generally rests with the instructor. So, too, does the res-
ponsibility for finding and selecting sources such as printed matter, video tapes, guest speakers, panel
discussion members, films, field trips, or simulation activities. Handouts must be prepared.
Evaluation instruments must be designed. The development of a good case study is certainly not an
easy task.
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The Investigation Skill Approach for Dealing With Issues

The case study approach to issue investigation focuses on only one issue category at a time,
e.g., the management of the African elephant. The issue itself is the intent of case study instruction.
As a result, the instructional activities are issue specific.
In contrast, the investigation skill method employs a
broader, more generalizeable approach to the process of
issue investigation. The intent of the investigation
methodology is to develop in students the skills invol-
ved in issue investigation and resolution so that they can
be applied throughout life. Unlike the case study
approach, this method provides for the definition, prac-
tice, and application of knowledge and skills needed by learners to independently investigate and
resolve issues.

Investigation/evaluation skill development builds on the awareness level and proceeds
through to the action level. Students learn to differentiate between environmental problems and issues
and, in so doing, gain a very important understanding concerning the nature of environmental (social)
issues, i.e., people disagree about their resolution, and those disagreements are based on differing
beliefs and values related to issues. That understanding provides the basis for the development of a
critical skill, that of issue analysis. This ability to analyze issues involves the identification of the dif-
ferent individuals or groups of individuals (players) involved in a discrete issue, and of the positions
taken by those players regarding issue resolution. Also involved in issue analysis are the identi-
fication and comparison of the beliefs about the issue held by these players, as well as of the values
implied by their belief statements. The ability to analyze issues also includes the identification of the
implications, or consequences of issues and of their proposed solutions. Important consequences
would include those which are ecological, as well as those which are social, political, economic, cul-
tural, legal, and so on. Thus, issue analysis provides the learner with a mechanism for understanding
complex social and environmental issues. As such it is a potent organizational tool for the learner.

As was stated above, a major purpose of this approach is to develop an autonomous (inde-
pendent) investigator. In order to accomplish that end, important skills which must be developed
involve formulating problem questions, identifying sources of information to answer those questions,
and designing strategies to attain that information. Simply put, the learner must become skilled in
answering questions such as: what do we need to know about the issue; where can we get that infor-
mation; and how can we get it?

In order to gain those skills, learners are given the experiences of researchers. Subsequent to
learning how to generate research questions, they are taught to effectively utilize both primary and
secondary sources of information in the investigation of issues. Locating and accessing information
from appropriate agencies, resource people, and library sources are important aspects of information
gathering. Additionally, learners become adept at analyzing information (and information sources)
for bias. The abilities to compare and contrast discrete pieces of information and to identify the values
and beliefs inherent in each are important and powerful analytical tools. Learners must be given
opportunities to practice those skills on a variety of issue-related information.

Students also learn that primary information
might be gathered through the use of interviews, or
through instruments such as surveys, questionnaires, and
opinionnaires. In training youngsters in the design and
administration of survey instruments, an application
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component is essential. Thus, we cannot simply tell students how to design and administer instru-
ments - we must also allow them to become involved in the design and administration of instruments.
And, following the collection of data pertinent to the research question(s), the data then must be inter-
preted. Therefore, youngsters receive instruction and practice in generating logical conclusions and
inferences, and in making appropriate recommendations based on the data collected, rather than on
emotion.

Since a major purpose of the investigation skill approach is to develop autonomous investi-
gators, the writers encourage instructors to permit youngsters to engage in an independent investiga-
tion into an issue of their own choosing. Such a thorough investigation is prerequisite to sound deci-
sion making in the environmental realm, and to responsible participation in citizenship action related

to the remediation of environmental issues. To
allow a learner to engage in independent investi-
gation prior to his/her development of investiga-
tive abilities is foolhardy. However, to refuse to
allow an issue investigation once the learner has
acquired investigation skills will certainly result
in a weaker instructional effect. It appears that
providing an opportunity for students to apply

the varied and sophisticated skills which they have been taught, is necessary in order to reinforce
those skills. As the writer have observed on numerous occasions, an autonomous investigation allows
a students to make an «investment» of his/her talents, interests and time in a preferred issue. Not only
do students become experts regarding that issue, but they also derive a sense of «ownership» toward
that issue. This sense of ownership, or feeling of responsibility provides the impetus for action-taking
in a positive manner.

Citizen action training, the final component of this skill development approach, seeks to
develop individuals who are capable of making wise choices regarding appropriate and effective citi-
zen behaviors and who are willing and able to apply those behaviors responsibly to environmental
issue remediation. Thus, learners become familiarized with the methods of action at their disposal as
citizens, and become skilled in the use of those actions. In the United States, those actions include
ecomanagement, persuasion, consumerism, political action, and legal action. Moreover, decision
making skills are sharpened as learners evaluate proposed actions with respect to their effectiveness
and appropriateness, and with respect to the ecological, social, economic, political, and other cultu-
ral consequences of the proposed actions. Finally, learners are asked to formulate a plan of action
which they might utilize in the possible resolution of the environmental issue which they have inves-
tigated. The instructor is also urged to provide learners with the encouragement and support to imple-
ment their action plans.

Thus, in the skill development model, lear-
ners develop the abilities to gather and evaluate
information about environmental issues, to make
sound decisions regarding appropriate environmen-
tal maintenance and remediation, and to take action
as responsible citizens in helping to resolve envi-
ronmental issues. This method, as with most ins-
tructional methods, has a variety of problems and
limitations. Because this is a developmental
approach, it requires careful sequencing and an extended time frame, and may not easily lend itself
to infusion into an existing curriculum. Educators have typically found that an entire eighteen week
semester is needed to complete the learner
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objectives. The model is quite appropriate, however, in a team approach, where a science teacher,
social studies teacher, and/or language arts teacher join forces, sharing the particular subject matter
expertise of each. Interestingly, this team approach can shorten considerably the time needed for this
model.

Further, classroom management techniques are critical in those aspects of instruction where
the students are actually investigating a large number of different issues. Here the instructor must act
as a facilitator for the many students involved in the process of investigating issues. In particular,
some instructors have found it difficult to make the transition from direct instruction to a role which
demands advising and consulting. Allowing students to independently investigate environmental
issues is sometimes viewed by teachers as an unfamiliar and threatening departure from «traditional»
classroom management practices.

Comparing the Two Approaches

Both the case study and the investigation skill approach provide instructional strategies by
which teachers can effectively deal with issue investigation. An example of the case study unit can
be found in Appendix II. Similarly, a portion of the skill development approach is presented in
Appendix III. Both strategies share similar instructional goals and activities but differ significantly in
scope, teacher and student postures, instructional time demands, and a variety of other curricular and
classroom management factors. The following chart compares the issue case study and investigation
skill approaches across a number of educational variables.

Comparison Chart
The Case Study Strategy Vs The Investigation Skill Approach

Characteristic Extended Case Study Investigation Skills

Characteristics of Students:

l. Grade Levels Recommended Gds. 612. Appropriate for Gds.6-12+.

2. Student Role A receiver of information and a An autonomous, independent 
large group researcher. r e s e a r c h e r, skilled in citizen-

ship action skills.

3. Ability Levels Wide range of abilities. Wide range of ability levels.

4. Sense of reissue Ownership» Not necessarily the case. Typically, students have a 
strong sense of ownership.
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Characteristics of Instruction

1. Issue Focus Single issue treatment; issues most    Multiple issue treatment;
often chosen by teacher. issues chosen by students.

2. Instructor’s Posture Initially, very traditional, subse- Traditional posture followed
quently as a facilitator/consultant by role as a consultant and
during class investigation. facilitator as students

investigate numerous issues.

3. Time Demands Variable - depends upon the case Ty p i c a l l y, eighteen weeks with
study and the methods involved one hour per day of instruction
(2-6 weeks).                      in middle school(less at col

lege level).

4. Risk of Experiencing a High risk. Low risk.
Syntax Problem

5. Need for Inservice Training High need Very high need.

6. Potential for Infusion into Very high potential. Moderate potential.
Existing Programmes/
Courses

7. Team Teaching Potential Moderate potential. Very high potential

Outcomes of Instruction:

1. Knowledge of a Broad Low. High
Range of Environmental
Issues

2. Process (Skill) Acquisition Low-moderate. Very high.

3. Citizenship Action Skill Typically, issue specific A diverse set of skills is ac-
Acquisition quired -high transfer potential.

4. Citizenship Responsibility Moderate behavior observed if A great deal of behavior
(Out-of-School Behavior) instructor covers the skills. observed out-of-school..

Materials:

1. Source of Materials Teacher constructed except for Published materials are
issue-related literature/films, etc. available.

2. Expense Relatively low, depends largely Moderate if published
on the issue. materials are put into the 

hands of the students.
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Other Methods Appropriate For The Middle School Learner

Regardless of the teaching model used for instructional purposes in EE, certain teaching
methods and instructional resources will prove necessary in order for instruction to be maximally
effective. Students cannot be expected to change their behavior and become effective and responsible
citizens when only lecture and discussion are used in the teaching-learning process. For example,
learners cannot be expected to investigate issues unless they have the skills needed for, and expe-
rience in, the process of issue investigation. Similarly, one would not expect students to be skilled
and responsible decision makers, unless they had become acquainted with decision making processes
and had been provided with opportunities to apply those skills

A brief overview of some of the methods and associated resources which are recommended
for use with the instructional levels (described earlier in this chapter) follows. As noted, those ins-
tructional levels parallel the EE goal levels presented in Chapter I of this document. Following this
methods/resources schematic, a few of the methods are discussed further.

Using a Goal-oriented Framework as a Basis for Organizing Instructional Methods
and Resources*

Goal Level Resources Available Methods Available Resources

Ecological Foundations Field Studies. Natural Areas, Refuges,
Environmental Centers,
Nature Centers, Etc.

Simulations and Models. Computer Programmes,
Diagrams, Printed Simulations.

Viewing and Discussion. Video Tapes, Movies,
Filmstrips.

Reading and Discussion. Texts and Other Print Materials.

Lecture and Discussion. Overheads, Worksheets,
Lecture

Notes, Follow-up Panel
Discussions.

Conceptual Awareness Field Trips. Local, Environmentally
Impacted Sites, Sites of Issue
Foci.

Simulations and Models. Computer Programmes,
Diagrams, Printed Simulations.

Case Histories. Teacher Developed Case
Histories, Print Materials,
Community Resource People.
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Brainstorming (Problems, Teacher Organized Brain-Issues
and Solutions). storming Sessions.

Viewing and Discussion. Video Tapes, Movies,
Filmstrips.

Reading and Discussion. Textual and Other Print Matter.

Lecture and Discussion. Overheads, Worksheets, Lecture
Notes, Follow-up Panel
Discussion.

Issue Analysis (Players, Worksheets Involving the
Positions, Beliefs, and Issue Analysis Procedures;
Values). Films and Print Materials

as Referents.

Brainstorming of Teacher Organized Brain-
Alternate Solutions. orming Sessions, Focus on

Student Involvement.

Investigation and Secondary Source Libraries and Other 
Evaluation of Issues Investigations. Collections.

Primary Data Collection. Data Collection Instruments,
Samples as Needed.

Value Clarification/ Print Materials, Valuing
Moral Education. Exercises

Role-playing and Print Materials, Required
Simulations Resources Made Available.

Panel Discussions Print Materials, Required
and Debate. Resources Made Available.

Environmental Action Skills Training Sessions. Print Materials and Exercises.
Skills

Action Workshops. Community Resource Persons.

Action Analysis. Worksheets Using the «Action 
Analysis Criteria».

Student(s) Action Projects. Teacher and Resource Persons
as Supervisors/ Consultants,
Required Resources Made
Available.

Action Learning in Community Programmes
Community Internships. and Projects, Cooperating

Organizations.

*Adapted from a similar table by Tom Marcinkowski in Hungerford et al. (1988, 1994).
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Inventorying and Using Community Resources

A few years ago one of the writers of this document had occasion to join a team of profes-
sional educators which was assigned the task of evaluating a rural secondary school in southern
Illinois (USA). This writer’s specific responsibility was to inspect the curricular programme in the
science department. One of the first things he noted was the school’s setting. The school was out in
the country. It was located on perhaps five
acres of mowed grass, green from the modera-
te climate of the region. Just south of the
school, no more than 100 yards away, was a
large tract of oak-hickory deciduous forest,
ungrazed and rich in ecological variables. In
front of the school was a wide ditch which was
water-soaked. In spots, standing water could be
observed complete with plankton and associ-
ated water insects and amphibians. Just across the highway lay a railroad track and beyond the track
was a very large segment of the national forest which was part of the region. Seldom, if ever, had the
writer observed a school with equally rich natural resources available within a five minute walk of
the classroom. Anticipating the prospect of finding an exciting science programme for students, the
writer observed several classes and spoke with the teachers in the science department. The biology
teacher was interviewed last. He was quick to inform the writer that he didn’t allow his students out
of the classroom and, therefore, didn’t use the resources which were so close to the biology room.

Unfortunately, this situation is far more typical than one would like to admit. We often refer
to such a situation as a «two by four classroom», i.e., two covers of a book and four walls of a class-
room. And, we are almost certain that students coming from such a classroom will have only limited
ecological knowledge, will not be aware of the resources of their region, will not be able to investi-
gate serious issues within the region, and will not know how to help resolve the important issues
facing them and their community. This unfortunate state-of-affairs could be remediated, at least in
part, by teachers using community/regional resources in their teaching.

A teacher (or teachers) can become acquainted with local/community resources through the
development of a «resource inventory». A resource inventory is simply an inventory of the physi-
cal-and human resources available for instruction within the teacher’s own area. This inventory can
take the form of a book or a manual. It can be computerized, or it can be developed as a card file to
be used by all faculty members in a school.

Researchers have found that those teachers who actually get involved in the inventory pro-
cess are the ones who will use those resources with their students to a far greater extent than other
groups. Teachers who simply have access to a resource inventory (without any involvement in its
development) tend to use the resources less.

What kinds of resources can be inventoried for an environmentally related resource invento-
ry? A few examples would include resource people such as wildlife biologists, game wardens, bota-
nists, commercial fishermen, trappers, hunters, waste disposal personnel, waterworks personnel,
sewage plant operators, insect and rodent control specialists, greenhouse operators, environmental
organization activists, and ranchers/farmers. Other examples would include physical resources such
as wildlife refuges and parks, national/state forests, farms, ranches, typical ecosystems (biomes), zoos,
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fish hatcheries, sewage plants, waterworks, garbage dumps (landfills), electrical utilities, commercial
airports, strip mines, fertilizer industries, toxic waste dumps, university facilities such as departments
of fisheries and wildlife, local parks having environmental potential, environmental centers, and
recycling centers.

Effective Use of Field Trips

In order to be maximally effective, the field trip should be task oriented. A simple «excur-
sion» outside of the formal classroom is usually a total waste of time. Therefore, it is up to the ins-
tructor to provide the parameters needed to insure success. The
«task» for the student can be one of several types. It can involve
answering one important question in depth. It can involve some
sort of inquiry which demands that problem solving skills be
applied. It can involve a survey which necessitates the use of a
data collection instrument. It can simply involve a student-gene-
rated description of something (e.g., an ecosystem) which is not available within the confines of the
regular classroom. The important criteria are that the task be meaningful and, in some way, permits
the student to interact with the resource.

Besides providing a definite task for the students on a field trip, several other considera-
tions are important. Among these are:

1. Arrangements for transportation, if needed.

2. Plans for student safety.

3. A preliminary trip to make sure that the instructor is familiar with the resource.

4. Pre-trip discussions with students about the nature of the trip, the resource and their
assigned tasks.

5. Discussion concerning student deportment on the trip, i.e., expectations of student
behavior.

6. Post-trip data recording and synthesis. Reports by individual students or small
groups may be indicated.

Depending on the nature of the trip, other parameters may be needed. If the instructor is
taking the class on a trip to the landfill, for example, students may be assigned an additional task of
observing litter/illegal dumping along the route to the dump. Or, if the trip is to an excellent example
of the dominant ecosystem (biome) the instructor may ask students to take notes on the ways in which
man has modified the biome.

The solid waste management case study included in the Appendices of this document
assumes that the instructor is interested in students taking a holistic look at the landfill, its environ-
ment, possible issues surrounding the site, alternative disposal methods, land reclamation, and citi-
zen action if needed. A worksheet included in the case study unit provides students with an opportu-
nity to synthesize a great deal of information back in the classroom and to participate in decision
making about the consequences of one type of human behavior as well as citizen action that might
be needed.
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Using Role-playing and Simulations

Simulations provide opportunities for indi-
viduals to explore the various players, positions,
beliefs and values present in discrete environmental
issues. Role-playing permits the learner to «get insi-
de» the issue as he/she assumes the role of a particu-
lar player and interacts with other players in attemp-
ting to resolve the issue. Although it requires a measure of skill on the part of the instructor, this stra-
tegy has great potential for demonstrating the relevance of textbook information to real-life expe-
riences. It also provides the students with practice in making important decisions and in developing
action-oriented human relations skills. This type of socio-drama is probably an ideal activity for
young adolescents, as it permits them to «try out» alternate beliefs and values and thus to test and
validate their own beliefs and values.

Role-playing can be conducting using either small or large groups. In the small group proce-
dure, most of the class members will act as observers. Their participation occurs after the role players
have made a decision, if time is set aside for discussion and comments. Often non-participating stu-
dents are eager to comment on the decisions made by others, even if they lack the confidence to fully
engage in role-playing. For these individuals, this procedure provides them with good modeling for
future role-playing in which they might wish to participate.

Large group simulations, of course, have the advantage of full involvement by all class mem-
bers. Simulations set in general meetings, such as town meetings, commissions, public hearings, etc.,
necessitate the roles of principal players, and of supporting players. An example of this large group
simulation can be found in Wilke, Peyton, & Hungerford (1980). This simulation entitled «The
President’s Commission on Population», describes a meeting of a presidential advisory commission
on population policy, and includes the roles of principal players who will testify before the commis-
sion (e.g., economist, agriculturist, Planned Parenthood representative, environmentalist, etc.). Also
included within the simulation might be the roles of commission members themselves, who must
make a decision related to the recommendation of a population policy.

Generally, this type of simulation includes the
assignment (or selection of roles) and requires research
and preparation on the part of class members. Students
should understand in advance that role-playing is no joke,
that there will always be a specific agenda, and that a
timetable will be strictly  observed. This should help them

to keep on task. The students also should be assured in advance that once the role-playing session is
underway, no breaking of roles will be tolerated.

When describing the simulation, the instructor should be very clear about the decision(s) to
be made. The nature of the decisions will cue students about the information they should gather and
prepare. Students should be advised to consider what alternate decisions can be made, to discuss the
alternatives in terms of information, the value perspectives of their roles, and their personal values,
and then, to make a decision. The instructor should avoid providing a full outline of each player’s
position, if possible.
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Otherwise, the student might discuss what he/she feels the instructor thinks is important, rather
than focus on his/her own research and thinking.

As in any large group activity, some students might be tempted to remain in an anonymous
non-participatory role. Rubenstein and Slife (1987) recommend the following teacher behaviors to
facilitate equitable participation during a simulation:

1. When a participant speaks in a weak voice as though the comment or question is
meant only for you, resist the temptation to get closer. Walk away, preferably putting
other participants between you and the speaker, requiring raised speech volume and
interaction within the group.

2. Be as mobile within the meeting room as possible. Mentally mark off the room into
four quarters. After each contribution, turn to a different quarter of the room expec-
tantly Be prepared for an occasional elongated silence. Let it develop, unless there is
a need to clarify the last remark.

3. Be as sensitive as possible for the need for an occasional question or statement
from you to quiet mounting anxieties or to explain or intensify someone’s comment.
Playing «devil’s advocate» is often very productive, if done gracefully.

4. Limit your own contribution to that of management. Give participants no hint of
what you think concerning proper values or correct decisions. Students should always
be convinced that decisions are theirs to make (Rubenstein & Slife, 1987, p. 22).

Panel Discussions

Panel discussions and debates on environmental issues are excellent mechanisms for permit-
ting students to present conflicting viewpoints and to evaluate the merit of different beliefs and value
systems. In examining and evaluating the various ideologies, adolescents are afforded an excellent
opportunity to compare their personal ideologies to those of others.

The debate provides a formal procedure for discussing issues and is probably quite appropriate for
the older middle school students. An excellent description of formal debate procedures can be found
in Rubenstein & Slife (1987). The following information is also adapted from Rubenstein & Slife and
will focus on a less formal discussion mode the panel discussion.

A panel discussion can directly involve from two to
ten students in active discussion and can indirectly
involve the entire class. In general, it would be a
good idea to plan a series of panel discussions on a
variety of environmental issues. Students can then
select an issue of interest to them. It will be neces-
sary for the instructor to prepare for the panel dis-
cussions. Major environmental issues should be
identified and an issue statement generalized.
(Note: It is best if this issue statement
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is in question from.). A colection of areticles and written information on each of the issues must be
gathered, and care should be taken that the major players/positions involved in each issue are well
represented in the written material.

After the students select or are assigned to issue topics, they should become acquainted with
all the material related to their topic which has been gathered by the instructor . They should also be
encouraged to seek additional information which might be useful in discussing their issue. A week
before the scheduled panel discussion, the students assigned to each issue are divided into two or
more groups (enough groups to represent the major players involved in that issue). Although students
do not know their «position» well in advance, they can still prepare for the discussion by surveying
all available material, thereby becoming versed in their «opponent’s» viewpoint as well as their own.
Once positions are assigned, of course, the students representing that position must work together on
their presentation of that position.

The panel discussion itself consists of four phases: presentation of positions, clarification of
positions, free-form discussion, and audience participation. Each phase has a particular purpose and
follows a prescribed structure.

Presentation of Positions: The purpose of this
phase is to provide the audience (the rest of the class)
with a general introduction to the issue and to state the
major assertions associated with each position.
Panelists on each team should outline beforehand the
major points they wish to make so that they can
approach this phase with clear and complete state-

ments. Participants from each team alternate presentations, with the first presenter from each team
having the responsibility of introducing their position in general. Subsequent presenters on that team
then «flesh out» that position. It is advised that individual presentations begin with a concise state-
ment of the main points being made by the presenter, followed by a brief summary in support of those
points. Approximately one-third of the class period is usually sufficient for this phase.

Clarification of Positions: This phase is actually a question and answer session between the
teams, and allows each side to clarify the other team’s presentations and arguments. Only questions
of clarification, not rebuttal or discussion, are appropriate during this phase. This phase is customa-
rily rather short, perhaps five minutes.

Free-form Discussion: The first two phases should have «warmed» the panelists for the
free-form discussion. Points, counterpoints, rebuttals, and general discussion are all appropriate.
Panelists should be instructed to focus on the primary points of disagreement. Team-members can
prepare for this phase by identifying beforehand the main points (and supporting arguments) they
wish to discuss. They should also take notes during the other team’s presentations in the preceding
phase. This discussion phase is the major phase, with about one-half of the total class period allotted
to it.

Audience Participation: In this final phase, the audience simply poses questions or com-
ments to the panelists for response. It is advisable that questions be addressed to specific panelists,
rather than to the entire group. This is simply because questions asked of the entire group are usual-
ly answered by the most vocal member(s), rather than by the individual who made the pertinent com-
ment. As many different questions and comments as possible should be encouraged from the audien-
ce, and a free dialogue should be permitted. This phase may be continued as time and interest dicta-
te.
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CHAPTER III

THE THREE YEAR CURRICULUM: A DETAILED OUTLINE

Introduction

Chapter III presents a detailed three year outline of the recommended scope and sequence of
an environmental education programme for the middle grades. Each year will be presented separate-
ly.

For each year’s programme, a sample detailed instructional package is presented in the
Appendices. The sample instructional package related to the Year One Outline can be found in
Appendix A; for Year Two in Appendix B; and for Year Three in Apendix C. These in-depth samples
are provided for curriculum developers to use as models. Certainly, these few examples do not consti-
tute the entire spectrum of curricular strategies appropriate for the middle school EE programme.
Still, they offer serious examples of materials that correspond with the outline so as to demonstrate
the feasibility of developing materials that correspond with the outline.

Curriculum developers may wish to know how the writers would recommend portioning time
for the curricular outline. Thus, for each major heading, percentages are shown which indicate the
amount of time recommended for that heading. These percentages are suggestive only and should be
viewed that way. The writers have also determined that certain content is more important than others.
Importance is judged from both ecological and environmental perspectives. Therefore, any major
heading showing a (##) notation should be viewed as critical and deleted only in the most serious of
circumstances. A lack of the (##) notation gives the curriculum developer some latitude in case of
severe time restrictions.

Earlier in this document the eventual involvement of the middle school student in serious
issue investigation and citizenship responsibility was discussed. It is incumbent, therefore, on the cur-
riculum developer who is faced with severe time constraints to make certain that much, if not all, of
the third year’s recommendations are kept intact. This admonition will certainly be a frustrating one
for some, but it is crucially important if the educator wishes to change student citizenship behavior
in environmentally-appropriate dimensions.
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Year One
Ecological Foundations And Humans As An Ecological Factor

I. What is Ecology? What do Ecologists Do? (5%)

A. Defining»ecology» (##)
1. The science that deals with the interrelationships between plants and animals 

and their environment
2. The term «ecology» derived from two Greek words which mean «study 

of the home»
a. Historical, naturalistic observations of plants and animals and

their environment (natural history)
b. Modern, scientific observations of plants and animals and their 

environment (ecology) 
B. The role of ecologists

1. The ecologist as a scientist
a. The accumulation of information about the interrelationships in 

the natural world
b. The accumulation of information about human relationships 

with the natural world
2. The ecologist as a scientist who uses data to make predictions about the 

ecological (environmental) impact of human activities
a. Impacts of human urban development
b. Impacts of human agricultural practices
c. Impacts of human commercial and sport fishing practices
d. Impacts of human mining and industrial practices
e. Impacts of human energy production activities
f. Impacts of human transportation practices
g. Impacts of human recreational activities
h. The ecological impacts of other human environmentally-related 

practices

II. Individuals, Populations, and Levels of Organization in
Ecology (##) (7.5%)

A. The «individual» as one organism of a given plant or animal species
B. The «population» as a group of organisms of the same species living in a 

particular habitat (area) at a particular time
C. The «community» as interacting populations of plants and animals living in a 

given habitat (area) at a particular time
1. Macrocommunities: the larger communities existing in relatively large 

habitats, e.g., an oak-hickory forest, a subtropical swamp, a short grass 
prairie

2. Microcommunities: small communities existing within larger communities, 
e.g., a fallen, decaying tree trunk, a temporary rain pool in a forest

D. The «ecosystem» as the community concept but with the added consideration 
of the nonliving environment (chemical and physical)

1. Life-related variables called «biotic» variables
2. Nonliving variables called «abiotic» variables
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3. How living and nonliving variables influence each other
E. The «biome» as an aggregate of ecosystems with similar vegetative types
F. The biome, in reality, as one very huge ecosystem
G. Major biomes around the world

1. Deserts
2. Grasslands
3. Deciduous forests
4. Coniferous forests
5. Tropical rain forests
6. Freshwater
7. Marine
8. Tundra

H. Climate as the key variable in producing biomes
I. The «biosphere» as the composite of all earth ecosystems

III. The «Ecosystem Concept» Developed (##) (20%)

A. Importance of the ecosystem concept in ecology
B. Loca/regional ecosystems
C. Components of ecosystems

1. Biotic variables
a. Food producers
b. Food consumers

1.) Herbivores
2.) Carnivores
3.) Omnivores
4.) Decomposers

2. Abiotic variables
a. Physical factors, e.g., sunlight, shade, wind, precipitation, soil 

moisture, topography
b. Biogeochemical factors, e.g.,

1.) Carbon cycle
2.) Oxygen cycle
3.) Nitrogen cycle
4.) Water cycle

3. The critical nature of biogeochemical cycles
a. Changing chemicals to forms available to living things
b. The absolute need for waste reduction in natural living system

D. Ecological niches in ecosystems
1. The «niche» concept
2. Various species’niches 

a. Food niche 
b. Reproductive niche
c. Physical and chemical niche 
d. Habitat niche

3. Difficulties in knowing an organism’s exact/complete niche
4. Specialized niches - defined/examples, e.g., 

a. Panda 
b. Kirtland’s warbler 
c. Limpkin 
d. Tick birds

5. Generalist niches - defined/examples, e.g., 
a. Human
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b. Fox
c. Mouse
d. Cockroach

6. Specific examples of food-related niches
a. Food producers
b. Herbivores
c. Carnivores
d. Parasites
e. Scavengers
f. Decomposers

E. Competition in ecosystems
1. Intraspecific competition: competition for resources within a species

between members of the same species
2. Interspecific competition: competition for resources between species 

between members of different species
3. The «competitive exclusion principle» (no two species can occupy 

exactly the same niche in an ecosystem indefinitely)
a. Importance of this principle for survival of a species
b. Examples of closely related but separate niches, e.g., hawks and owls

F. Tolerance ranges and limiting factors in ecosystems
1. The «law of tolerance»

a. The tolerance of an organism for the amount of a factor 
which falls above or below the optimum range for that species for that 
factor

1.) Optimum range (for that factor)
2.) Range of stress (for that factor)
3.) Intolerance range (for that factor)

b. Examples of factors which can impact on the «law of tolerance»
1.) Water temperature
2.) Air temperature
3.) Insolation
4.) Soil moisture

2. The «limiting factor principle»
a. The one factor that is most lacking in an ecosystem that 

determines the presence or absence of a particular plant or animal
b. Examples of factors that can be associated with the «limiting 

factor principle»
1. Rainfall - tall grass species
2. DDT - birds of prey
3. Soil moisture - beech trees
4. Acidity - bog plants

G. A summary of the ecosystem concept
1. Components of ecosystems
2. Ecological niches in ecosystems
3. Competition in ecosystems
4. Tolerance ranges and limiting factors in ecosystems
5. The importance of the ecosystem concept in ecology

IV. Energy and Ecosystems (##) (20%)

A. The need for energy to «drive» ecosystems
B. The sun as the source of energy for driving ecosystems
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C. Green plants as the basis for energy production
1. The process of photosynthesis
2. How photosynthesis in green plants supports consumer organisms

a. Food chains
1.) Energy transfers in food chains
2.) Examples from prominent ecosystems 

a.) Terrestrial 
b.) Aquatic

3.) Examples from local ecosystems
b. Food webs

1.) Energy transfers in food webs
2.) Food chains within food webs
3.) Examples from prominent ecosystems
4.) Examples from local ecosystems

c. The relationship of photosynthesis to human food chains/webs
C. Energy losses in food chains

1. Energy lost at each step in a food chain: the 10-1 ratio
2. Energy loss vs the number of steps in a food chain
3. The concept of the «energy pyramid»
4. Energy implications of human food chains

D. Net primary productivity in ecosystems: the rate at which the green plants 
produce energy minus (-) the rate at which they use energy

1. Using net primary productivity to evaluate the potential of ecosystems 
for producing basic food material for humans and other animals.

2. The net primary productivity of major ecosystems
3. The importance of ecosystems with high rates of net primary 

productivity
4. The difference between overall productivity and net primary 

productivity, e.g., the oceans with a low net primary productivity but a high 
overall productivity due simply to the extent of the ocean ecosystem.

Outline Vignette: The Ecosystem

No man, past or present, could possibly dream of - or create, even in fiction living systems
like naturally-occurring ecosystems. No one could envision systems so complicated, so interrelated,
so dynamic, so resilient, so productive, so beneficial, or so terribly susceptible to man’s pervasive
efforts to destroy them.

H. Hungerford, T. Volk & J. Ramsey, 1988

V. Ecological Succession: Ecosystems Change over Time (##) (7.5%)

A. Succession as a natural phenomenon
B. Succession as an orderly phenomenon with specific characteristics

1. Succession takes place over time
2. Successional stages are predictable
3. Ecosystems (communities) change from one kind to another
4. Ecosystems (communities) evolve, changing from less complex to 

more complex ones
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5. Early successional stages create conditions which contribute to their 
own disappearance

6. The final community in succession is called the climax community 
C. Major categories of succession

1. Primary succession
a. The sequential development of communities on a bare rock or

soil-less surface
b. Often takes hundreds or thousands of years to complete
c. Examples

1.) On a volcanic lava flow
2.) On a rock surface after the removal of soil by erosion
3.) On surface mined land where soil has been removed

d. Midwestern (USA) primary successional stages:
1.) Bare rock to . . .
2.) Lichens to . . .
3.) Mosses to . . .
4.) Grasses to . . .
5.) Shrubs to . . .
6.) Pioneer trees to...
7.) Climax tree species (the climax community)

e. Implications of human activities for renewal of climax
communities that have to develop via primary succession

2. Secondary succession
a. The sequential development of communities where a soil layer exists
b. Usually of shorter duration than primary succession - seldom 

over decades or centuries
c. Examples

1.) On abandoned agricultural land
2.) Of a newly created farm pond or lake
3.) On forest land that has been clearcut or burned, leaving 

a soil layer
4.) On land stripped of vegetation for surface mining (soil

remaining)
d. Midwestern (USA) secondary successional stages on abandoned 

farm land
l.) Annual weeds to . . .
2.) Grasses and annual weeds to . . .
3.) Shrubs mixed with grasses and annual weeds to . . .
4.) Pioneer trees to . . .
5.) Climax tree species (the climax community)

e. The implications of human activities for renewal of climax
communities that have developed via secondary succession 

D. A comparison of immature (early) and mature (late) successional stages
1. Few niches - many niches
2. Small plants - large plants
3. Few species - many species
4. Less complex -  more complex
5. Little resiliency - great resiliency

VI. Populations and Their Dynamics (##) (20%)

A. Species populations form communities
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B. Characteristics of species populations
1. Interacting members of the same species in a given area at a given time
2. A reproductive unit of a given species
3. Identifiable in terms of . . . 

a. Natality 
b. Mortality 
c. Immigration 
d. Emigration 
e. Population density 
f. Spatial distribution 
g. Age structure

C. The importance of the group (population) rather than individuals within the group
D. Interactions between populations

1. «Commensalism»
a. One species interacting with another where one is benefited and

the other unaffected
b. Examples

1.) Spanish moss growing on oaks
2.) Barnacles growing on whales
3.) Poison ivy growing on the trunk of a forest tree

2. «Mutualism»
a. Two species interacting with each other where both are benefited
b. Examples

1.) Lichens: a fungus growing with algae
2.) Termites and flagellates
3.) The yucca and the yucca moth
4.)Beneficial bacteria in human intestines

3. «Parasitism»
a. Two species interacting where one is benefited and the other 

harmed
b. Examples

1.) Ticks and mammals
2.) Tapeworms and humans
3.) Mistletoe and junipers/oaks
4.) Bird lice and birds

4. «Predation»
a. One organism killing and consuming another organism
b. Examples

1.) Lion and antelope
2.) Ladybird beetle and plant lice
3.) Barn owl and rat
4.) Wolf and moose 

E. Interactions within populations
1. Cooperation

a. Members of a given population cooperating with each other
b. Examples

1.) Group defense of territory, e.g., prairie dogs and warning cries
2.) Sexual contact, i.e., mating of males and females
3.) Aggregation, e.g., the flocking of Canada geese

2. Social behavior
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a. Individuals of the same species participating in a division 
of labor (e.g., army ants, bees, termites)

b. Individuals of the same species developing a «social order» or 
«pecking order» (e.g., wolves. chickens, sea lions)

3. Competition
a. Individuals of the same species competing for survival essentials 

(e.g., space, food, water, nesting sites)
b. Competition as a mechanism that can lead to extinction 

F. Population stability and instability
1. «Biotic potential» of a population, i.e., the rate at which a population 

would grow if all females bred as often as possible and all individuals 
survived past reproductive age

2. «Environmental resistance», i.e., the sum total of all environmental 
variables that tend to control the growth of the population

3. «Carrying capacity»
a. «Maximum carrying capacity i.e., the maximum number of 

individuals that can be supported in an environment
b. «Optimum carrying capacity», i.e., the number of individuals 

that can be supported in an environment without endangering
the environment or the population itself

4. Cyclical populations
a. Species populations that vary greatly in size from year to year 

or decade to decade
b. Population fluctuations as normal events in ecosystems
c. Examples of cyclical populations

1.) The Arctic lemming: 2-3 year cycle
2.) The Canadian lynx: 10 year cycle
3.) Garden insects: 1 year cycle

5. Eruptive populations
a. The J-curve phenomenon
b. Organisms, finding and utilizing an unoccupied niche, erupting

beyond long term carrying capacity
c. Highly adaptable organisms, modifying their environment, 

erupting beyond long term carrying capacity
d. Examples of eruptive populations

1.) Unoccupied niches
a.) Bacteria in culture medium
b.) Deer in good habitat where predators have been 

removed
c.) Algae in nutrient-rich environment

2.) Highly adaptable organisms, e.g., humans, coyotes
e. The eventual response of an eruptive population to environmental 

resistance
f. A population in decline after erupting and subsequent changes 

in carrying capacity
6. «Homeostasis’’, i.e., the concept of long term stability in cyclical 

populations over time

VII. Humans As An Ecological Factor (##) (20%)

A. Humans as a powerful ecological variable
1. Tremendous adaptability - a very generalized niche
2. Human willingness to compromise the environment for economic gain
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3. Human potential for environmental preservation/issue resolution
B. Humans as an eruptive population

1. History of the human population
2. Humans and the J-curve phenomenon
3. Current population numbers
4. Doubling time in human population growth
5. A question of carrying capacity
6. Population management policies, trends, and issues

C. The pervasive ecological consequences of erupting human populations
exploding populations vs finite resources

1. Humans as builders of «communities» (towns and cities)
a. A comparison of human communities with naturally existing 

communities
b. Habitat destruction/modification of human communities
c. The transport of food energy to human communities
d. Waste removal in human communities
e. Urban decay/crime/poverty
f. The relationship between human population and urban 

deterioration/slums
g. Potential solutions to urban problems
h. Reasons for the possible continuation/increase of urban problems

2. Humans as producers of food
a. Human agricultural systems
b. Monobiotic agriculture
c. Demands for commercial fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides
d. Consequences of human food production

1.) Point and nonpoint pollution
2.) Groundwater contamination
3.) Soil erosion
4.) Soil compaction and salinization
5.) Depletion of aquifers -
6.) Desertification
7.) Amplification of toxic chemicals in food chains
8.) Retrogression - succession in reverse

D. Humans and the world’s soils
1. Impact of overgrazing

a. Increased population in grazing societies and the concomitant
demand for more animals - the «commons principle» at work

b. Domestic animals and the degradation of grasslands
1.) Declining plant species
2.) Declining numbers of surviving plants
3.) Invader weeds
4.) Loss of entire ecosystems

c. Possible solutions
d. Why solutions are difficult

2. Impact of row crop production
a. Demand for more agricultural land
b. Modification/destruction of habitat and existing ecosystems

worldwide
c. Loss of topsoil by erosion at a rate much faster than 

replacement
1.) In the USA, over one-third of farmlands losing 

productivity due to soil erosion
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2.) In developing nations, at least 25% of agricultural land 
losing topsoil at a rate which will result in a marked 
loss of productivity

d. Loss of soil nutrients and replacement by commercial fertilizers
E. Humans and the world’s forests

1. Humans cut and burn forests at an alarming rate
a. To gain agricultural land
b. For use as fuel
c. For use as building materials

2. Consequences of deforestation
a. Excessive erosion rate of soil
b. Decreasing water absorption capacity of soil
c. Local climatic changes
d. Loss of habitat for very large percentage of earth’s plants and 

animals
e. Desertification

3. The relationship between expanding human populations and loss of 
forest land

4. Possible solutions
5. Why solutions are difficult 

F. Humans and the world’s wetlands
1. Types of wetlands

a. Swamps
b. Bogs
c. Tidal marshlands/estuaries
d. Flood plains/river bottoms
e. Ponds

2. Importance of wetlands
a. Recharging areas for groundwater reserves
b. Flood control
c. Fishing production from coastal wetlands
d. Life support system for migratory waterfowl
e. Habitat for many plant and animal species besides waterfowl

3. The status of wetlands in the USA
a. Half of all wetlands already lost
b. Nearly 500,000 acres of wetlands lost annually
c. Most wetlands drained for agricultural purposes

4. International consequences of wetlands degradation 
G. Humans and the world’s wildlife

1. Wildlife defined as any undomesticated plant or animal found in 
naturally existing ecosystems

2. Ecological importance of wildlife
a. Maintaining the health and vigor of the earth’s ecosystems
b. Numerous benefits to the world’s ecosystems

1.) Food production
2.) Oxygen production:
3.) Filtration of toxic substances
4.); Climate moderation
5.) Waste decomposition
6.) Recycling of nutrients
7.) Control of crop and disease pests
8.) Storage of a vast reservoir of genetic materials

3. Status of the world’s wildlife
a. Extinction rates
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1.) Before humans: 1 species per 10,000 years
2.) 1975: 100 species per year
3.) 1985: 1,000 species per year
4;) 2000: 20,000 species per year (estimated)

b. Extinctions caused by human activities
4. Impact of losses on humans 

a. Potential food benefits for exploding human populations 
b. Potential medical benefits 
c. Health of existing ecosystems

5. Reasons for wildlife losses 
a. Loss of habitat - the major reason b. Pollution of habitat 
c. Killing for food, sport, or profit 
d. The pet trade 
e. Predator and pest control 
f. Introduction of alien species

6. Protecting wildlife 
a. International laws and treaties 
b. Wildlife refuges 
c. Gene banks: zoos, botanical gardens, aquariums, etc. 
d. Preserving ecosystems

7. Potential for reducing wildlife losses
8. Difficulties in attaining solutions

H. Critical considerations in regarding humans as an ecological variable
1. Human reproductive potential
2. Cultural limitations to human population control in various societies  

a. Social values 
b. Religious values 
c. Political values 
d. Economic values

3. Individual beliefs and values concerning rights and responsibilities
4. Unique human abilities/adaptations

a. Human ability to simplify ecosystems, e.g., monobiotic agricultural 
ecosystems

b. Human ability to invent machines and processes for modifying
natural ecosystems or maintaining artificial ones

c. Human ability to produce and use energy in the development and 
maintenance of human-made ecosystems, e.g., energy from 
coalfired electrical generating plants

I. Humans and Sustainable Development
1. Definitions of sustainable development
2. Dimensions of sustainable development

a. Human needs, health and safety, including clean water and 
sanitation, food, energy, and employment

b. Economic needs, the revival and enhancement of economic growth
c. Technological needs, the reorientation and management that reflect 

appropriate risks and impacts on human and ecological contexts
d. Ecological needs, the enhancement of preservation and 

conservation of abiotic and biotic resources, including biodiversity,
pollution abatement, and conservation of fuelwood

3. World-wide political context of sustainable development
4. World-wide sustainable development scenarios
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Outline Vignette: What Lies Ahead?

«If present trends continue, the world of 2000 will be more crowded, more polluted, less stable eco-
logically, and more vulnerable to disruption than the world we live in now. Serious stresses involving
population, resources, and environment are clearly ahead. Despite greater material output, the worl-
d’s people will be poorer in many ways than they are today.»

The Global 2000Report, 1980

Year Two
Environmental Science And Environmental Health

I. Humans Their History of Resource Consumption (8%)

A. Early humans: hunters and gatherers
1. The age of the hunters and gatherers
2. Survival demands of the hunters and gatherers

a. Hunters and gatherers as experts in survival 
b. Food usage: exploitable food resources 
c. Mobility: the key to low levels of environmental impact

3. Other factors surrounding the hunters and gatherers 
a. Few material possessions 
b. Low levels of stress 
c. Low population levels 
d. Reasons for low population levels: high infant mortality,

reduced conception due to breast feeding, 30 year life 
expectancy 

B. Agricultural societies
1. The domestication of plants and animals
2.- Small-scale farming 

a. Slash-and-burn cultivation 
b. Subsistence farming

1.) Early practices
2.) Current practices

3. True agriculture of past societies 
a. Invention of the plow 
b. Animal power
c. Irrigation
d. Growing for consumption by others

4. Agriculture-based urban societies 
a. Specialized agriculture 
b. Growing food for trade/profit 
c. Changing the earth’s surface with larger tools

5. Environmental impact of agriculture based urban societies 
a. Loss of forests
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b. Loss of grasslands
c. Alteration of habitat for animal and plant species
d. Soil erosion
e. Waste disposal problems
f. The evolution of the concept of «man against nature»

C. Industrial Societies
1. The industrial revolution 

a. The steam engine and change 
b. The internal combustion engine and change 
c. Increased energy consumption

2. Environmental impacts of industrial societies (##)
a. Hazardous wastes of many kinds
b. Pollution of air and water
c. Increased environmental degradation
d. Species extinction and its implications

D. The relationship of population to resource use! pollution? and environmental 
degradation. (##)

1. Human population growth 
a. Population growth in developed nations 
b. Population growth in developing nations

2. Population and resource use/abuse 
a. Cultural beliefs/values concerning resource consumption 
b. Use of renewable resources 
c. Use of nonrenewable resources

3. Environmental degradation and resource consumption 
a. The «commons» concept 
b. The «tragedy of the commons» concept 
c. Population growth and its relation to the «commons» concept 
d. Risks associated with the «commons» concept

4. Pollution and resource consumption 
a. Biodegradable pollutants 
b. Nonbiodegradable pollutants 
c. Exposure to pollutants

1.) Movement of pollutants in the environment
2.) Effects of pollutants on humans and other organisms 

d. Pollution control
1.) In developed nations
2.) In developing nations

5. The interrelationships between population, resource use, technology,
and cultural beliefs and values

Outline Vignette: Past Civilizations and Environmental Abuse

The great civilizations that flourished in the Middle East, North Africa, and the Mediterranean area
between 3500 B.C. and 500 A.D. are noted for their many superb achievements in literature, art,
science, and government . . . However, archeological evidence and historical records show that these
agriculture-based urban societies prospered economically by degrading their land resource base so
severely that they helped bring about their own downfall.... much of the land never recocovered and
remains barren today.

G. Tyler Miller, Jr., 1988
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II. Soils and Allied Problems (5%)

A. A definition of «soil»
1. Inorganic components of soil
2. Organic components of soil 

B. Human dependence on soils (##) 
C. Soil formation

1. Weathering 
a. Physical weathering 
b. Chemical weathering

2. Categories of soils/characteristics 
a. Loams 
b. Sandy soils 
c. Clay soils 

D. Soil Erosion (**)
1. Natural erosion 

a. Wind erosion 
b. Water erosion

2. Erosion speeded up by humans
3. Erosion around the world 

a. Location of serious erosion problems 
b. Factors associated with serious erosional problems

1.) Cultivation of marginal lands
2.) Poor cultivation techniques

E. The link between expanding human populations and soil erosion
1. The increased demand for agricultural products
2. Increased use of marginal agricultural land
3. Conversion of natural ecosystems (e.g., forests, wetlands) to farmland 

F. Soil conservation strategies (jet)
1. Minimum-tillage and no-till farming
2. Contour farming
3. Terracing
4. Strip cropping
5. Shelterbelts
6. Maintaining soil fertility 

a. Animal manures 
b. Green manures 
c. Compost d. Crop rotation

Outline Vignette: Soil Erosion: The Quiet Crisis

«Grave though the loss of topsoil may be, it is a quiet crisis, one that is not widely perceived. And
unlike earthquakes, volcanic eruptions or other natural disasters, this human-made disaster is unfol-
ding gradually.... On a third of the world’s cropland, soil erosion far exceeds the natural rate of new
soil formation of two to five tons per acre per year. At the core of this problem is the world’s inces-
sant demand for more food, which is driven by rising affluence and the annual addition of 86 million
people. As the demand for food climbs, the world’s farmers are beginning, in effect, to mine their soil.
What was once a renewable resource is becoming a nonrenewable one.»

World Watch, May - June 1988
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III. Water and Allied Problems (10%)

A. The world’s water supply
B. Renewing the water supply

1. The water cycle
2. The use of surface water
3. The use of ground water/aquifers 

C. Problems with water resources (##)
1. Drought in arid and semiarid countries 

a. Population variables 
b. Poor land use variables 
c. Synergistic effects of population and land use variables - severe 

environmental degradation
2. Excess water and allied problems 

a. World-wide flooding 
b. Human contribution to flood potential

1.) Effect of deforestation
2.) Effect of overgrazing
3.) Effect of cultivating marginal land
4.) Effect of urbanization

3. Irrigation problems 
a. Salinization of soils 
b. Water logging soils 

D. Management strategies (##)
1. Dams and reservoirs 

a. Benefits 
b. Problems

2. Water diversion projects
a. Benefits
b. Problems

3. Using groundwater 
a. Benefits 
b. Problems

1.) Aquifer/groundwater depletion
2.) Subsidence
3.) Saltwater intrusion
4.) Groundwater pollution

4. Desalinization 
a. Benefits 
b. Problems

5. Other strategies/potential benefits and problems 
a. Towing icebergs 
b. Cloud seeding 

E. Water conservation (##)
1. Importance of conservation strategies
2. Potential for conservation of water resources
3. Specific strategies for water conservation 

a. Wasting less water in the home 
b. Wasting less water in industry 
c. Reducing irrigation losses
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IV. Food Production and Hunger (##) (10%)

A. The food that feeds the world
1. The plants that dominate food production
2. The animals that provide most of the meat for those humans that can afford it

B. Food chain energy losses when meat is produced for human consumption
C. Characteristics of major world agricultural systems

1. Subsistence farming - labor intensive
2. Slash and burn agriculture - land intensive
3. Nomadic herding - land intensive
4. Industrialized agriculture - land, capital, and fossil fuel energy intensive

D. World food problems
1. Population growth vs food production
2. Nutritional problems 

a. Malnutrition 
b. Undernutrition 
c. Obesity

3. Food storage/distribution problems
4. Poverty 

a. Inability to buy food 
b. Inability to purchase land to grow food

5. Environmental effects of producing more food 
a. Overfishing 
b. Overgrazing 
c. Soil erosion 
d. Salinization/waterlogging 
e. Waterborne diseases 
f. Deforestation 
g. Extinct and endangered species 
h. Pollution 
i. Loss of genetic diversity 
j. Climatic changes 
k Health risks from food additives

E. The «green revolution»
1. Developing new hybrids
2. The potential for the «green revolution»
3. Limitations of the «green revolution» 

a. The need for increased use of fertilizer and water 
b. Increased soil infertility where crop rotation is reduced
c. The limits to increasing yields (diminishing returns) 
d. Loss of genetic diversity in food producing plant varieties 

F. The use/cultivation of unconventional food plants
1. Plants with potential 

a. The winged bean 
b. Cocoyam 
c. Ouinoa ; 
d. Others

2. Cultural biases against new foods
G. Increasing utilization of fish

1. Characteristics of the world fishery
2. Overfishing
3. Fish farming and aquaculture
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4. Hopes for increasing fishery production
a. Regulating overfishing
b. Turning to new/unconventional species
c. Constraints to increasing yields

H. Sustainable agriculture
1. Learning self-sufficiency in food production
2. China as a world leader in sustainable agriculture
3. Potential benefits of sustainable agriculture in the developed nations
4. Reducing the enormous waste of food in the developed nations 

I. Responsibilities of the individual for reducing world hunger

Outline Vignette: The Growth of Oil-Based Agriculture

«From the beginning of agriculture until roughly 1950, growth in food output came almost entirely
from expanding the area under cultivation. From that point on, farmers had to increase the producti-
vity of the land. To do so, they turned to energy intensive farming practices, boosting yields by
applying fertilizer and water to their fields.
Intensive cultivation came to be synonomous with the intensive use of oil. Since 1950, agriculture’s
use of fossil fuels has multiplied sixfold. Between 1950 and 1985, the farm tractor fleet quadrupled,
world irrigated area tripled, and fertilizer use increased ninefold.

World Watch, March - April 1988

V. Forest Resources (5%)

A. Importance of forest resources (##)
1. Commercial Importance
2. Ecological importance
3. Climate control
4. Pollution control

B. Short term vs long term benefits of forests, e.g., economic values vs ecological 
values (##)

C. The world’s forests
1. The seven nations in which two-thirds of the world’s forests are found

a. USSR
b. Brazil
c. Canada
d. USA
e. Zaire
f. China
g. Indonesia

2. Loss of forests since the Agricultural Revolution - about one-third of 
the world’s forests

3. Current loss of forests - about 1% per year (##)
a. Losses due to fuelwood crises in emerging nations
b. Tropical deforestation

1.) Clearing land to grow food
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2.) Cutting and gathering fuelwood
3.) Commercial logging
4.) Ranchers clearing forests to grow beef for export

4. Serious issues associated with forest management (##)
1.) Fuelwood conservation and supply
2.) Sustainable forest farms
3.) Public forests as privaye timber resource

Outline Vignette: The Plight of the Amazon Rain Forest

«Amazonia, the world’s largest and one of its oldest rain forests, is facing perilous development pres-
sures. At least a million trees are felled every twenty-four hours, and over one tenth of the forest has
already disappeared. A 1975 satellite photograph indicated 62,000 square miles (161, 000 square
kilometers) of forest had been leveled in a single year. At that rate of deforestation, the Amazon rain
forest could virtually disappear by the year 2000.»

The Cousteau Almanac, 1981

VI. Plant and Animal Resources (##) (10%)

A. Arguments for preserving plant and animal species
1. Economic and human needs

a. Wildlife and economic benefits
1.) Sport fishing
2.) Sport hunting

b. Direct economic benefits
1.) Food/spices/cooking oils
2.) Medicines
3.) Soap/scents
4.) Oils/waxes
5.) Insecticides
6.) Fuel
7.) Fiber and paper
8.) Others

c. Pollination as an essential activity
d. Medicines

1.) A vast array of medicines in use today
2.) Potential life saving medicines for the future

e. Aesthetic/recreational importance
f. Ecological importance

1.) Maintaining the health of the world’s ecosystems
2.) Recycling nutrients
3.) Pest and disease control
4.) Storehouse of genetic material

g. Ethical importance
1.) The inherent right of an organism to survive
2.) Human inability to understand their relationship with nature
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B. Extinction/endangered species
1. Natural extinction and rates
2. Human-caused extinction and rates 

a. 197S: 100 species per year 
b. 1985: 1000 species per year

3. The role of tropical rainforest destruction in extinction
4. Endangered species :

a. Loss of habitat
b. Commercial hunting
c. Predator and pest control
d. Pollution
e. The pet trade
f. Abuse by selected zoos
g. Introduction of alien species

C. Protecting species from extinction
1. International law and treaties
2. Wildlife refuges
3. The role of zoos and related agencies
4. Gene banks
5. Preservation of ecosystems

D. The individual’s responsibility for preserving plants and animals

Outline Vignette: An Exotic Snake and Ecological Disaster on Guam

An introduced, alien species, the brown tree snake is threatening to wipe out the native birds of
Guam. «This tale of ecological calamity . . . began soon after the end of World War II.... Eons of iso-
lation had produced five species or subspecies [of birds] ... found nowhere else on Earth.... in the
absence of major predators, many of the birds were defenseless and unwary.... By the late 1960’s,
most of the forest birds had disappeared from the southern half of the island ....»

National Wildlife, Aug.-Sept. 1988

VII. Air Pollution (8%)

A. Sources of air pollution (##)
1. Auto and truck transportation
2. Coal and oil burning power plants
3. Smelters, refineries, pulp and paper mills

B. Major pollutants
1. Particulate matter
2. Sulfur dioxide
3. Carbon monoxide
4. Nitrogen dioxide
5. Ozone
6. Lead
7. Hydrocarbons
8. Radon

C. Impact of air pollution on human health (##)
1. Increased death rate
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2. Chronic respiratory disease
3. Acute respiratory disease
4. Cancer
5. Heart disease

D. Acid precipitation («Acid Rain»)
1. Acid rain defined
2. Sources of acid rain and transportation of acid rain pollutants
3. Extent of the problem worldwide
4. Effect on lakes/forests
5. Reduction of crop yields
6. Deterioration of buildings and statuary
7. International dispute over acid rain
8. Remedies for acid rain

E. Indoor air pollution
1. Radon gas
2. Products of combustion 

a. Carbon monoxide 
b. Nitrogen oxides 
c. Particulates (smoke) 

F. Stratospheric ozone depletion from the use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC’s) - a
unique and dangerous form of air pollution

Outline Vignette: Leading Producers of CFC’s Promise Reform

Major policy shifts are being taken by leading US producers and users of chlorofluorocarbons
(CFC’s), in the wake of new evidence that ozone depletion is an even worse problem than was
thought. The Du Pont company, the world’s leading CFC producer, announced in March [1988] that
it will phase out all production of fully halogenated CFC’s, the chemicals most responsible for des-
troying stratospheric ozone. Two weeks later, the Foodservice and Packaging Institute, which repre-
sents foam food packaging manufacturers, committed itself to phase out the most harmful CFC’s in
less than 9 months.

EDF Letter, June 1988

VIII. Water Pollution (##) (10%)

A. Sources of freshwater surface pollution
1. Point sources
2. Nonpoint sources 

a. Soil erosion/sedimentation 
b. Construction Activities
c. Animal feedlot runoff
d. Pesticides/fertilizer runoff
e. Street/parking lot runoff
f. Acid mine deposits (runoff) 
g. Acid rain deposition

3. Thermal pollution of rivers and lakes from power plants 
B. Human disease traced to water pollution

1. Organismic diseases
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a. From bacteria, e.g., typhoid fever, cholera. enteritis
b. From viruses, e.g., hepatitis, polio
c. From protozoans, e.g., amoebic dysentery
d. From parasites, e.g., schistosomiasis

2. Inorganic substances 
a. From arsenic, e.g., kidney, liver, nervous system damage 
b. From cadmium, e.g. kidney damage, high blood pressure 
c. From lead, e.g., mental retardation, anemia, birth defects 
d. From mercury, e.g., nervous system and kidney damage

3. Synthetic organic substances 
a. Benzene, e.g., chromosome damage, leukemia 
b. Carbon tetrachloride, e.g., cancer, liver and kidney damage 
c. Dioxin, e.g., cancer, genetic mutations 
d. PCB’s, e.g., liver, kidney, pulmonary damage 
e. Vinyl chloride, e.g., liver, kidney and lung damage, cancer 

C. Oceanic pollution
1. Threats to the oceans’ ecosystems
2. Ocean dumping
3. Ocean oil pollution 

D. Groundwater pollution
1. Groundwater as a vital source of drinking water
2. Sources of groundwater contamination 

a. Point sources 
b. Nonpoint sources

3. Difficulty of detection and correction of ground water pollution
4. The need for prevention of groundwater pollution 

E. Wastewater treatment: a critical need
1. Proper sewage treatment

a. Septic tanks
b. The sewage lagoon
c. Alternative sewage treatment for the rural home owner
d. Urban sewage treatment

1.) Primary treatment
2.) Secondary treatment
3.) Tertiary treatment 

e. Disposal of sewage effluent and sludge 
f. Alternatives to large-scale treatment

2. The individual’s role 
a. The safe disposal of household toxic chemicals 
b. Recycling waste oil 
c. The use of low-phosphate detergents 
d. Limited use of pesticides, bleaches, inorganic fertilizers 
e. Using less water

IX. Noise Pollution (5%)

A. Sources and levels of noise in the environment 
B. Effect of noise on the human organism

1. Hearing loss
2. Stress and related health effects
3. Effect on unborn children
4. Effect on learning and work performance
5. Sleep disruption
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6. Noise and safety
C. Noise control

1. Municipal noise control
2. Nations’efforts at noise control
3. Individual opportunities for noise control 

a. Keeping radio/stereo volume low 
b. Wearing ear protection when using noisy equipment 
c. Using sound absorbing materials in the home 
d. Supporting local ordinances designed to control noise

Outline Vignette: The USA Slow to Accept Reforms in Ecologically-Sound Solid
Waste Management

« . . . ‘It’s not so much that waste reduction is not happening [in the United States], but that it is not
happening nearly to the extent it could or should be.’ Clearly, as the country’s population grows, get-
ting rid of wastes will beome a more urgent concern. The question is: are we willing to make the dif-
ficult decisions that require balancing present-day realities with a vision of an ideal future?»

National Wildlife, Aug. - Sent.
1988

X. Solid Waste Disposal (##) (10%)

A. Solid waste defined
B. Sources of solid waste in the USA

1. Agriculture - Appx. 50%
2. Mining - Appx. 38%
3. Industrial - Appx. 9 %
4. Municipal (individuals) - Appx. 3-5%

C. Sources of municipal waste
1. Paper
2. Food
3. Yard wastes (leaves, etc.)
4. Glass
5. Metals
6. Wood
7. Plastics
8. Rubber
9. Leather
10. Textiles

D. Solid waste produced by affluent nations compared to nonaffluent nations
E. Methods of municipal waste disposal

1. Water dumping
2. Open dumping - littering
3. Sanitary landfills
4. Incineration
5. Composting
6. Resource recovery

a. Resource recovery plants
b. Source separation
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1.) Homes
2.) Businesses

F. Source reduction of wastes
1. Marketing reusable consumer goods
2. Elimination of excessive packaging
3. Designing appliances/autos to last longer
4. Beverage container deposits

G. Issues surrounding solid waste management
H The individual’s obligation/opportunity to help resolve solid waste problems

[ Note: An abbreviated case study on solid waste management appears in the
Appendices of this document. It is intended to be used as is or as a model for the
development of other case studies for use in Year II. ]

XI. Hazardous Waste (7%)

A. Hazardous waste defined
B. Sources of hazardous waste

1. Chemical industries
2. Machinery and transportation equipment industries
3. Motor freight transport
4. Petroleum refining
5. Metals production and fabricating industries
6. Electrical machinery industries
7. Electric, gas, and sanitary service industries
8. Household hazardous wastes

C. Hazardous waste disposal in the past
D. Hazardous waste disposal today - alternatives

1. Secure chemical landfills
2. Physical, chemical, and biological treatment
3. Deep well injection
4. Incineration
5. Recycling
6. «Midnight dumping»

E. Issues surrounding hazardous waste disposal
F. The individual’s opportunity to help resolve hazardous waste problems (##)

1. Being knowledgeable enough to make rational decisions about 
proposed hazardous waste facilities

2. Insisting that existing laws be enforced
3. Using less hazardous household chemicals
4. Cautiously disposing of household hazardous waste
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Outline Vignette: Controlling Pesticides in Developing Nations

Developing countries are expected to continue increasing not only the absolute quantities of pesti-
cides they use but their proportion of global consumption. Dangerous misuses of pesticides also pro-
mise to continue, thus making it clear that agencies both inside and outside these countries need to
strengthen their efforts to reform current practices.
In addition to human health effects, pesticide misuse results in substantial economic and environ-
mental losses - including decreased labor productivity, increased health-care costs, more expensive
water treatment, and contaminated natural resources. Overuse or improper disposal can damage com-
mercially important industries . . .

Conservation Foundation Letter- No. 2, 1988

XII. Human Population Growth and Control (##) (12%)

A. No population can sustain limitless growth
B. A complicated set of variables associated with human population dynamics

1. Birth rates and death rates
2. Total fertility rates
3. Life expectancy
4. Infant mortality
5. Annual population change rate
6. Doubling time
7. Migration patterns

C. Age structure
1. Age structure and population momentum
2. Making population projections from age structure diagrams

D. Issues associated with world’s population size and growth
1. Arguments against world population growth
2. Arguments in favor of world population growth

E. Economic development and population changes
1. Population and economic data from developed nations
2. Population and economic data from developing nations
3. The potential for economic development in developing nations
4. Threats to economic development in developing nations

F. Advantages of family planning combined with economic development
1. Educational services
2. Clinical services
3. Results of family planning in nations where instituted, e.g., India, China
4. Costs of family planning services

G. Immigration and population dynamics
l. Legal immigration
2. Illegal immigration
3. Consequences of immigration
4. Restrictions to immigration

H. Birth control and population dynamics
1. Preventing pregnancies
2. Terminating pregnancies
3. Future possibilities for birth control

I. Major issues associated with global/national population growth and control
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Year Three
Issue Investigation And Citizenship Action Training

I. Environmental Problem Solving (##) (15%)

A. Human-environment interactions
B. Quality of life vs quality of the environment
C. Environmental problems and issues

1. Characteristics of environmental problems
2. Characteristics of environmental issues 

a. The role of human beliefs in issues 
b. The role of human values in issues 
c. The relationship between beliefs and values 

D. Issue analysis - a way to understand the anatomy of issues
1. Identifying the issue
2. Identifying the players» and their positions
3. Identifying players’ beliefs regarding the issue
4. Analyzing belief statements for underlying values

E. Presenting examples (models) of issues which have been analyzed
F. Applying issue analysis skills to discrete issues

Outline Vignette: What Kind of People Are We?

«The environmental crisis is an outward manifestation of a crisis of mind and spirit. There could be
no greater misconception of its meaning than to believe it to be concerned only with endangered wild-
life, human-made ugliness, and pollution. These are part of it, but more importantly, the crisis is
concerned with the kind of creatures we are and what we must become in order to survive.»

Lynton K. Caldwell

II. Identifying Issues and Preparing Research Questions (##) (10%)

A. Identifying environmental issues
1. Local issues
2. Regional issues
3. National issues
4. International issues

B. Identifying variables associated with environmental issues
1. Variables associated with human environmental behavior
2. Variables associated with human beliefs and values
3. Variables associated with socio-cultural implications
4. Variables associated with ecological implications

C. Formulating (writing) research questions for issue investigation
1. Determining (inferring) cause and effect relationships between variables
2. Rules for writing research questions

a. Derive questions from environmental issues
b. Ask questions which are important in an environmental and 

social sense
c. Avoid questions that ask for «yes» and «no» responses
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d. Specify variables to be measured
e. Specify the relationship between variables (when possible)
f. Indicate a population or area to be investigated

3. Practice in writing research questions
4. Evaluating written research questions using rules as criteria (see No. 2,

above)

III. Using Secondary Sources for Obtaining Issue Information (##) (15%)

A. Secondary sources of issue-related information
1. Using library sources 

a. Skill No. 1: Using the Card Catalog
b. Skill No. 2: Using the Readers’Guide 

c. Skill No. 3: Using cross indexing
2. Periodicals and newsletters with an environmental focus
3. Environmental organizations
4. Governmental environmental agencies
5. Using local resource people for gaining information
6. Writing letters for information 

a. Choosing the appropriate source 
b. Specifying needed (desired) information 
c. Using correct style

B. Processing information from secondary sources
1. Obtaining information from all sides of the issue
2. Identifying bias in secondary source information
3. Summarizing information from secondary sources

C. Reporting secondary source information
1. Report form and style
2. Citations of references
3. Bibliography

IV. Using Primary Sources for Obtaining Issue Information (##) (15%)

A. Surveys, questionnaires, and opinionnaires (survey instruments)
1. Definitions of survey instruments
2. Rules for producing survey instruments
3. Models of survey instruments

B. The interview as an important research technique
C. Selecting the appropriate population to be sampled
D. Basic procedures to be used in sampling populations
E. Data collection strategies
F. Developing and using survey instruments/interviews

V. Interpreting Data from Environmental Issue Investigations (##) (10%)

A. Organizing data in data tables
B. Communicating data by graphing

1. Bar graphs (histograms)
2. Coordinate (line) graphs
3. Pie graphs

C. Interpreting data - skill development sequence
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l. Making conclusions
2. Making inferences
3. Making recommendations

D. Applying data interpretation shills to issue-related data sets

VI. The Independent Investigation of a Student-Selected Environmental Issue (##)
(20%)

A. Selecting an issue for investigation
B. Formulating research questions to guide the investigation
C. Collecting secondary information

1. Library search
2. Contacting appropriate agencies/organizations
3. Letters for information

D. Collecting primary information
1. Develop appropriate survey instruments
2. Identify the appropriate population for sampling
3. Develop appropriate sampling procedures
4. Administer the survey instrument

E. Issue analysis/data interpretation
1. Organize the collected data into tables/graphs/prose
2. Analyze information for «players»? beliefs, and values
3. Interpret the findings (data-based conclusions, inferences, and 

recommendations)
F. Communication of investigation and results

1. Produce written issue investigation reports
2. Present issue investigation to classmates and other appropriate groups

VII. Issue Resolution: Skills and Application (I) (15%)

A. Citizenship responses to issues and their effects
1. Environmentally negative responses
2. Environmentally positive responses

B. Principles of environmental (citizenship) action
1. The responsibility to be knowledgeable about issues
2. The responsibility to be skilled in issue resolution
3. The responsibility of knowing the effect of actions
4. The responsibility to consider potential negative and positive effects 

prior to taking an action
C. The methods (modes) of citizenship action

1. Persuasion (persuasive action)
2. Consumerism (consumer action)
3. Political action
4. Legal action
5. Ecomanagement (some form of physical action)

D. Effectiveness of individual vs group action
E. Guidelines for decision-making - criteria to be considered:

1. Sufficient evidence to warrant action on the issue
2. Alternative actions which are available
3. Relative effectiveness of action(s)
4. Legal consequences of action
5. Social consequences of action
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6. Economic consequences of action
7. Consideration of personal values in relation to the action
8. Consideration of beliefs and values of others involved in the issue
9. An understanding of the procedures necessary to take action
10. Ability to complete the action
11. Courage to take the action
12. Time needed to complete the action
13. Other resources needed to make the action effective
14. Ecological consequences of the action

F. Applying issue resolution skills
1. Producing a plan of action
2. Evaluating the plan of action (using criteria in E, above)
3. Carrying out the plan of action (optional)
4. Evaluating the effectiveness of action(s) taken

Outline Vignette: Humans Confronting Environmental Issues

«The answers to the perplexing issues associated with the environment lie not so much in an
advanced technology as they do in a human population that, at long last, realizes that solutions
exist in human beliefs and values and in the ability of each and every person to confront the issues
in logical and productive ways.»
_

H. R. Hungerford, et al., 1988
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CHAPTER IV

INFUSING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENT AND SKILLS
INTO THE MIDDLE SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Introduction

Chapter III of this document presented a- three year scope and sequence for environmental
education in the middle school. It is important to note that this scope and sequence can be delivered
as a single subject or it can be infused into existing courses within the middle school curriculum. The
scope and sequence simply portrays the scope of a recommended environmental education program-
me and shows a defensible sequence which would make conceptual (and skill development) sense to
instructors and learners alike.

Infusion is a relatively simple process to
understand but a rather complex process to accomplish.
Simply stated, infusion refers to the integration of
content and skills into existing courses in a manner so
as to focus on that content (and/or skills) without jeo-
pardizing the integrity of the courses themselves. In the
case of environmental education, the educator carefully analyzes existing courses for places where
environmental content and associated skills could be incorporated in to the existing course or courses.
The goal is to accomplish both the aims of environmental education and the aims of the course into
which it is being infused.

A key component in the infusion process rests with the faculty of the school attempting to
incorporate an infused environmental education programme. Any comprehensive infusion strategy
demands a great deal of cooperation from staff members who are going to be responsible for the infu-
sed programme. The faculty must be sympathetic toward the infusion and the members of that facul-
ty must be willing to work cooperatively to build a plan for infusion and see that the plan is carried
out. A major ingredient of that «plan» must be to respect the integrity of the scope and sequence in a
manner that guarantees that instruction will proceed logically across content areas. Sometimes this
can be accomplished by teachers working independently of others but often it necessitates team tea-
ching with instructors from two or more content areas working cooperatively to deliver well-thought
out instruction.

If time and other resources permit, an «infusion
institute» can be designed which would permit faculty
members to be trained in infusion techniques and provide
time for them to plan for the infusion of environmental
content and skills. In addition, such an institute would
allow participants to identify barriers to infusion and
develop strategies for removing these barriers. T h i s
strateg will often counteract a common behavior, that
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of looking for problems more diligently than looking for solutions. Human nature being what it is,
excuses are far easier to come by than solutions to problems.

Some Insights Into Infusion

Over the past several years, the authors of this document have spent a good part of their pro-
fessional lives training faculty members in environmental content and issue investigation strategies.
One of the things to come out of this training is the knowledge that environmental content and skills
can often be integrated into existing courses without interfering with the content and skills desired by
involved faculty members.

Where can important environmental content be infused? Let us look at just a few examples
and anecdotes. For example, in a middle scool in New Jersey (USA) there was an interest in imple-
menting environmental issue instruction using a team
teaching approach (infusing issue instruction into scien-
ce, language arts, and social studies). The language arts
teacher was skeptical - unsure whether this infusion
would interfere with his programme of skill develop-
ment in the language arts. Even so, he agreed to study
the components of issue investigation and respond to
the challenge a day later. He came back to the group the
next day and stated that the language processes invol-
ved in issue instruction would meet over fifty percent (50%) of his course objectives. The social stu-
dies teacher, concerned that her students had an opportunity to study social problems, had no problem
seeing the relationships that existed between environmental issues and social issues since all envi-
ronmental issues have a strong social dimension. Of course, the science content was obvious.

In another instance, where issue instruction was implemented in the middle school, the school
librarian worked with the science teacher, assisting her with instruction in certain language skills and
providing environmentally-related secondary resources for the students. The librarian reported that
she was astounded to find that the issue-focused students’ research skills were much better than the
skills of other students. She was also impressed with the seriousness with which those students
approached their library research. The students became so skilled in using secondary sources from
the library that they didn’t need to be re-taught library skills in subsequent years. One would not
necessarily expect this kind of an outcome from an environmental programme but this is exactly what
happened.

The writers can cite numerous examples of two teachers working cooperatively typically
science teachers working with social studies teachers or language arts teachers to meet the needs of
learners. In all instances, some form of infusion was involved. Usually, the science teacher prompted
the team teaching and the infusion but not always. Sometimes, the social studies teacher led the way.

It matters not! Infusion took place and
cooperative teaching occurred.

In other instances, teachers of home eco-
nomics and agriculture have requested trai-
ning for infusing environmental content into
their subject matter areas. Many
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environmentally-related issues are suitable for home economics instruction, e.g., those having to do
with energy consumption and conservation, those having to do with the relationships between human
reproduction and family living, issues related to environmentally-sound consumer behavior, issues
related to home sanitation and disease, issues associated with toxic chemicals and food production,
etc. In agriculture, numerous environmental issues are available for infusion, e.g., issues associated
with food production, soil erosion, desertification, herbicides, insecticides, livestock grazing, loss of
agland due to construction, etc. Courses such as home economics and agriculture can play an impor-
tant part in an overall infusion of environmental education into the middle school curriculum.

Pros And Cons Of Infusion

With respect to the environmental scope and sequence presented in Chapter III, the reader is
reminded, once again, that this scope and sequence can be dealt with as a separate subject. Of cour-
se, there are some substantial advantages for dealing with it in this manner. Among them would be
respecting the integrity of both the scope and sequence of the programme. Fewer teachers would have
to be trained in the content, skills, and methodology associated with the programme. The need for
grappling with the problems associated with infusion would be lessened. However, there are also
some disadvantages. One marked disadvantage lies in not being able to use other content areas as
vehicles for promoting the knowledge and skills in this scope and sequence. Language arts, social
studies, science, home economics, health, agriculture and other courses are ideal vehicles for infu-
sing environmental content without threatening the integrity of those courses. Also, one must remem-
ber the very important educational concept of reinforcement. If the environmental programme were
taught effectively across content areas at the middle school level, the opportunity to observe changes
in learner behavior outside of school would be increased dramatically.

Inspecting The Scope And Sequence For Infusion Possibilities

In an effort to provide some assistance to schools desiring to infuse environmental content
across the curriculum, the writers have constructed a series of three (3) tables which provide insight
into the potential for infusion. Thos tables are presented on the following pages. It should be made
clear, however, that these tables show possibilities only! Educational needs and opportunities will
vary from school to school and a given faculty may choose to infuse quite differently from what is
shown in these tables.
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Infusion Possibilities for Year One

Ecological Foundations and Humans as an Ecological Factor

Outline Topic SC HE SS MA LA HO AG

I. What Is Ecology? What Do
Ecologists Do?

A. Defining»ecology» X
B. The role of ecologists X X X

II. Individuals, Populations, and
Levels of Organization in Ecology X

III. The»Ecosystem Concept»
Developed

A. Importance of the concept X
B. Local/regional ecosystems X
C. Components of ecosystems X X
D. Ecological niches X X
E. Competition... X X
F. Tolerance ranges . . . X X

IV. Energy and Ecosystems 
A. The need for energy . . . X X X
B. The sun as the source . . . X X X
C. Green plants as the basis . . . X X
D. Energy losses... X X X
E. Net primary productivity . . . X X

V. Ecological Succession . . . 
A. Succession as a natural 
phenomenon X X
B. Succession as an orderly 
phenomenon X
C. Major categories . . . X X
D. A comparison of stages X

VI. Populations and Their Dynamics X X
VII. Humans as an Ecological Factor

A. Man as powerful variables X X
B. Humans as an eruptive population X X X
C. Consequences of eruptive 
human populations X X X X
D. Humans and the world’s soils X X
E. Humans and the world’s forests X X X
F. Humans and the world’s wetlands X X X
G. Humans and the world’s wildlife X X X
H. Critical considerations X X

I. Sustainable development X X X X X X

Key: SC = Science; HE = Health; SS = Social Studies; MA = Math; LA= Language Arts;
HO = Home Economics; AG = Agriculture
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Infusion Possibilities for Year Two

Environmental Science & Environmental Health

Outline Topic SC HE SS MA LA HO AG

I. Humans: Their History of Resource
Consumption

A. Early Humans: hunters/gatherers X
B. Agricultural societies X X X
C. Industrial societies X X
D. Relation of population . . . X X X X X X

II. Soils and Allied Problems  
A. A definition...  X X
B. Human dependence... X X
C. Soil formation X X
D. Soil erosion X X
E. The link between human

population/soil erosion X X
F. Soil conservation strategies X

III. Water and Allied Problems 
A. The world’s water supply X X
B. Renewing the water supply X X
C. Problems with water resources X X X
D. Management strategies X X X
E. Water conservation X X X X

IV. Food Production and Hunger 
A. The food that feeds the world X X X X
B. Food chain energy losses . . . X X X
C. Characteristics of agricultural 

systems X X X
D. World food problems X X X X X
E. The green revolution X X
F. ... unconventional food plants X X X
G. Increasing utilization of fish X X X
H. Sustainable agriculture X X
I. Responsibilities of the 

individual . . . X X
V. Forest Resources 

A. Importance... X X
B. Short term vs long term 

benefits. . . X
C. The world’s forests X X

VI Plant and Animal Resources 
A.... preserving ... species X X X X
B. Extinction/endangered species X X X
C. Protecting species X X X X
D. Individual responsibility X X

VII. Air Pollution 
A. Sources of air pollution X X
B. Major pollutants X X
C. Impact on human health X X
D. Acid precipitation X X X

Key: SC = Science; HE = Health; SS = Social Studies; MA = Math; LA = Language Arts;
HO = Home Economics; AG = Agriculture
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Outline Topic SC HE SS MA LA HO AG

E. Indoor air pollution X X X
F. Ozone depletion X X X

VIII. Water Pollution
A. Sources of surface pollution X X
B. Human diseases traced to . . . X X
C. Oceanic pollution X
D. Ground water pollution X X X X
E. Waste water treatment X X X

IX. Noise Pollution
A. Sources and levels X
B. Effect of noise on humans X X X
C. Noise control X X X X

X. Solid Waste Disposal
A. Solid waste defined X X
B. Sources of solid waste X X X
C. Sources of municipal waste X X
D. Affluent/nonaffluent nations X X
E. Methods of municipal waste 
disposal X X
F. Source reduction of wastes X X X X
G. Issues surrounding solid waste
management X X X X X

H. The individual... X X X
XI. Hazardous Waste

A. Hazardous waste defined X X X X
B. Sources of hazardous waste X X X
C. Hazardous waste disposal 

in the past X X X
D. Hazardous waste disposal 

today X X X
E. Issues surrounding hazardous 

waste disposal X X X X
F. The individual . . . X X X

XII. Human Population Growth and
Control

A. No population can sustain 
limitless growth X X X

B. Human population dynamics X X X X
C. Age structure X X X
D. Issues associated with . . . X X X X
E. Economic development and 

population changes X X X
F. Advantages of family planning 

combined with economic 
development X X X

G. Immigration and population 
dynamics X

H. Birth control and population 
dynamics X X

I. Major issues . . . X X X X

Key: SC = Science; HE = Health; SS = Social Studies; MA = Math; LA = Language Arts;
HO = Home Economics; AG = Agriculture I
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Infusion Possibilities for Year Three

Issue Investigation and Citizenship Action Training

Outline Topic         SC HE SS MA LA HO AG

I. Environmental Problems Solving
A. Human-environment 

interactions X X
B. Quality of life vs quality of 

the environment X X X X X
C. Environmental problems and 

issues X X X X X
D. Issue analysis X X X X X
E. Examples of analyzed issues X X X X X
F. Applying issue analysis skills  X X X X X

II. Identifying Issues and Preparing 
Research Questions

A. Identifying environ. issues X X X X X
B. Identifying variables assoc. 

with environmental issues X X
C. Writing research questions X X X

III. Using Secondary Sources
A. Secondary sources of 

issue-related information X
B. Processing information 

from secondary sources X X
C. Reporting secondary source 

information X
IV. Using Primary Sources

A. Surveys, questionnaires, 
and opinionnaires X X X

B. The interview X
C. Selecting the population X X X
D. Procedures of sampling X X X
E. Data collection strategies X X
F. Developing and using 

instruments/interviews X X X X X X
V. Interpreting Data from 

Environmental Issue Investigations
A. Organizing data in data tables X X X
B. Communicating data by 

graphing X X X
C. Interpreting data X X X
D. Applying data interpreting 

skills to issue-related data sets X X X X X

Key: SC = Science; HE = Health; SS = Social Studies; MA = Math; LA = Language Arts;
HO = Home Economics; AG = Agriculture
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Outline Topic  SC HE SS MA LA HO AG

VI. The Independent Investigation 
of a Student-Selected Environmental 
Issue

A. Selecting an issue . . . X X X X X X
B. Writing research questions X X X X X X
C. Collecting secondary 

information X X
D. Collecting primary informationX X X X X X X
E. Issue analysis/data interpretation X X X X
F. Communication of results X

VII. Issue Resolution: Skills and Application
A. Citizenship responses to 

issues and their effects X X X X X
B. Principles of citizenship action X
C. Methods of citizenship action X X X
D. Individual vs group action X X X X
E. Guidelines for decision making X X X X X
F. Applying issue resolution skills X X X X X X

Key: SC = Science; HE = Health; SS = Social Studies; MA = Math; LA = Language Arts;
HO= Home Economics; AG = Agriculture
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Appendix I

The «Ecosystem»: A Basic Concept in Ecology

A Sample Ecology Chapter for Year One
Reference: Chapter III

Year I, Part III, A, B. C, D, E
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CHAPTER III *

THE ECOSYSTEM»: A BASIC CONCEPT IN ECOLOGY

NOTE: This chapter serves as a model for middle school curriculum developers in the
field of environmental education (see Year One of «The Three Year Curriculum: A
Detailed Outline», Chapter III). It is, however, an abbreviated model, i.e., it does not
contain all of the content found in the outline. Space does not permit the full develop-
ment of this chapter. Even so, it does include a large portion of the learner objectives,
visuals, prose, and activities one would find in such a document developed for middle
school students.

LEARNER OBJECTIVES FOR THIS CHAPTER

After completing Chapter III, the student will be expected to be able to . . .

1.... define the term «ecosystem» and provide a minimum of five examples. For each example the
student is expected to be able to defend its selection as an example.

2.... explain why the ecosystem concept is so very important in the science of ecology.

3.... define the term «ecological community».

4.... differentiate between an «ecological community» and an «ecosystem».

5.... identify the two major categories of biotic variables in an ecosystem: (a) food producers and,
(b) consumers.

6.... identify a minimum of five abiotic variables found in ecosystems. For each, be able to explain
how that variable impacts on the character or development of the ecosystem.

7.... explain how biotic variables can influence abiotic variables in an ecosystem.

8... explain in detail the following statement: «Energy drives ecosystems».

9.... define the term «habitat». Further, explain why habitat is crucial to the survival of a species in
an ecosystem (and provide examples of organisms that are very dependent on habitat for survival).

10.... define the term «niche». Further, be able to distinguish between «habitat» and «niche».

* This ecology chapter model is from curriculum materials under development by the authors. It is
presented here courtesy of the authors and may be reprinted in part or in its entirety for educational
purposes.
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11.... explain why a species’ niche is much more than its food-related activities in an ecosystem.

12.... define the term «specialized niche» and provide examples of organisms with specialized
niches. Further, the student will be able to explain why these examples are good ones.

13.... define the term «generalized niche» and provide examples of organisms with generalized
niches. Further, the student will be able to explain why these examples are good ones.

14.... explain why an organism with a «specialized niche» may be very susceptible to changes in
the ecosystem.

15.... diagram or describe the «layering concept» associated with many ecosystems and provide
examples. Further, explain why the layering concept is useful in interpreting ecosystems.

16.... explain why organisms are interrelated in the ecosystem (and provide valid examples of this
interrelatedness).

17.... explain why organisms are involved in «competition» within ecosystems and provide valid
examples. Also, distinguish between the terms ‘’intraspecific competition» and «interspecific com-
petition».

18.... explain the relation between «tolerance ranges» and «limiting factors» in ecosystems.

19.... explain what is meant by the «optimum range» of an organism for a factor. Differentiate bet-
ween «range of stress» and «optimum range».

20.... provide examples of factors and organisms as well as general «optimum ranges» for those
factors and organisms.

21.... enter a local ecosystem and describe it and its components in terms of the concepts learned in
this chapter. Further, be able to explain the interrelatedness of the variables observed in that ecosys-
tem.

A LESSON FROM THE PAST

Part I

It was an unusually hot day for April on the Great Plains of North America. The year was
1869. It had rained hard the night before and the humidity was high. The two men in buckskins swea -
ted heavily as they made their way to the top of the hill overlooking a broad grassy valley. The big
bearded man with the broad-brimmed hat mumbled softly as he caught his foot on a piece of grani -
te rock hidden by green grass plants nearly a foot high. Although winter was still a clear memory, the
big man’s face was well tanned from many weeks in the sun on the plains of the Oklahoma Territory.
His buckskins were
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cracked and filthy. He needed new ones. And, neither he nor his skinner smelled very good. It had
been a long time since their last bath.

The spanner was a shorter man but it was obvious that there was great strength in his upper
body. Also dressed in buckskins, his clothing had a greasy look and it was clear that there was dried
blood on much of him. He carried a pair of knives in sheathes on his belt. One of them had a wide
blade, curved upward at the pointed end. The other was smaller, more like a dagger. Both were shar -
pened to a razor ’s edge. In fact, when he shaved, he shaved with the shorter one.

The two men had little love for each other even though their lives were thoroughly intertwi -
ned. The skinner was simply hired help and his job as a hard one. He and the other skinner who was
back a mile or so with the mules and wagons skinned the bison (buffalo) area cured the hides. They
also loaded the hides on the wagons for the long trip to the rail head far to the north in Dodge City.

The big man was the hunter and the boss and he would make decisions that would tell whe -
ther he could make a profit and pay the skinners their wages.

The hunter and the skinners had found the buffalo herd north of the Red River on the Texas
border a few weeks earlier. The herd was moving slowly northward, feeding on
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the rich green grasses of the Oklahoma prairie. The hunters simply followed the buffalo, taking as
many hides as could be skinned, dried and transported.

As the buffalo hunter and the skinner peered over the crest of the knoll, they gazed down on
only forty or fifty animals. Evidently this group of animals had left the main herd a day or so earlier
and moved into this shallow green valley by themselves. The hunter shrugged his shoulders silently,
knowing he could kill more than enough to keep his skinners busy and catch up with the main herd
later.

The hunter slowly went to his knees with his Sharps rifle in his right hand. He then inched
forward until his elbows rested in the soft soil behind a smooth but small boulder. He reached in his
side pocket and withdrew a handful of the large cartridges the big bore of the rifle took. The car -
tridges were placed in a pile on the ground to his right. The rifle was very heavy and he rested the
long barrel on the granite boulder.

The skinner, now beside the hunter on the hill, pointed to a yearling calf at the edge of the
herd. He knew that the young heifer would skin easily and also yield the most tender meat in the herd.
They needed the meat because they had run out a day or two earlier. The hunter nodded, took aim
and shot. The yearling’s legs crumpled and she lay dead in a heap on the Oklahoma prairie.

The hunter knew that the sound of the rifle and the dying bison would probably not bolt the
herd. The live animals would mill about nervously but probably stay long enough to insure a good
kill. If any of the animals looked like they might run, they were killed quickly. He slipped another car -
tridge into the breech of the rifle and swung the barrel toward a cow heavy with calf. He barely felt
the strong recoil but the cow felt the bullet tear through her lungs. She stood there for a few seconds
blowing blood-flecked froth from her nostrils as she died. She rolled over on her side and her calf
died soon afterwards inside her.

The killing went on for some time until enough bison lay dead or dying to keep the skinners
busy for hours. These few dead bison were only a small number when one realizes that there may
have originally been 50,000,000 buffalo west of the Mississippi River. But the killing was going on
everywhere on the plains where the hunters could get the hides to a rail head for shipment eastward.
And, too, the killing went on in some places simply for sport and in others to reduce the Indians’food
supply. Those killed for sport or for political reasons were often just left to rot. Not even the hides
were taken by the shooters.
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Part II

There were four huge herds of buffalo on the Great Plains. Each had its own migration pat -
tern, following the greening of the prairie grasses northward in the spring and southward to milder
winters when the weather turned cold. This southern herd the hunter was after ranged from Texas
northward to southwestern Kansas where its range overlapped the Kansas Herd. Northward into
Wyoming and South Dakota ranged what was called the Republican Herd. Still northward into North
Dakota, Montana, and Canada was the Northern Herd.

The southern or Texas Herd was huge and between 1872 and 1874 almost four million buf -
falo were killed out of it by white hunters and Indians. By 1879 the Texas Herd was gone and the
plains of Oklahoma, Texas, and Kansas were littered with the bleached bones of millions of bison left
to rot after their hides had been removed.

The end of the buffalo also spelled disaster for the Plains Indians. In the first quarter of the
19th Century there were probably 300,000 Indians on the Great Plains totally dependent on the
bison. There were the Puncahs, the Mandans, the Minatarees, and Ricarees as well as others like the
Sioux. The tribes had evolved with the bison and the Indian knew no other lifestyle. Whether on hor -
seback on on foot, the Plains Indians were able to survive because of the enormous herds of buffalo
that swept north and south each year.
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For the Indian the bison meant meat, hides for clothing and shelter, armour in the form of shields
that were arrow-proof, glue, jewelry, hair dressing and sinew. Further, the dried dung fueled fires that
kept them warm on cold evenings on the prairie. Fall hunts allowed tons of meat to be dried to keep
the tribes in foodstuffs through the winter.

During the days of plenty in spring and fall, feasts were commonplace in both Indian encamp -
ments and the camps of the trappers and fur traders. At these times, only the choicest cuts of meat
were used with odd assortments of pieces being used with relish. Favorite cuts included the hump,
the tongue and the intestines. It was not unusual for a man to sit down to a feast of the choicest cuts
and consume eight pounds of meat before quitting. At these times the wolves and coyotes of the plains
were bloated with all they could eat because the bulk of the buffalos was left unused by the feasting
humans.

The coming of the white man to the Great Plains changed all of thia in a matter of a few short
decades. The Texas Herd was the first to go and by 1883 the Republican and Northern Herds had
been slaughtered to the point that it was uneconomical to hunt commercially.

In these few, short decades one can imagine what happened to the Indian. He went from an
independent, healthy human being to one totally dependent on the whims of the white man. Those that
had not been exterminated were herded into seemingly worthless pieces of real estate and fed with
«government beef». New and terrible conditions brought about a breakdown in the culture and social
structure of the tribes from which, to this very day, they have not recovered. The greed and savagery
of the white man on the Great Plains tends to be a forgotten part of our heritage but it was very real
and, in part, came about purposefully to push the Indian out of the way so that the plains could be
ranched, farmed, and mined.

Part III

The Great Plains of North America covered a huge mass of land. The Great Plains stretched
from the Mississippi River on the east to the Rocky Mountains to the West. North and south they exis -
ted from Texas northward into Canada. Most of the plains consisted of grasslands. There were the
tall grasses to the east and the short grasses in the dryer, western portions of the Great Plains. The
kinds of grasses that grew in different regions were controlled largely by the amount of rainfall -
higher to the east and lower in the west.
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For tens of thousands of years, the plains saw not one white man. These. were the years
during which an aboriginal American developed a very special relationship with the plains and the
animals that lived there. This relationship was a fairly simple one in ecological terms. The basic rela -
tionship consisted of the following parts: (I ) the soil of the plains, (2) the grasses of the plains, (3)
the bison (buffalo), and (4) the Indian. All of these parts were interrelated. The ecologist might write
these interrelationships like this: soil <-> grass <-> buffalo <-> Indian. What does this mean?

It means simply this. The grasses were dependent on the soil of the plains, the buffalo were
dependent on the grasses, and the Indian upon the buffalo. We can also say that the Indian was, indi -
rectly, dependent on the grasses and the soil as well. This soil <-> grass < -> buffalo <-> Indian
relationship is fairly simple in ecological terms (there are far more complicated ones in nature). But,
even though very simple, it was destroyed by greedy men selling hides and those who wanted the
Indians and buffalo removed from the plains so that this huge land area could be used for other
things. And, too, there is a lesson to be learned from all of this if modern men and women everywhe -
re are intelligent enough to learn it.

No where is this lesson so well stated as in Durward Allen’s book entitled Our Wildlife
Legacy. Dr. Allen writes:

« . . . this soil-grass-buffalo-Indian relationship is
a simplified replica of what modern men face in living
on the earth’s resources. Each stem in the system is
dynamic and exists by compromise with the others.
When any one fails to compromise, there is trouble for
the whole. The buffalo was an essential link between
Indian and soil; and when the herds were destroyed,
the result was immediate. Winter blizzards howled
across empty campsites where only a decade before
they had drummed against the taut sides of lodges.»

WHAT IS AN ECOSYSTEM

On the next few pages you will find photographs of ecosystems. At first glance these eco-
systems appear to be quite a bit different from each other. Some have trees and some do not, some
are land-based and some are not. All have different sets of plants and animals living in them. Still,
they are amazing similar.
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A temperate climate deciduous forest ecosystem in North A m e r i c a .
(Photograph courtesy of Harold R. Hungerford.) The particular ecosystem seen
here is dominated by beech and maple trees. However, as elevation increases in
this area, the beech-maple forest changes to oaks and hickories. The reason for
this change to oaks and hickories is mostly due to available moisture which is less
on the sides and tops of the valleys.
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A freshwater swamp in midwestern North America. (Photograph courtesy of
Harold R. Hungerford.) The plants and animals of this ecosystem are markedly
different than those of either the deciduous forest or the hot desert. The major
variable here is a large amount of fresh water that slowly flows through this eco-
system. The depth of the water in the swamp may vary from a few inches to six
feet or more.
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A hot desert ecosystem in the southwestern United States. (Photo courtesy of
Harold R. Hungerford.) This particular hot desert is called the Sonoran Desert and
is located in Arizona. The Sonoran Desert is characterized by magnificent sagua-
ro cactus plants. An amazing variety of plants and animals exist in this desert eco-
system. All are adapted for life in a very dry ecosystem which can be extremely
hot during the day and cold during the night.
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A number of things makes these ecosystems very similar, indeed. Each of these ecosystems contains
various populations of plants and animals. These populations of plants and animals interact with each
other in numerous ways. These populations of plants and animals depend on each other for their sur-
vival. In each, there are green plants that produce food and animals that somehow use part of that
food for energy. The energy produced in each ecosystem flows through that ecosystem. This flow of
energy keeps that ecosystem in existence because it fuels the organisms that live there. In every eco-
system we find different organisms gaining their energy in different ways. In each we find food pro-
ducers, plant eaters, animal eaters, parasites, scavengers, and decomposers. These different roles,
played by different organisms, keep energy and nutrients flowing through the ecosystem.

There are sets of physical and chemical factors in each ecosystem that control the character
of that ecosystem. Moisture plays a role in each. Rainfall plays a role in each. Chemical nutrients play
a role in each. The kind of soil plays a role in each. Topography plays a role in each. On and on. And,
in turn, the living things in each ecosystem can heavily influence at least some of the physical and
chemical factors in that ecosystem.

Other factors are similar across each ecosystem. Living things compete with each other in
each one. Some of the competition is between members of the same population. Other competition
exists between members of different species and, therefore, different populations.

In each ecosystem every animal and every plant has certain tolerance ranges within which it
can survive. Beyond these tolerance ranges for such things as moisture and heat each organism is
stressed or dies.

In each ecosystem every animal and plant must have its own role to play. No two organisms
(species) can occupy the same role in any of these ecosystems. Otherwise, one species will become
extinct in that ecosystem.

Thus, each ecosystem is similar to every other in many ways even though they appear very
different. And, of course they are different in many ways. This is obvious. These similarities and dif-
ferences are the things that we will learn about in this chapter.

Some Things That Make
Ecosystems Similar

1. All have populations of plants and animals living in them.

2. The plant and animal populations interact with

each other.

3. The plant and animal populations are dependent on each
other.

4. Plants produce food in ecosystems.

5. Energy flows through ecosystems from the food produced by
plants.
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6. The flow of energy is necessary to the survival of the ecosystem.

7. Different organisms get their energy in different ways.

8. Important physical and chemical factors are present.

9. Each plant or animal species plays a different role in an ecosys-
tem.

10. Each plant and animal species has a tolerance limit for various
things in its environment.

DEFINING THE «ECOSYSTEM»

Perhaps, before going further, you would like to try your hand at defining «ecosystem». You
now have a better idea of what an ecosystem is than you did before you started looking at this chap-
ter. You know that an ecosystem is made up of populations of plants and animals. You should know
that these plants and animals are interrelated in numerous ways. You know that energy flows through
ecosystems. Just how would you define this term?

Ecologists tend to define ecosystems as populations of plants and animals living in a given
space and interacting with each other and their physical environment at a particular point in time. So,
space is important, time is important, physical variables are important, and interacting plants and ani-
mals are important. The key words are space, populations, physical variables, interactions, and time.
It’s how you put these words together and how you view them that is important.

A diagram of this definition can be found on the next page.

MAJOR FACTORS IN THE ECOSYSTEM

Energy to Drive Ecosystems

As was noted earlier, energy is a very important element in allowing ecosystems to exist. It
is commonly said that, «Energy drives ecosystems». What does this mean? Where does this energy
come from? Where does it go? Let’s consider these questions.

Because populations and plants and animals are basic ingredients in ecosystems, the elements
for their survival have to be in that ecosystem. Of course, a plant or an animal needs to be able to
store energy and use it in carrying out its life functions. And, since populations of organisms are made
up of individuals of the same species, it takes a lot of energy to keep that population functioning. This
energy comes from food. But, that food has to come from somewhere. Remember, there are no food
stores or super markets in a forest, desert, pond, or Savannah.
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AN ECOSYSTEM MODEL

An ecosystem is made up of interacting populations of plants and
animals. These in turn interact with the nonliving or abiotic
variables forming a complex system, called the -ecosystems
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The food that drives ecosystems is manufactured by green plants. Green plants contain chlo-
rophyll. Chlorophyll has the amazing ability to take water and carbon dioxide and combine it to form
carbohydrate molecules in the presence of sunlight. In the process, the green plants give off oxygen.
The energy for this food production comes from the sun. So, in effect, green plants are locking the
sun’s energy into the carbohydrate molecules through the food making process (photosynthesis).

The green plants, of course, store
some of this energy and use some of it for
their own life functions. But, the storehouse
of energy locked up in green plants (be they
microscopic algae or gigantic tropical
rainforest trees) is available for use. Many,
many animal species use it. Plant eating ani-
mals (herbivores} tap this energy resource in

lots of different ways. Some bore into large
green plants (like wood-boring insects).Some

eat the plant whole (like ducks feeding
on duck weed). Some eat foliage (like ante-

lope). Some eat pollen (like bees). Some
drink nectar (like hummingbirds). Some feed
on roots (like rodents or humans feeding on
sweet potatoes). This storehouse of energ y
is just too good to pass up and a great variety
of animals have learned how to unlock the
storehouse. Thus, the energy that plants
have produced is passed on to the plant-
eating animals.

But, there is more to the story of en-
e rgy than this. Where do the meat eating
animals get their energy. Of course, many of
them kill and consume the plant-eaters. A
few examples are coyotes, humans, owls,
weasels, shrews, snakes, and many birds.
You should be getting the idea that the energy
that was originally produced by green plants
is actually flowing through the system. This
is exactly what is happening.

The story doesn’t end here. There are animals that eat many of these animals. And, there
are other animals that have developed still different ways of getting food energy. There are the sca-
vengers that feed on dead or dying organisms (crabs, vultures, hyenas, etc.). There are also the
decomposers - mostly plants that process dead material in order to get the energy they need for
their life functions (mushrooms, decay bacteria, etc.).

So, energy does, indeed, drive ecosystems. Energy is an integral and necessary part of eco-
systems. It is critical to the very existence of the ecosystem.

The Abiotic Variables

The animals and plants of an ecosystem make up the living or biotic part of the system.
There is also, however, another set of variables that is crucial. These variables are the nonliving or
abiotic variables that control the character of ecosystems.
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Perhaps the most important single abiotic variable is climate. Climate is probably responsible
for the existence of more ecosystems than any other. Climate is typically defined as the day-to-day
weather conditions in a given area over a long period of time. This day-to-day weather is made up of
variables such as daytime temperatures, nighttime temperatures, season changes in temperatures, pre-
cipitation, humidity, etc. You should quickly realize why tropical rain forests could not grow where
desert ecosystems thrive. The climate of a tropical rain forest is much different than that of the desert.

Although there are many exceptions, climate tends to control ecosystem development around
the world according to how far the ecosystem is from the equator. We usually find tropical rain forest
ecosystems at or close to the equator. North of the tropical rain forests we find deciduous forest eco-
systems. North of the deciduous forests we find coniferous forest ecosystems. North of the conife-
rous forests we find the tundra. This is mostly a function of climate.

Although climate is extremely important, many other abiotic variables play important roles
in developing ecosystems. In the above paragraph it was noted that deciduous forests are typically
found north of tropical rain forests. Deciduous forests lie in temperate regions of the world - in
Europe, North America, parts of Asia and other temperate regions. However, numerous kinds of deci-
duous forests exist. In North America, for example, one can find beech-maple forests and oak-hic-
kory forests as well as others. Why different kinds of deciduous forests?

The key factor in determining whether one finds a beech-maple forest or an oakhickory forest
is soil moisture. Beech-maple forests typically need greater soil moisture than oak-hickory forests.
Yet, we often find beech-maple forests growing very close to oak-hickory forests. How can this be?
Often, it is a case of the oak-hickory forest growing at a higher slope elevation than the beech-maple
forest. More moisture collects on the slopes beneath the oak-hickory forest and, therefore, a
beech-maple forest can develop.

Elevation also works in other ways to control the development of ecosystems. Just as with
the deciduous forest example seen above, elevation works in conjunction with other abiotic variables.
Let us look at elevation in mountainous regions. In the American West, one can begin a journey up a
mountain and start this journey in rather dry pinion pine - juniper forests. Scattered pinion pines and
junipers share a dry semi-arid soil. But, as one begins the ascent up the mountain, the pinion pines
and junipers give way to other kinds of evergreen trees - ones that need a cooler temperature and
more moisture. These evergreen trees give way to still different coniferous trees where it is still col-
der and wetter. Eventually, if the mountain is tall enough, all trees are left behind and one enters an
environment that experiences severe weather with a very short growing season and substantial mois-
ture. This would be the mountain alpine ecosystem.

Thus, elevation worlds to control the development of ecosystems by controlling the climate
at different elevations. As moisture laden air is pushed against the mountain and forced upward, it
becomes cooler very quickly. Cold, moist air cannot hold as much water as warm, moist air.
Therefore, precipitation results. In many mountainous areas, almost all of the moisture in the air is
released as precipitation before the air crosses the mountains. When this happens, a desert may be
found on the other side of the mountains. When mountains force moisture out of moving air masses
we call this the «rain shadow phenomenon»

Topography is closely associated with elevation but differs in a number of ways. Topography
refers to the ups and downs (undulations) of a region. It involves hills, valleys, slopes, plains and
numerous other features. Topography is very much involved in
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M0ISTURE REQUIREMENTS OF THREE
GRASS SPECIES

This diagram represents three grass species on North
American grasslands. Grass species No. 1 needs more
moisture for survival than either species No. 2 or 3.
Grass species No. 3 is adapted for survival on the dry
grasslands of the western Great Plains.
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ecosystem development. It was, of course, involved, in the development of the beech-maple forest
example read earlier. Topography is also involved in the formation of water-based ecosystems such
as swamps, rivers, ponds, and lakes.

A very important abiotic variable is insolation. Insolation refers to the amount of sunlight fal-
ling on a particular area. When insolation is combined with what is called «slope exposure», some
interesting things may happen. Let us assume that a valley runs east and west in a desert ecosystem.
The north-facing slope of that valley receives less sunlight per unit of space than the south-facing
slope. Because of this, the south-facing slope is hotter and dryer than the north-facing slope. This
impacts on the plants and animals as well. On the south-facing slope we may find many cactus plants
and few shrubs. On the north-facing slope the reverse is true. There will be many shrubs and fewer
cactus plants. It is quite logical to assume that the animals associated with cactus plants will be found
on the south-facing slope and those associated more with shrubs will be found on the north-facing
slope.

It is interesting to note that, in an ecosystem such as the desert discussed above, plant and ani-
mal communities may vary within that ecosystem. Although the desert’s north and south-facing
slopes had rather different plant and animal communities on them, they were still both desert com-
munities within the desert ecosystem.

Other abiotic factors play important roles in ecosystems. We find that variables such as humi-
dity, shade, soil type, rock substrate, wind velocity and others have a lot to do with the character
of many ecosystems. It is, therefore, quite common for people to correctly assume that abiotic
variables control the character of ecosystems. What many people forget is that biotic variables also
influence abiotic ones.

Let’s consider how biotic variables influence abiotic ones. Some very important environ-
mental considerations are coupled with this phenomenon. If we walk down a rural road on a hot, sum-
mer day we may notice the intense sunlight, the heat, the humidity, and the wind currents there.
Moisture in the form of sweat collects on our bodies and evaporates with the help of the wind cur-
rents. If we come upon a wooded area and enter it, we immediately notice a far different environ-
ment. The sunlight is reduced a great deal by the shade of the trees in the woods. It seems much
cooler. The wind velocity is reduced. The sweat on our bodies evaporates more slowly because of
fewer air currents and higher humidity in the woods. All of these things have changed because of
the-presence of the woodland. In addition, if we were to measure some abiotic variables with in-
struments, we would probably find that soil moisture was higher in the woods than in the open area.
Soil temperature would be lower in the woods than in the open.

This very brief introduction to biotic and abiotic variables should tell you two things: (l) there
are many living and nonliving variables to consider when trying to understand how ecosystems ope-
rate, and (2) many variables world in complicated and interconnected ways to control the character
of ecosystems.
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-Activity-
Biotic and Abiotic Variables:

A Two-Way Street?

Instructions For The Student:

The worksheet below contains a list of some of the abiotic variables that can influence an
ecosystem. For each, you are asked to consider whether it impacts on the ecosystem chosen for
this activity If you answer «yes», you are asked to state how it might impact on this particular
ecosystem. Further, for each, you are asked to try and determine whether this abiotic variable is
influenced by the living components of this ecosystem. If you think it is influenced, please identi-
fy what might be influencing it. This is not a particularly easy task to do. A lot of good thinking is
necessary.

The kind of ecosystem on which this activity focuses:

1. Climate
Does it influence this ecosystem? Yes ; No . If so, how?

Does the ecosystem influence climate? Yes ; No . If so, how?

2. Topography
Does topography influence this ecosystem? Yes ; No . If so, how?

Does this ecosystem influence topography? Yes ; No . If so, how?

3. Precipitation
Does precipitation influence this ecosystem? Yes ; No . If so, how?

Does this ecosystem influence precipitation? Yes ; No . If so, how?

4. Elevation
Does elevation influence this ecosystem? Yes ; No . If so, how?

Does this ecosystem influence elevation? Yes ; No . If so how?

5. Soil Moisture
Does soil moisture influence this ecosystem? Yes ; No . If so, how?

Does this ecosystem influence soil moisture? Yes _; No . If so, how?

6. Humidity
Does humidity influence this ecosystem? Yes ; No If so, how?

Does this ecosystem influence humidity? Yes ; No . If so, how?
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7. Shade
Does shade influence this ecosystem? Yes No If so, how?

Does this ecosystem influence shade? Yes : No . If so, how?

8. Wind Velocity
Does wind velocity influence this ecosystem? Yes ; No . If so, how?

Does this ecosystem influence wind velocity? Yes _; No _. If so, how?

9. Soil Type
Does soil type influence this ecosystem? Yes ; No . If so, how?

Does this ecosystem influence soil type? Yes ; No . If so, how?

10. Other than climate, what abiotic variable seems to be most important to the develop-
ment/survival of this ecosystem? You can choose one not listed above if you feel that
another is most important. Why did you answer as you did?

TWO IMPORTANT CONCEPTS: HABITAT AND NICHE

Habitat

In an ecosystem, every plant and animal lives in a habitat. Although you might think that an
ecosystem is one very large habitat, it is more complicated than that. Different parts of ecosystems
produce different habitats. In a pond, for example, there is an edge that is wet but not covered with
water. There is a shallow water area, deeper water areas, and some sort of pond bottom (e.g., mud,
rock, gravel, etc.). In or on each of these habitats, particular plants and/or animals live. Therefore, a
plant or animal’s habitat is where it lives.

In an pond ecosystem we often find cattails and sedges growing at the pond’s edge. In shal-
low water we might find pond weed and filamentous algae. In deeper water we might find single cel-
led algae (phytoplankton). And, we might find larger aquatic plants rooted in the soil of the pond’s
bottom and growing up through the pond’s surface. On the pond’s surface we might find duckweed
floating freely across the surface. Each of these plants (and others) has it own special habitat in the
pond ecosystem. Animals are the same way. You won’t find an edge-loving heron in deep water. You
will seldom find a catfish at the edge of the pond. You find them in their own habitats.

Various plants and animals may share very similar habitats. But, each kind of animal or plant
is dependent on a particular habitat for its very survival. In fact, habitat is the most critical variable
in an organism’s existence. Remove the habitat and you effectively remove the organism as well. This
concept has tremendous implications for many of man’s activities.
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Niche

It is often written that an organism’s habitat is its «address» or, where it lives. Another
concept, the niche, deals with how the organism lives. The niche is often referred to as the organism’s
«occupation» in an ecosystem.

It is relatively easy to describe an organism’s habitat. It is not nearly so easy to describe an
organism’s niche.

The niche concept is a difficult one. Most ecologists will admit that it is probably impossible
to completely identify an organism’s niche. Even so, it is important to try to understand the niche of
an animal or plant because the niche tells us the role that animal or plant plays in the ecosystem. And,
in order to fully understand how ecosystems work we must try to understand organisms’niches.

An attempt to describe an organism’s niche must include its habitat, how it gets the food
(energy) it needs, the species it competes with, and how, where and when it reproduces. It must also
include the organism’s abiotic requirements, its tolerance limits, and how it influences abiotic
variables.

Earlier you read that different roles, played by different organisms, keep energy and nutrients
flowing through an ecosystem. These roles (also referred to as niches) include food producers, plant
eaters, animal eaters, parasites, scavengers, and decomposers. One must not assume that different
organisms fill each of these food niches the same way.

It would be easy, for example, for the beginning student of ecology to assume that different
species of owls function in their niches the same way. If we look at owls’ niches in the great
Southwest U.S.A. deserts, the differences are dramatic. The elf owl lives and nests in wood or cac-
tus cavities and eats many insects. The burrowing owl lives in burrows in the ground, is often out in
the daytime, and eats numerous small mammals. The barn owl nests in barns, abandoned buildings
and tree cavities. It is strictly nocturnal, feeding mostly on mice, voles, and rats. Other owls fill their
niches in remarkably different ways. No two owl species in the desert will have exactly the same
niche. If two species of owls had identical niches, one of the owl species would most certainly
out-compete the other and drive it from the desert.

Ecologists know that some plants and animals have rather broad niches (called generalized
niches) and some have very narrow niches (called specialized niches). Those with generalized niches
are very successful because they can function well in different habitats. Examples of these would be
man, cockroaches, rats and poison ivy.

Animals and plants with specialized niches are successful only in special habitats or under
special conditions. These are successful only when these conditions are met. Examples of these
would be some orchid species, pandas, the snail-eating limpkin, and Kirtland’s warbler. Many ani-
mals and plants with specialized niches have been identified as threatened or endangered species.
Why is this the case?
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SPECIALIZED AND GENERALIZED NICHES

Some Examples

Specialized Niche
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THE LAYERING CONCEPT

As beginners, we tend to look at ecosystems as a whole, unable to sort out their parts, study
those parts, and then put them back together in a more meaningful way. Ecologists and advanced stu-
dents of ecology try to do exactly this - look at an ecosystem’s parts so that the parts can be studied
in terms of their role in that ecosystem.

Ponds, grasslands, forests and other systems have more or less obvious layers. These layers
can be given names and identified. Once this is done, we can look at those layers and study their role
and how they function in the ecosystem.

A deciduous forest in the U.S., for example, appears to have several distinct layers. These
layers have been named. These are: (1) the canopy layer or the upper reaches of the largest trees, (2)
the understory layer which is made up of numerous smaller trees growing in the shade of the cano-
py, (3) the shrub layer which is made up of woody shrubs growing beneath the understory (and some-
times missing in the forest)? (4) the herb layer which is made up of soft-stemmed plants that grow,
reproduce, and die back to the ground each year, and (5) the litter and soil layer which is made up of
the organic debris and soil of the forest ecosystem.

We find that each level (layer) in the forest has a definite role to play in the forest. Of extre-
me importance is the fact that each layer provides a habitat for a particular group of animals. Each
layer, for example, has its own species of birds. These birds are not restricted to a given layer but they
are most often found in «their layer». This phenomenon is diagrammed on the next page. We find the
oven bird near or on the litter and soil layer. We find the scarlet tanager in the canopy. Only seldom
will one of these birds invade the habitat of the other. The niches of these birds are very, very diffe-
rent as you might imagine.

Other animals, of course, have full time or part time niche relationships with certain forest
layers. A few of these animals would be: (1) millipede and centipede (litter and soil layer), (2) rabbit
(herb layer), (3) catbird (shrub layer), (4) opossum and blue-gray gnat-catcher (both have part time
relationships with the understory), and (5) the flying squirrel (canopy).

It is important to understand that each forest layer plays a part in maintaining the total eco-
system. It is crucial for the forest to have a canopy, an understory, and a litter and soil layer. These
layers are very interrelated (interdependent). Can you explain why this is so?

Sometimes, as noted earlier, the shrub layer is missing in the forest. Still the forest survives.
However, the animals that depend on a shrub layer for a niche habitat are very scarce or absent. :

Here we see two very different ideas: (1) some ecosystem parts are very interdependent (they
need each other to make the system work) and, (2) sometimes a part of an ecosystem can be missing
and the ecosystem can survive. These are exactly the kinds of things ecologists need to know in order
to understand ecosystems and be able to make good predictions about what will happen if a part or
layer is destroyed. Why is this so very important?
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[Note: As explained at the beginning of this model chapter, this chapter is incomplete and pre-
sented here as a model of how content can be developed for middle school students. However,
the writers wish to present a culminating activity that should be used as an evaluation tool sub-
sequent to instruction. This culminating activity is called «The Ecosystem Observation
Activity» and has been used many times by the writers in their work in environmental educa-
tion. This activity not only evaluates student progress but it is a very good indicator of the suc-
cess the instructor has had in presenting material and providing activities for learners.]

The Ecosystem Observation Activity

Instructions For The Student:

Your instructor will provide detailed instructions about how you are to complete this assi-
gnment. This Ecosystem Observation Activity is designed to see how well you can go into an eco-
system and observe components of it. You need not know the names of every plant and animal you
will observe in the ecosystem. The questions which follow will help you focus your observations.
The activity is a rather long one so you can expect that it will take some time to complete.

Your name: Date: 

1. Identify the kind of ecosystem you are observing. Is it a hardwood forest? A savannah? A grass-
land? A desert? A pond? Just what is it you are observing?

2. Do you believe that this ecosystem is a dominant one in the region in which you live? In other
words, is this an extensive living system in the region? Yes- ; No- . Why did you answer as you
did?

3. Can you identify the exact boundaries of this ecosystem? Yes_ ; No _. What might be some of
the difficulties encountered in identifying this ecosystem’s exact boundaries?

4. What are the overall (general) characteristics of the ecosystem you are observing? Be sure to
include the plants that seem to dominate this system?

5. What are the abiotic (nonliving) variables that seem to be controlling the character of this sys-
tem? For example, what might be the influence of things like topography, rainfall, temperature,
humidity, etc.? How do these abiotic factors appear to be controlling the character of this living
system?

6. What populations of plants and/or animals can you observe here? What is your evidence?

7. Living organisms are called «biotic factors». Can you identify any biotic factors that seem to
influence the overall character of this system? Identify those that do and explain how you think
they influence the ecosystem.

8. Is there any evidence of layering in this ecosystem? If so, how would you describe the layers?
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9. Can you observe any evidence of competition between members of a given population? .
Yes ; No . If so, name the population and explain what they seem to be competing for.

10. Can you observe any evidence of competition between members of different species? Yes
; No . If so, name the populations and explain what they seem to be competing for.

11. Can you observe any interactions between members of different populations other than com-
petition? Yes ; No . If so, how is each organism affected by the other?

12. What evidence exists that food energy flows through this ecosystem? l (If it would be helpful
for you to diagram this flow of energy please feel free to do so.)

13. What evidence exists, if any, to indicate that this ecosystem is more or less stable over time?
You would want to think in terms of years and decades and, perhaps, centuries.

14. Does man, in any way, play a role in this living system? Yes ; No (Rarely would the
answer be «No»!) Explain man’s role in this ecosystem.

15. Is there any evidence that man’s activity in this ecosystem threatens it, or any part of it, in any
way?
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Appendix II

Solid Waste Management Case Study (Abbreviated)

A Sample, Abbreviated Case Study for Environmental Science, Year Two

Reference: Chapter III

Year Two, Part X
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An Introduction to the Solid Waste Case Study
for the Reader

This case study is adapted from A Science-Technology-Society Case Study: Municipal Solid
Waste (Ramsey, Hungerford & Volk, 1989). It is available from Stipes Publishing Company, 10
Chester Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820 (USA). Readers interested in obtaining the entire case
study for use at the middle school level should write to the above address.

The case study model recommended by the writers is typically developed around four (4)
instructional levels. These include: (1) science foundations, (2) issue awareness, (3) issue investiga-
tion, and (4) citizenship action. This development format permits educators to take students from
science content and issue awareness to citizenship action within the confines of the treatment of a
single issue. By using a series of case studies as part of the EE curriculum, students should become
aware of a large number of important issues and confident in their abilities to investigate serious
issues and work toward solutions.

This case study in this appendix is presented as a model to be used for the development of
other case studies dealing with crucial environmental issues. Unfortunately, space does not permit the
writers to present the entire case study.

In the development of case studies based on this model, the writers, typically, use
the following sequence of components (i.e., parts) for instructors to use in their orien-
tation to the case study and for teaching the case study itself:

1. A flowchart of activities within each of the four instructional levels.

2. Learner objectives (i.e., performance objectives) for each instructional level.

3. Teacher notes regarding student activities, i.e., a teacher’s guide for each instruc-
tional level.

4. Printed matter and activities for each instructional level for use with students.
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Sample Learner Objectives:
Science Foundations Goal Level

Upon completing these activities, students
will be able to . .:.

1.... describe solid waste disposal methods
in at least three countries, one of which
should be a developing country.

2.... compare the resource use and solid
waste disposal methods in a developing
country and a developed country.

3.... rank the sources of solid waste from
the greater to smallest contributor in terms
of percentages of total weight.

4.... select an appropriate definition of
«hazardous household waste».

5.... list at least five common household
products classified as «hazardous» .

6.... provide several appropriate reasons
which explain why the total amount of
solid waste in the United States continues
to increase.

7.... identify landfills as the main solid
waste disposal method in the United
States.

8.... compare and contrast the character-
istics associated with each of the major
waste disposal methods. These character-
istics should at least include environmen-
tal and economic factors.

9.... provide several reasons why
increased recycling would have positive
effects on solid waste disposal problems.

10.... provide examples of the following
waste products: organic, renewable/recy-
clable, nonrenewable/recyclable, and non-
renewable/hard to recycle.

Note: It is suggested that the teacher use these objectives as a guide to student evaluation.
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LEVEL I: SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS

Citizens and governments the world over are increasingly faced with problems and issues
concerning the production and disposal of solid waste. For the industrial countries the problem is dea-
ling with an increasing volume of waste, coupled with the rapidly decreasing availability of traditio-
nal disposal sites. For less developed countries the problem concerns developing solid waste mana-
gement programs which could help to improve human health.

Consider the following solid waste facts:

1.The world is producing between 500 million and a billion tons of solid waste per
year. These figures could-double every 15 years.

2. Each year Americans throw away approximately 60 billion cans, 28 billion bottles,
four million tons of plastic, 40 million tons of paper, 100 million tires and three mil-
lion cars.

3. Only about one-fourth of the paper, aluminum, iron, and steel used in the world is
recycled.

4. Americans make up 5% of the world’s population and annually produce about 30%
of the world’s solid waste.

5. More than half the cities in the United States will exhaust existing landfills by
1990.

6. Many ocean beaches have had to be closed because medical and other solid waste
have floated on shore.

7. Open dumps, with insects and rodents, are typical of waste disposal sites in less
developed countries.

8. Four thousand trucks and 20,000 cars are junked every day in the United States.

These facts highlight a few of the disposal practices and problems facing citizens of the
world. The instructional unit that follows has been prepared to make you knowledgeable about the
problems and issues concerning solid waste, and able to do something about them. Much of this
case study will focus on only a part of the solid waste issue - municipal solid waste (from homes
and businesses).
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Dinner Around the World

The people of different countries have different customs and attitudes about solid waste. The
following persons have been asked to tell about a typical evening meal in each of their countries.
They have also been asked to tell how the household waste from that evening meal is usually dispo-
sed of.

Lucie, from Cameroon: In the Cameroons of West Africa an evening meal typically consists of beef,
greens, corn meal, yams, plantains, and water to drink. These foods are obtained daily from the mer-
chants selling from stalls in the open-air market. Portions of fresh beef are cut from carcasses han-
ging in the market. Fresh vegetables are sold by farmers who brought their produce to the market
from nearby fields. As foods are purchased they are sometimes wrapped in paper for protection.
Sometimes they are simply placed in the shopper’s market basket. Beer and other beverages sold in
bottles require a deposit. Many people simply take their own bottles and have them filled. Some food
products are sold in metal cans. After the evening meal leftovers are sometimes fed to the pets.
Unusable material is wrapped in paper and picked up every other day by the city’s garbage service.
Solid wastes are taken to an open dump outside of town and burned. Smaller villages sometimes
dump solid waste in nearby streams and rivers. There are been reports of sickness caused by polluted
water. Some waste is discarded as litter along the side of highways and roads.

Greg, from Paris, France: Paris is a modern, crowded city. Space is a big problem. Most people live
in apartments, and this fact greatly influences their behavior. Because apartment refrigerators are
small, most people shop daily. Foods are obtained from local groceries and specialty shops like the
butcher and baker. And there are still a lot of open-air farmers’ markets. Frozen and convenience
foods are available in larger groceries, but fresh food is typically the choice. Prepared foods are wrap-
ped in paper or plastic, or canned. Fresh foods are placed in paper or plastic bags. Meals feature beef
or poultry, bread and pastries, lots of vegetables, and often wine. Parisians do not drink water from
the faucet. Instead, bottled water is purchased for human use. Most of the food products available are
from the French countryside. However, international foods like pasta, taco shells, South American
coffee, and hot dogs are also available.- Meal leftovers are usually refrigerated. Unwanted waste is
bagged and sent to the basement of the apartment building via a garbage chute. Sometimes this mate-
rial is sorted and recyclable materials are saved. A garbage service picks up waste, and it is buried in
a landfill outside the city. Various efforts are made to keep the city clean and litter-free. Sidewalks
and streets are washed. Special motorcycles clean up animal wastes from the sidewalks.

Bene, from Rumania: Many food products are sometimes difficult to find in my country. Shopping
must be done daily, and products are purchased when they are available. Meals usually consist of
vegetables with cold meat like salami, or cheese or eggs, with tea or water to drink. Most of the food
is grown regionally within my country and sold in small groceries and shops. Most of the food pro-
ducts are wrapped in paper until they are used. Meal leftovers are usually saved. Solid waste is pla-
ced in garbage bins and collected several times a week by collectors. Waste is taken to a dump out-
side of town and burned. Citizens are encouraged not to litter, and anti-littering laws have been enac-
ted. Many trash cans are placed in parks and on street comers in towns and cities. There is, however,
no recycling of paper or metals.

Dana, from Mexico City: Lots of food choices are available in my town, a suburb of Mexico City.
Evening meals might consist of warm or cold meats, rice, vegetables, and fruit. These are purchased
in food stores, shops, or comer markets. Most of it is fresh and grown in the region. Many products
can be purchased in cans. A few large stores in wealthy sections
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of the city have a variety of food products imported from other countries. Solid waste is bagged and saved
until a private garbage collector comes-around. This occurs on a varying schedule. The waste is then taken
to the street. A fee is paid to the collector, and it is hauled away to a huge dump near the city. Mountains
of waste from millions of people have been piled here for years. It has become a setting for diseases and
rodents. However, there are people who sort through the waste at the dump looking for items or materials
of value. There are no programs to promote recycling or reduce littering. If trash or garbage cans are left
outside unattended, they are stolen. Many streets and parks tend to be littered and dirty. There probably are
littering laws, but they are not respected or enforced.

Scott, from the USA: Our grocery stores are filled with all kinds of foods from many parts of this coun-
try as well as from around the world. These products might be frozen, fresh, canned, or pre-cooked. Meals
might consist of seafood, chicken or beef, vegetables, fruits, breads and pastries. Potatoes, for example, are
available in more than 15 forms ranging from raw potatoes to flavored potato chips to pre-browned micro-
wave fries. These types of potatoes are an example of the wide variety of specially prepared «processed»
foods. Most products are packaged to make them appear attractive and convenient, and to make storage
and transportation easier. Solid wastes in my country are usually picked up by a trash collector and buried
in a landfill. Some waste from coastal cities is towed to sea and dumped. A few large cities have trash inci-
nerators in which solid waste is burned with the ash buried in landfills. Some individuals recycle, but only
four states have implemented state-wide recycling plans. Litter is common in all public places and along
highways and roads. Some solid waste is dumped in rural areas along roads or in mine pits.

Hussein, from Jordan: Evening meals in Jordan consist of beef, cheese, and vegetables, with water to
drink. Most of the food products are grown in the nearby countryside and sold fresh in small markets,
shops, and by street vendors. A number of canned goods are available, but there are few processed foods.
Most people shop daily to buy the food products needed for that day. Leftover food is saved, although refri-
geration is not common. Solid waste is picked up weekly by the city’s trash collectors. In the large cities
this waste is burned in specially designed, recently built waste incinerators. The ash from the incinerators
is buried nearby. In small villages there is no waste collection system, and waste is dumped by individuals,
sometimes in open pits and sometimes in rivers. There is no recycling, and litter is a problem along road-
sides and in vacant areas.

Activity 1. What is the typical meals in your home? How does it compare with other dinners around
the world?

A. Write a paragraph describing a typical dinner in your own home. As part of that description, explain how
it is obtained, how it is packaged, and how wastes are disposed of after the meal is completed.

B. Now, compare what you have written with the information in «Dinner Around the World». In particu-
lar, look for differences in:

1. sources of food.
2. packaging of food.
3. disposal of wastes associated with the food and packaging.
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What is Solid Waste

Solid waste is any unwanted or discarded material that is not a liquid or a gas. Solid waste
would include things like junk mail, newspapers, leftover dinner scraps, raked leaves and grass clip-
pings, bottles and cans, appliances and furniture, abandoned cars, sewage sludge, fly ash, mining and
industrial wastes.

Much solid waste consists of agricultural wastes such as manure and crop residues inclu-
ding nut shells, fruit pits, corn cobs, grain hulls, and vegetable and fruit peelings. Most of this mate-
rial is not a disposal problem. Many of these materials are plowed under,, composted, or used as fod-
der.

Solid waste also includes mining wastes such as rock, dirt, sand, and slag. About 60% of all
the materials mined end up as waste. This material is often piled in heaps. This creates unattractive
visual images as well as safety hazards. Industrial wastes include plastics, scrap metal, paper, fly
ash, and sewage sludge. Some are classified as «hazardous» and must be disposed of under special
disposal conditions.

Municipal wastes are from homes and businesses. These can include plastics, glass, food,
rubber, yard waste, metal, paper, wood, and miscellaneous materials. In the USA., a typical family’s
solid waste consists of paper (30%), yard waste (16%), food waste (15%), metal (10%), glass (10%),
plastic (6%), and other material (6%). As you can see, paper is the single largest contributor to solid
waste in the US. About a third of the solid waste consists of some form of packaging - glass, steel,
and aluminum containers, paperboard, and plastic. Food and yard waste account for another 30-40%,
depending on the season. These figures also depend to a great extent on where a person lives.

Hazardous Household Wastes

Some household and commercial waste is classified as «hazardous». Waste is hazardous if
it is . . . (1) ignitable, with a flash point of less than 140 degrees Fahrenheit, (2) corrosive, reacting
gradually with other materials, (3) reactive, reacting and giving off either cyanide or sulfide gases, or
(4) toxic, harmful to the health of plants, animals, and humans. The following list represents many of
the products which become hazardous wastes in the typical home: ..,

Common Hazardous Household Products

Activity 2. Review the list of hazardous household products above. Look in your own home and
then circle those which are present there.
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pet flea collars
paint thinner:
lacquer thinner:
rat poison
room deodorizers
glass cleaners
stains/varnishes

floor polish 
laundry soap
oil
brake fluid 
disinfectant cleaners 
scouring powder
enamel paints

toilet bowl cleaners
mildew proofing
wood preservatives
latex paint
oven cleaners
batteries
furniture polish

roach sprays
weed killers
antifreeze 
mothballs 
powdered bleaches
drain openers
paint strippers



Comparing Solid Waste Generation

Industrial societies with smaller farming populations and higher incomes produce conside-
rably more waste per person than do developing countries. New Yorkers, for example, discard nine
times their weight of rubbish each year, while residents of Manila (Philippines) throw away 2.5
times their weight in rubbish. Part of the reason is that New Yorkers consume food from all over
the world. The packaging required to keep this food fresh and attractive is much more than the
amount of packaging used at farmers’ markets in less developed countries. In addition, lower
incomes in Third World countries encourage residents to conserve and reuse packaging material.

The following table compares refuse (waste) generation per person between several develo-
ped and less developed cities. This information can help you understand the difference between the
amounts of solid waste produced in developed and developing countries.

Table 2. Refuse (Waste) Generation in Selected Cities, 1980

Industrial cities (Developed Countries)
New York, USA 1.80 kilograms/day/person *
Tokyo, Japan 1.38
Paris, France 1.10
Singapore 0.87
Hong Kong 0.85
Hamburg, West Germany 0.85
Rome, Italy 0.69

Low-Income cities (Developing Countries)
Lahore, Pakistan 0.60
Tunis, Tunisia 0.56
Bandung, Indonesia 0.55             Source:
Medellin, Colombia 0.54             Worldwatch 76,
Calcutta, India 0.51             1987.
Manila, Philippines 0.50
Kano, Nigeria 0.46

* One Kilogram = 2.2 Pounds

Activity 3. Calculate the average -amount of refuse produced per person per day for both the seven
industrial cities and the seven low-income cities listed above in Table 2. (Note: one kilogram equals
2.2 pounds.)

Average Refuse/Person/Day:

Industrial Cities:_____ Low-Income cities:____

Why do you think a difference exists in the amounts of waste produced in industrial countries and
in developing countries.
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Why So much Garbage?

Let’s look at municipal solid waste in the United States. The US. represents the extreme ins-
tance of waste disposal problems and issues. The reason the United States faces a garbage glut is
because many consumer goods are designed for one-way, one-time use. Almost every product an
American consumer buys is wrapped, boxed, sealed, and/or bagged. From 1958-1971 packaging in
the United States grew from 33 million tons to more than 66 million tons. In 1983 Americans used
92 billion metal cans, 42 billion glass bottles, and 16 billion plastic containers. In 1985 beer and soda
bottles made up 60% of all discarded metal, glass, and plastic containers. The energy, materials, and
environmental costs associated with this consumption pattern are enormous.

As America industrialized, the amount of disposable income increased. Consequently, the
amount of money spent on goods, food, and beverages also increased. The attention of buyers focu-
sed on convenience, product storage, and package attractiveness. The American lifestyle was delive-
red by the «package» and packaging totalled about 180 pounds per American each year.

Increased packaging has resulted in a continually increasing amount of solid waste. There
have also been costs. Approximately 10% of all food and beverage cost is for packaging. In 1986 that
cost amounted to about twenty-eight billion dollars, increasing from $9.4 billion -in 1973. The pac-
kage disposal problem has recently worsened with the growing use of plastics.

Currently, there are several times more plastics produced (by weight) than all the aluminum
and other nonferrous metals combined in the United States. Most people think of plastic as a single
material. Actually, there are more than 46 different types of plastic, each with a special characteris-
tic. A squeezable ketchup bottle, for example, is made of six different layers of plastic. Each layer is
designed to do a different job such as provide shape, strength, or flexibility for the container.
Combining plastics with other materials further expands the variety.

Plastics have compounded the waste disposal problem because most plastics do not readily
break down over time. Also, most plastics are very difficult to recycle because of their variety. The
use of plastic beverage containers has been growing astronomically. Fifteen million were used in
1967; 8.5 billion were used in 1982; 12.5 billion were used in 1985; and 20.0 billion are estimated
for use in 1990.

Activity 4. Wrappers, Bags, and Boxes - A Closer Look!

Directions: Each student should bring to class an example of a food package. Students should then
meet in small groups and examine and discuss each package with respect to the following questions
and tasks. A group report will be prepared and submitted to the class on the group’s most wasteful
package and least wasteful package.

1. Describe the packaging, e.g., cardboard box, wax-coated paper, sealed plastic bag inside a card-
board box, etc.

2. How important are the components of the packaging system? For example, is the sealed bag insi-
de the box important for some reason?
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3. Why do you think the product is packaged in this manner? To protect the product? To protect
health? To prevent theft? To provide advertising? To provide convenience? To promote purchasing?
To make a product look larger or more appealing? To provide consumer information? Please
explain your thinking:

4. Is the package system essential or wasteful? Why or why not? What reasons are you using to
make your decision?

Essential_____ ; Wasteful_____ . Explain:

5. What influence do you think this packaging has on this product’s ability to sell? Explain.

6. What happens to the packaging for this product once the product is used?

7. Is the packaging recyclable? Biodegradable?

8. Is the packaging made from recycled materials? Renewable resources?

9. Would the packaging system be best described as (1) a «natural» packaging system like the skins
of apples and bananas, (2) an «older» packaging system like paper bags and returnable bottles, or
(3) a «modern» packaging system like plastic wrap, styrofoam, etc.?

1. «natural»_______; 2. «older»_______; 3. «modern»_____. Explain:

10. Are the «modern» packaging systems more effective than «older» packaging systems?

More Effective_____; Less Effective_____. Explain:
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What Happens to Solid Waste?

Part I. Littering and Open Dumps
Discarding solid waste in open dumps is a typical disposal method in many developing coun-

tries. Open dumps have long been associated with rodents, insects, contaminated surface and ground-
water, and fires. Thus, they pose serious health and aesthetic problems. Open dumping in many deve-
loped countries has been banned. The regulation of solid waste disposal has often led to illegal «mid-
night dumping». discarding wastes at unauthorized sites in rural or abandoned areas.

Littering refers to the random disposal of personal solid waste in an inappropriate, and pro-
bably illegal manna. Littering often leads to increased public costs for cleanup and disposal. It also
leads to increased health and safety risks for both citizens and cleanup workers.

Part II. Sanitary Landfills
This type of disposal is designed to reduce the health-related and environmental risks asso-

ciated with open dumps. Sanitary landfills usually consist of a deep pit or trough that has been lined
with plastic to prevent ground water movement. Sanitary landfills overcome the problems of open
dumps by spreading and compacting solid waste in successive layers. Each layer is separated by a
barrier of soil. There is no burning, odor, insects or rodents, and,little run-off if the landfill site was
chosen to minimize water flow. The floor of the landfill is sealed with a synthetic liner and drained
with a pipe. The leachate (i.e., groundwater combined with liquid from the waste material) is tested
regularly for water quality.

Decomposition of organic material in landfills often produces methane gas. A number of exis-
ting landfills recover methane. It is used as a source of natural gas piped to nearby homes or used to
generate electricity. When filled, the landfill is capped with more soil and allowed to settle. Often,
these sites are converted to parks, golf courses, or wildlife areas.

Problems with sanitary landfills include wind scattered litter, dust, heavy truck and machine
noise, explosive methane gas, and contaminated groundwater. The biggest problem seems to be with
contaminated groundwater. There is also a great deal of public opposition to landfills because of the
belief that nearby property values will fall. And, as urbanization occurs, sites for future landfills beco-
me more difficult to find. This is especially true for highly populated urban regions.

Part III. Solid Waste Incineration
As landfills close and the volume of solid waste continues to grow, there is a greater empha-

sis on incineration. Currently, in the United States there are 70 waste incinerators accounting for
about 7% of the solid waste disposed of in 1986. In Columbus, Ohio a $200 million incinerator burns
2000 tons of waste a day and produces electricity. Across the world there are more than 350 incine-
ration plants located in western Europe, Japan, Brazil, and the former USSR.

Incinerators burn combustible solid waste at high temperatures. This reduces the
volume of the waste by 80-90%. The ash-like residue is then deposited in a landfill.
Because the residue takes up much less space than the original solid waste, the life of the
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landfill can be extended. Incineration also kills disease organisms and permits the separation of recy-
clable products such as metal and glass. The heat from combustion can also be used to generate elec-
tricity. In fact, a number of countries rely on waste combustion as an important source of electricity.
In West Germany, 34% of its electricity comes from the incineration of solid waste. In Sweden, 51
% comes from incineration; in Japan, 64%; and in Switzerland, 75%.

However, there are environmental problems associated with waste incinerators. Some experts
believe that the incineration of products containing chlorine (plastics, table salt, and bleached paper)
form cancer-producing compounds. For this reason there is often citizen opposition to an incinerator.
At this point in time emissions standards for incinerators have not been adopted in the United States.
Sweden’s extensive waste incineration program is currently on hold pending further tests on air qua-
lity. Some European countries and the United States have proposed using ocean-going incineration
vessels. These are supposed to separate the air pollutants generated by incineration from populations
of people.

Air pollution is not the only problem. Incinerator ash is sometimes classified as hazardous
and, as a result, that ash is banned from disposal in landfills. Incinerators are also costly to build and
expensive to operate and maintain.

Part IV. Resource Recovery: Recycling
The solid waste discarded in all nations contains valuable metals, paper representing millions

of forest trees, and plastics containing highly refined petrochemicals. Only about 25% of the metals
and papers used in the world is recycled. In the United States only about 8% of the glass, metals, and
paper is recycled. Recycling reduces the amount of solid waste that must be buried or incinerated. It
also promotes a number of other environmental benefits associated with energy air and water. The
following table summarizes the environmental benefits of recycling resources.

Table 3. The Environmental Benefits of Using Recycled Resources

Benefit Aluminum Steel Paper Glass

Reduction of % % % %
Energy Needed 90-97 : 47-74 23-74 4-32
Air Pollution 95 85 74 20
Water Pollution 97 76 35                    
Mining Wastes 97 80
Water Use 40 58 50

Source: Worldwatch Paper 76. 1987

The information above indicates that recycling has advantages over both landfilling and
incinerating solid waste. Landfilling does not conserve recyclable resources or energy. Incineration
does not conserve resources but the energy generated by incineration can reduce the need for fossil
fuels. Recycling conserves both resources and energy, and also reduces the need for landfills.
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Individuals and societies vary widely with respect to recycling behavior. The following
table shows the percentages of aluminum? paper, and glass recycled in a number of countries.

Table 4. Recovery Rates for Aluminum, Paper, and Glass (%Recovered)

Country Aluminum Paper Glass

Netherlands 40 46 53
Italy 36 30 25
West Germany 34 40 39
Japan 32 51 17
United States 28 27 10
France 25 34 26
United Kingdom 23 29 12
Austria 22 44 38
Switzerland 21 43 46
Sweden 18 42 20

Source: Worldwatch Paper 76. 1987

Recycling is cost effective according to experts. Studies in New York, Pennsylvania, and
California indicate that the cost for incineration averages about $50 per ton while the cost for a recy-
cling program for the same wastes averages about $25 per ton. Recycling also creates more jobs than
other waste disposal methods. About 36 jobs are created for every 10,000 tons of material processed,
compared with six jobs for landfilling and about one for incineration.

Activity 5. Identifying Recyclable Materials

Directions: The purpose of this activity to classify solid waste into four categories on a basis of the
materials from which it is composed. Wastes might be . . .

A. organic - Naturally-occurring raw materials derived from living things which will decompose
(biodegrade) naturally into simpler materials, e.g., food and yard wastes can be composted.

B. renewable. recyclable - naturally occurring raw materials derived from a cyclical source such as
trees, fish, drinking water, etc. These resources can be replaced with careful management.

C. nonrenewable/recyclable - naturally occurring raw materials which are limited in supply and
exhaustible and which can be recycled, e.g., motor oil, steel, aluminum.

D. nonrenewable/hard to recycle - naturally occurring raw materials which are limited in supply
and exhaustible but which are very difficult to recycle, e.g., plastic toothpaste tubes, plastic tooth-
brushes, plastic milk cartons.

Examine the products listed on the following page and decide which resource classification
category is appropriate for each. For resource classification, write A, B. C, or D. (Do nothing with
the Disposal Method column at this time.)
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Waste Item Resource Classification Disposal Method

paper bag

newspaper

book

paper milk carton

aluminum can 

apple core 

old clothes

tin can 

glass jar

potato peels

broken toy

rat poison

grass clippings

More Information: There are four basic ways to dispose of waste:

1. reuse - reusing the waste for another purpose or, after repair, for the original purpose, e.g., high-
way concrete can be used to prevent shore erosion along rivers and lakes.

2. recycle - recovering the waste’s raw materials which are then re-manufactured into the
same or different product, e.g., recycled plastic can be used to make insulated fill for winter
jackets.

3. recover energy - burning the waste in an incinerator to generate electricity or steam.

4. landfill - burying the waste in a sanitary landfill.

More Directions: Refer to the products listed above and decide which is the best way to dispose of
each trash item. Write your choice (1, 2, 3, or 4) in the Disposal Method column provided. After
that is done answer the questions below.

1. To what extent is there a difference between the disposal methods you selected and the actual
disposal method that is typically used by most citizens in your community?

2. What could you do to encourage your family, school, and community to recycle and reuse more
waste products?

3. How does a person recycle in your community? Make a list of the who/what/when/where infor-
mation concerning recycling.
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Activity 6. What Happens To Our Garbage?

To The Teacher: Contact the owner of the local landfill, the owner of the waste collection ser-
vice, or the community’s maintenance supervisor and arrange for a field trip to help students
determine the fate of solid waste in the community. If the field trip is not feasible, arrange for
a guest speaker who is knowledgeable about local solid waste disposal. This activity should
generate answers to the questions found below. A worksheet containing these questions can be
constructed for students if desired.

1. Where is the garbage from your home and school taken?

2. How does it get there?

3. Why was the landfill located on this site? What factors must be considered when a site is selected?
What tests were done at the site before it was opened? What were the results?

4. What laws govern solid waste disposal in your community?

5. Who owns the landfill? When did it open?

6. What is its life expectancy?

7. Who does the landfill site serve? Who can bring wastes to the landfill?

8. What is the fee for using the landfill?

9. How much does a household pay for trash collection?

10. How much solid waste is disposed of at this site daily, weekly and yearly?

11. Who works at the site? Who monitors what is dumped?

12. What happens to the trash once it is dumped at the site?

13. Are any of the materials hazardous? Are there regulations or procedures for dealing with hazar-
dous wastes?

14. What is the land adjacent to the landfill used for? Is the landfill a problem for nearby landow-
ners? If so, in what ways?

15. How is the site managed for the control of blowing trash, odors, noise, animals, erosion, surface
runoff and leachate?

16. Have tests been performed regularly at the site (groundwater, soil, methane)? What were the
results?

17. Is there a resource recovery program at the site? If so, what is recovered? How much?

18. How will the landfill be cared for after it is closed? Who will be responsible for its care? What
will be done with the land at the site?

19. What alternatives for waste disposal has your community considered for the future?
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LEVEL II: ISSUE AWARENESS

Level II uses the background information found in LEVEL I to focus on Issue Awareness.
Initially, students become familiar with the idea of sustainable development and of the social, eco-
nomic, environmental, and technological dimensions at play in many environmental problems and
issues. Students then learn how to analyze issues in order to isolate the «players». the players’ posi-
tions, beliefs, and the values associated with those beliefs. The vehicle used both for the introduc-
tion of sustainable development and for issue analysis training is The Lorax, a well-known chil-
dren’s story by T. S. Geisel (Random House, New York. The story itself, because of copyright res-
trictions, is not provided, but is available in book at most libraries and book sellers. It is also avai-
lable in a video format. The students should read The LORAX prior to the following lessons.

Students are subsequently involved in the analysis of an solid waste issue itself and a varie-
ty of other activities related to issue awareness. Level II activities are prerequisite to the actual
investigation of the solid waste issue (Level m) and also to citizenship behaviors regarding the
issue (Level IV). Space restrictions preclude including all the activities used in the training of stu-
dents in the skills associated with issue analysis. Thus, Level II (in this document) begins with
minimal training activities and focuses primarily on activities that require students to apply those
skills.

Sample Learner Objectives: Issue Awareness Goal Level

Upon completing these activities, students will be able to . . .

1.... define the term «sustainable development», including its human, economic, technological, and
environmental dimensions.

2.... explain why sustainable development might play a critical role in the future planning and deci-
sion making of nations throughout the world.

3.... explain how sustainable development planning attempts to balance human quality of life and
environmental quality.

4.... write a paragraph that summarizes the story line of The LORAX.

5.... describe how the Once-ler’s activities in The LORAX affected basic human needs.

6. . . describe how the Once-ler’s use of natural resources and of technology in The LORAX affec-
ted the environment.

7. ... describe how the Once-ler’s activities in The LORAX met human economic needs.

9.... describe what lesson the Once-ler learned about human economic activity.

10.... explain why appropriate sustainable development planning will vary in developed nations
compared to developing and underdeveloped nations.
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11.... provide real- l i f e
examples of human activities
that promoted economic
development but failed t o
protect the environment.

12.... working as a member of
a small group, prepare,
communicate, and defend an
appropriate sustainable devel-
opment plan for the use of
natural resources and the
manufacture of products in
the LORAX story.

13.... identify value positions
represented by discrete belief
statements attributed to cha-
racters in The Lorax.

14.... identify important facts,
problems, and issues presen-
ted in selected secondary
source articles concerning
solid waste management.

15.... analyze a solid waste
management issue with res-
pect to the players, positions,
beliefs and allied value posi-
tions.

16.... construct an issue web
which identifies and intercon-
nects a number of issues rela-
ted to solid waste manage-
ment topics.
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The Lorax and Sustainable Development

The focus of this activity is to introduce and understand the concept of sustainable develop-
ment by using ideas found in The Loran The Lorax is a fictional story about an individual (The
Once-ler) whose activities abused the environment. The story also tells what this being learned from
the experience. The story contains many common components found in the environmental problems
and issues facing humans around the world. The Loran also contains many of the components asso-
ciated with sustainable development, an idea that is probably new to many of you.

Sustainable development is an important (and complicated) idea. It is the current worldwide
attempt by planners, leaders, and scientists to conduct human activities in such a way that the envi-
ronment is preserved. Although there is still much confusion and discussion, there appear to be four
basic dimensions of sustainable development. These dimensions include humans, technology, eco-
nomics, and the environment. Let’s consider each of these.

The human dimension refers to the basics of human life. The primary needs inclu-
de income, shelter, food, water, safety, and health. Others might argue that educational
and spiritual components should be included. And certainly
there are differences between regions, nations, and conti-
nents. Individuals living in developed, industrialized coun-
tries, for the most part, have greater opportunities to meet
basic needs than do individuals who live in developing or I underdeveloped countries.

The economic dimension refers to monetary systems used by humans in their activities. With
the exception of primitive tribes, few humans in today’s world can themselves meet all their basic
needs. Rather, they specialize in particular goods and/or services needed by others. For example,
bakers make bread; ranchers raise cattle; truckers transport bread, cattle, and other goods. These
goods and/or services that are needed by others are then bartered (i.e., traded) or exchanged for
money. (Money is a symbol of the value which humans place on goods and/or services.) Then, the

bakers, ranchers, and others buy other goods and/or services
they need. Over time the exchange of goods and services for
money has developed into complicated economic systems,
the discussion of which is far beyond the scope of The
LORAX. The important idea is that in today’s world indivi-
duals and nations operate within a complicated system based

on the exchange of money for resources, goods, knowledge, and/or services. Further, most indivi-
duals (and nations) seek to improve their economic status, increasing their incomes in order that more
goods and/or services can be bought.

The technological dimension refers to tools, methods, and/or systems used by humans.
These technologies include energy production, the use of natural resources, manufacturing, commu-
nication, transportation, and others. Humans use technologies to help them meet their economic
needs. For example, bakers need ingredients and ovens; truckers needs fuel, trucks, and highways.
Technology assists by saving labor or time, increasing
production, or increasing health and safety.
Unfortunately, the use of technology can sometimes
have negative environmental consequences. For
example, the mechanical plow lead to both increased
agricultural production and to increased soil ero-

.
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human life.

The economic dimension
refers to monetary systems
used by humans in their
activities.

The technological dimension
refers to tools, methods, and
systems used by humans



sion. Many experts now believe that new «environmentally-friendly» technologies must be develo-
ped. These technologies should be pollution-free and use renewable energy and natural resources.

The environmental dimension refers
to the protection, preservation, and conserva-
tion of biotic and abiotic resources in the natu-
ral world. Modern history is that of technologi-
cal development without adequate considera-
tion of environmental effects. Many of the cur-
rent environmental problems stem from side-effects of inappropriate technology use e.g., pollution,
habitat destruction, resource depletion. Many humans now believe that preservation of the environ-
ment must be an important part of all future human activity.

You can see that sustainable development is a tricky idea. It suggests that humans «sustain»
the environment by preserving, protecting, and conserving. Yet, economic development is still neces-
sary in all countries, regardless of their current economic status. Many experts believe that this appa-
rent conflict between outcomes is the key to the quality of future human life on the planet. They belie-
ve that the use of environmentally-friendly technology can help promote economic development that
sustains the environment. The central focus of sustainable development is to balance quality of life
with quality of the environment.

After you and your class have read The LORAX, please complete the activity that follows.

Interpreting Events and Meaning in The Lorax

The Lorax is a fictional story about a being who abused the environment and about what he
learned. The story begins in the most run-down part of a dull, gray town. A small boy asks the
Once-ler to share the secret of the Lorax and to tell how the Lorax was «taken away». Thus, the story
is told as a «flashback» as the Once-ler talks about the Lorax andpast events. Refer to the text and
pictures in The LORAX as you respond to the following questions. Your teacher might ask you work
in groups and share some or all your responses with the class.

The characters of the story include:   the Once-ler, a businessman 
the Lorax, a leader of the plants and animals

The Once-ler’s story: The Beginning

1. The Once-ler moved across the land in his wagon. He came upon a new region with an important
natural resource. (A natural resource is a plant, animal or mineral that can be used by people.) What
was this natural resource the Once-ler found?

The Natural Resource?___      ___________________                                                 _________

Name an important natural resource in your region._______________                                     ___
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2. Humans often appreciate the beauty of the natural world. Experiences such as finding sea shells
on a beach or seeing a rare bird often cause strong feelings. What indication can you find that the
Once-ler had feelings about the region and natural resource that he found?
_______                                                              _______________________________________

Setting Up Shop and Doing Business

3. The Once-ler used the natural resources to start a business which made and sold a product. What
was the product? How was it used by buyers?

The Once-ler’s Product?_________________________ ___________

The Uses of the Product?____________________________________

4. The Lorax appeared at this point and asked the Once-ler some angry questions. What did the
Lorax want to know of the Once-ler? How did the Once-ler answer?

What the Lorax asked?_______________________________ _______
What the Once-ler Answered?___________________ _____________

5. The Once-ler, like many humans, organized a system to manufacture and distribute his product.
Listed below are several parts of a manufacturing process. Describe if and how each of the follo-
wing was used in the story. Remember, you may refer to both the text and the pictures.
a. raw materials? 
b. product design?

c. labor(workers)
d. assembly line
e. energy?
f. shipping, transportation?
g. communication?
h. profits/losses?

Using Technology

6. Individuals in business, like the Once-ler, sometimes try to make more money by increasing the
number of products they can sell. Often new machines and other systems are invented to do this.
Other people use machines to make work faster, easier, and more accurate. For example, students,
engineers, and others use calculators. Robots are sometimes used to weld sections of cars. Sometimes
machines are used to do work humans cannot do. X - ray machines, for example, allow doctors to
«see» inside the human body. All these machines are examples of «technology». Often the word
«technology» means
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complicated sets of machines, like those found working together in an automobile plant assembly
line. Sometimes «technology» refers to a simple machine like a pencil.

Name an example of technology that YOU use at home.___ ___________
Name an example of technology that YOU use at school.____________ _
Name an example of technology that YOUR parent might use at work. _
_______________________________________________________

7. Now, back to the story. What technology did the Once-ler invent to increase the production of
thneeds?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

8. What are several other examples of technology presented in the story?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Environmental Effects

9. The use of technology requires the use of natural resources. The use of natural resources often
has an effect on the environment. How did the production of thneeds affect a key biotic (living)
resource, truffula trees?
________________________________________________________

10. Threatened and endangered species are plant and animal populations which face extinction.
Often, this status is a result of human activity. Can you name several threatened or endangered spe-
cies and describe why they face this condition?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

11. In the story, certain animals depended on the truffula trees. Name those animals. Explain why
these animals needed truffula trees.

Animals?__________ _______________________________________
The Need for Trees?______________ __________________________
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12. Interdependence is an important characteristic of the environment. Living things depend on certain
abiotic (non-living) and biotic (living) factors. Can you think of a real-life example in which human acti-
vities have altered the interdependence in natural systems?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

13. Often, technological production creates «byproducts». For example, a byproduct of sawing wood is
wood chips. Sometimes the byproducts of technology are unwanted or dangerous (for example, poiso-
nous chemicals) and are pollutants in the environment. Sometimes byproducts are useful. (For example,
wood chips can be used to make particle board.) Name two byproducts that resulted from making
thneeds.

Byproduct-1?__________________________________________________________________________

Byproduct -2?_______________________________________________________________________

14. Were the byproducts that resulted from the making of thneeds harmful or helpful to the environment?
Check the line beside the answer of your choice.

Byproduct 1:______________     __Helpful  __Harmful  __I can’t decide
Byproduct 2:______________     __Helpful  __Harmful  __I can’t decide

15. The fish and swans were affected by the byproducts of making thneeds. Explain how the byproducts
of making thneeds affected these animals.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

16. Can you think of a real-life example of how man-made pollution affected a real ecosystem, its abio-
tics (e.g., temperature, water quality, etc.), its biotics (e.g., species extinction), or degraded its habitat?
Please briefly describe the incident below.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

17. Did the Once-ler try to prevent or stop the environmental effects of producing thneeds? Explain.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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18. The Lorax complained to the Once-ler one last time. Then he left. Why did he leave?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

19. Pollution not only affects plant and animal species, but it also affects another living species, human
beings. Explain whether the Once-ler’s factory and town was a safe and healthy place to live.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Going Broke and What Follows

20. The Once-ler’s business failed. What happened to cause the failure of this business?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

21. The Once-ler started business in a small shop. As more and more thneeds were made and sold, more
workers were needed. That is how a town grew up around the thneed factory. Human migration occurs
when humans move, often seeking work and other human needs. The growth of towns and cities occurs
when economic development is taking place;
urban decay occurs when it declines and stops. What happened to the workers and the town after the
Once-ler’s factory closed?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Lessons To Be Learned

22. The Once-ler learned that he had made a serious mistake. What, in your opinion, was his mistake?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

23. What makes you think that the Once-ler’s ideas about the use of natural resources and the manufactu-
re of products changed?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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24. Many human economic activities are planned for the short-term, perhaps from several to twenty
or thirty years. Why is long-term planning spanning several human generations necessary?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

25. Explain what, in the Once-ler’s opinion, must happen for the Lorax and his animals to return.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Planning for Sustainable Development

Now, it is YOUR turn to help the Once-ler. Your small group task is to prepare a sustainable deve-
lopment plan for the manufacture of thneeds, one that will eliminate the social and environmental
effects described in the story. Your plan should attempt to meet the four dimensions of sustainable
development - meeting human, economic, technological, and environmental concerns. Be prepared
to report and defend your plan to the class. Use the
format below to assist in the development of your plan. One more thing; you can pretend or imagi-
ne that all changes are possible.

26. A New Sustainable Development Plan for the Manufacture of Thneeds:

1. How will your plan meet the economic needs of the Once-ler and his fellow citizens?

2. How will your plan use environmentally-friendly technologies? Be specific and cite 
examples.

3. How will your plan protect and conserve the environment, including both biotic and 
abiotic resources?
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4. How will your plan meet the social needs that insure a quality of life for human beings?

5. How does your plan balance the quality of the environment with the quality of human life?

Beliefs and Values

The following terms and their definitions have been introduced.

Problem: A situation or condition in which something or someone is at risk or
threatened.

Issue: A problem about which two or more people or groups of people disagree.

Player: Those person(s) or group(s) who have a role in an issue or its solution.

Position: The stand or posture taken by the player in regard to the issue or its solution.

Issues are complex. Those ideas presented above are probably not sufficient for
one to completely understand an environmental issue. In this lesson two more ideas are presented
which, once learned, will complete the set of skills required for environmental issue analysis.
Those new ideas are beliefs and values. Both beliefs and values are related to a player’s position
on the issue.

A belief is an idea that a person holds. The person thinks or believes that idea is true. In
reality, it might or might not be. Often a person’s beliefs are strongly related to his or her values.
Values are specific ideas which help an individual decide what is important or worthy. A value is
the comparative worth a person places on something. Each individual has personal values which
develop in response to past experiences. These values might involve money, status, beauty, or a
number of other characteristics. A partial list of values and their descriptions entitled «Value
Descriptors» can be found on the following page.
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VALUE DESCRIPTORS

The following descriptions attempt to name and define specific values that might be held by indivi-
duals. This is only a partial list. There are many kinds of values.

Aesthetic: the appreciation of form, composition, color or sound  through the senses.

Cultural: pertaining to the continuation/preservation of human knowledge, beliefs, values, 
art, customs, etc.

Ecological: the maintenance of the integrity of natural living systems. 

Economic: the use and exchange of money and materials.

Educational: concerning the accumulation, use, and communication of knowledge.

Egocentric: pertaining to a focus on the individual; personal self-satisfaction and fulfillment.

Ethical/Moral:pertaining to present and future responsibilities, rights and wrongs, and ethical 
standards. 

Health: the maintenance of positive human physiological conditions.

Legal: pertaining to laws, rules, and regulations; the making of, respect for, and 
enforcement of laws.

Political: the activities, functions, and policies of governments and their agents.

Recreational pertaining to leisure activities.

Religious: the use of belief systems based on faith; dogma.

Scientific: concerning those attributes associated with empiricism and
empirical research.

Social: pertaining to shared human empathy, feelings, and status; an interaction of humans.

How do values influence beliefs? How do beliefs influence positions on issues? Values pro-
vide the guide-posts for individuals to determine what is important to them. Thus, values help
shape the beliefs that an individual holds on an issue, and they help determine that individual’s
position on that issue. For instance, the poachers, who kill black rhinos for their horns, value the
money they receive more than they value the stability of the rhino population. That is, an economic
value is more important than an ecological value for
the poachers. On the other hand, many wildlife experts have different value emphases.They believe
that the preservation of the species is more important than the monetary gain of a few individuals.
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A skilled observer can identify a player’s values by carefully listening and analyzing the
player’s belief statements. For example, consider the following two statements about recycling.

A. «I recycle soda cans because I am really annoyed by all the unsightly litter on
streets and highways.»

B. «It’s easier for me to just pitch soda cans out the car window. Let someone else
pick them up!»

Statement A reflects an aesthetic value because the individual is concerned about the physi-
cal appearance of the environment. Statement B reflects an egocentric value because the individual
is concerned solely about his/her personal comfort and convenience. Analyzing what players say and
do allows one to determine what values the players are using to make decisions in an environmental
issue. Issues arise because different people have different ideas about what is important.

Let’s practice identifying the values indicated by a player’s beliefs statements. Again, let’s
return to The Lorax. On the following worksheet statements made by the Once-ler and the Lorax have
been supplied. Your task is to identify the value indicated by each statement. You may refer to the
«Value Descriptors» worksheet for assistance.

BELIEF STATEMENTS IN THE LORAX

F o r the reader: Although the activity that follows is based on The Lorax
which is not presented in this appendix, the items in this activity are fairly
s t r a i g h t-f o rward. T h e re f o re, the « value positions» should be identifiable
even though The Lorax has been omitted.

Directions: Each statement below suggests the speaker’s values, the characters’ideas about what is
important or worthy. Use the «Value Descriptors» list as a guide. Remember, there are no absolute-
ly right or wrong answers. Your answer is a «good answer» if you can successfully defend it.

BELIEF STATEMENTS                                           VALUE POSITION                             

What the Once-ler said . . .

1. «But . . . business is business! And business must grow!_______________

2. «And I biggered my money, which everyone needs.»      _______________

3. «Plant a new Tr u ffula. Treat it with care.
Give it clean water. And feed it fresh air.»                        _______________

4. «Well, I have my rights, sir, and I’m telling you
I intend to go on doing just what I do !»                           _______________
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What the Lorax said . . .

5. « You’re gunning the pond                               _____________________
where the Humming-Fish hummed!»

6. «No one can sing who has smog in his throat.»   _____________________

7. « s i r, you’re crazy with greed.
There is no one on Earth who will buy that fool thneed!»_______________

A. What appear to be the value(s) influencing the Once- l e r’s statements?

B. What appear to be the value(s) influencing the Lorax’s statements?

Identifying Solid Waste Management Problems
and Issues in Secondary Source Literature

To the reader: At this point in Level II, students are asked to read one or more careful-
ly selected articles on solid waste management and then identify and communicate the
«problems» and «issues» stated in or inferred by the article(s). They are also asked to
complete an «Issue Analysis» based on their reading(s). It is best for the teacher and
class to obtain and analyze information related to local and regional issues, if possible.
A few examples of articles that might be appropriate follow:

Budiansky, Stephen, «Tons and Tons of Trash and No Place to Put It», 
U. S. News and World Report, Dec. 14, 1987, 58-62.

Church, G. J., «Garbage, Garbage, Everywhere», Time, Sept. 5, 1988, 
8 1-82.

Lauren, Bill, «Getting Into a Heap of Trouble», National Wildlife, Aug./ Sept., 1988.
19-24.

Mann, Carolyn, «Garbage In, Garbage Out», sierra, Sept./Oct., 1987,
22-27.

Marbach, W. D. «What To Do With Our Waste», Newsweek, June 27,
1987, 51-52.

Steinhart, Peter, «Down in the Dumps»,  Audubon,  May 1986,103-109.

Directions: You are asked to read and analyze one or more selected articles concerning a specific
solid waste management topic. Your tasks will be to: (A) identify the critical
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problems associated with that solid waste topic, (B) identify the issues associated with that solid
waste topic, and (C) complete an «Issue Analysis» of a specific solid waste issue. The Issue Analysis
will consist of determining the players, their positions, beliefs, and values associated with that speci-
fic issue. The worksheet provided below should be used for determining the problems and issues. The
accompanying worksheet should be used for Issue Analysis. Further, you might be asked to repeat
this process by reading additional articles which focus at other solid waste topics.

Write a bibliographic citation for the periodical article(s) to be examined.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

A. What are the critical problems described in or inferred in your reading(s)? (Remember that pro-
blems occur when the status of something or someone is at risk or threatened.)

B. What are the critical issues identified in or inferred by your reading(s)? (Remember that issues
occur when two or more people or groups of people disagree about the problem or its solution.)
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ISSUE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

The Issue:

The Players and                                                                                           The Value
Their Positions                                  The Players’ Beliefs                            Positions
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Place Photo Here

Developing an Issue Web

Once students are familiar with numerous issues surrounding solid waste management, they
should have an opportunity to synthesize that knowledge through the development of an «issue web».
This activity involves diagramming the spectrum of solid waste issues in a way that ties them toge-
ther in a meaningful manner. And, since many issues are related to each other, the issue web allows
this to be done in a relatively simple manner.

Students can be- given large sheets of paper or newsprint, or this activity can be done on a
chalk board. The words «Solid Waste Management Issues» should be printed in the center of the
paper/newsprint/chalkboard. Students are then assigned the task of placing major sub-issues around
the perimeter of the paper, e.g., open dumping, ocean dumping, Incineration, hazardous wastes, etc.
Once this is done, students can surround the sub-issues with the «minor» issues associated with them.
Then, these issues can be tied together by lines (where appropriate). It will become obvious that
«Solid Waste Management Issues» are very complex and interrelated.

A sample solid waste issue web is presented on the next page as an example
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An Issue Web:
Municipal Solid Waste
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Level III: Issue Investigation

Level III focuses on involving students in investigations into a local or regional solid waste
issue. Typically, Level III activities involve identifying specific problems to investigate, writing or
interviewing expert sources for additional information, formulating research questions needing ans-
wers, designing and conducting surveys constructed to answer the research questions, and interpre-
ting the information collected. The reader is reminded that the case study presented here is abbre-
viated from the original. However, several of the components are kept intact and will be presented
here.
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Sample Learner Objectives:
Issue Investigation Goal Level

Upon completing these activities, stu-
dents will be able to . . .

1.... identify the appropriate compo-
nents of an issue investigation process.

2....identify an appropriate individual
or agency as an information source.

3.... write a letter for information, using
correct form and style.

4.... identify and list several types of
variables appropriate for study in a
solid waste issue investigation.

5.... state at least three rules critical for
the writing of appropriate research
questions.

6.... given several variables, write a
research question appropriate for use in
an issue investigation.

7.... collect data pertinent to the resear-
ch questions.

Note: It is suggested that the teacher use these objectives as a guide for student evaluation.
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Investigating a Solid Waste Issue
Using Surveys, Questionnaires, or Oppinionnaires

This flowchart is designed to give an over-view for Level III. It has been
designed so that it can be used as an overhead for projection or reproduced for distribu-
tion to the students.
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Organizations Associated With The Problems and Issues
Of Solid Waste Management

The purpose of the activities at this level is to ask appropriate questions about solid waste manage-
ment and find their answers. One method to accomplish this is to write letters requesting specific
information of experts as well as resource persons and organizations . The sample letter on the fol-
lowing page is a model of a request for information to answer a specific question. The list of orga-
nizations below represents those national organizations which might have answers to the questions
you have asked. Addresses for state-level
agencies and organizations have not been provided, but they should be considered as important
additional sources of information.

The A luminum A s s o c i a t i o n, 818 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC, 20006.

American Paper I n s t i t u t e, 260 Madison Ave., New York, NY, 10016.

E n v i ronmental Defense Fund , 1616 P St. NW, Washington, DC, 20036.

E n v i ronmental Task Forc e, 1346 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 912, Wa s h i n g t o n ,
DC 20036.

Glass Packaging Institute , 1133 20th St. NW, Room 321, Washington, DC
2 0 0 3 6

Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries , 1627 K St. NW, Washington, DC
2 0 0 0 6 .

National Recycling Coalition , 28-29 41st Ave., 5th Floor, Long Island city, NY
111 0 1

National Solid Waste Management A s s o c i a t i o n, 1120 Connecticut Ave. NW,
Washington, DC 20005.

The New Alchemy Institute , 237 Hatchville Road, East Falmouth, MA 0 2 5 3 6 .

R e s o u rces for the Future , 1616 P St. NW, Washington, DC 20036.

The Society of the Plastics Industry , 1275 K St., Suite 400, Washington, DC
2 0 0 0 5

US Environmental Pro t ection A g e n c y, 410 M St. SW, Washington, DC 20460
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Sample Letter

Director
Office Of Solid Waste Management
US Environmental Protection Agency
401M St.SW
Washington, DC 20460

Dear Director

As part of a study of solid waste management, our class recently read an article entitled
«Landfill Fact Sheet», published by Sonoco, Inc., 1987. In this article (page 1) the following state-
ments were made:

1. «Even though 67% of landfill waste is biodegradable, the EPA states that there have been
no real signs of significant degradation to extend the useful life of landfills.»

2. «Paper is not readily biodegradable in landfills because most landfills are poorly construc-
ted.»

3. «Substituting paper sacks for plastic sacks in landfills would shorten the life of landfills
because paper consumes six times the space of plastic.»

These statements raised additional questions about waste, landfills, and biodegradability. As
a national expert in the area of solid waste management, you are asked to help answer several ques-
tions. We would appreciate your responses to the following questions:

1. How does the design of sanitary landfills inhibit the disintegration of
biodegradable solid waste?

2. How should landfills be constructed in order to promote the disintegration of paper, a 
biodegradable material?

3. What percent of United States sanitary landfills conform to EPA-approved
designs?

Thank you for your help in providing answers to these questions.

Sincerely,
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T O T H E  R E A D E R:

Again, Level III is designed to assist students in an actual issue investiga-
tion. Certain key elements must be covered in order to accomplish this in a
scientific manner. The flowchart seen earlier attempts to show how these ele-
ments are organized in order to make Level III successful. In a case study, the
teacher is a critical element in this entire process.

The following information is presented for the teacher, to be used with lear-
ners as he/she deems appropriate. Because of the abbreviated format used here,
some information has, by necessity, been omitted. However, critical content is
presented below and deals with the identification of variables in issue investiga-
tion, the rules for writing research questions, and an example of a survey that
could be used in some nations regarding solid waste management.

Identifying Categories of Variables Appropriate for Issue Investigation

Research questions provide a focus for issue investigation. In general, research
questions include the variables associated with the issue which will be investigated. Research ques-
tions can be generated from several categories (types) of variables. These categories include variables
associated with . . .

1. factual information related to the issue.
2.individuals’ knowledge related to the issue.
3. individuals’perceived knowledge about the issue.
4. individuals’attitudes about the issue and its solution.
5. individuals’ behavior associated with the issue.

Examples of variables concerning solid waste management in each category follow:

Factual Information:
- The number of landfills and their average life expectancy within a prescribed region.

Knowledge: 
- The knowledge of residents in a particular region concerning the dangers to human 
health associated with open dumping.

Perceived Knowledge:
- Middle school students’ perceived knowledge of solid waste disposal methods and the

environmental implications of each.

Attitudes (can include opinions):
- Residents’ opinions concerning proposed legislation which would mandate the sorting 
and recycling of residential solid wastes.

Behavior: 
- The recycling practices of the residents of a given neighborhood, village, or city.
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Guidelines for Research Questions

Research questions dictate w h a t is investigated and, to a great extent, h o w it is in-
vestigated. This makes the wording of those questions extremely important. T h e r e f o r e ,
certain guidelines should be followed in the construction of the research question(s) used
in an investigation. The research question should permit the investigator to look into
variables that are truly important and, also, to answer the question in a manner that res-
pects the intent of the investigation.

For example, let us look at two research questions and analyze their diff e r e n c e ( s ) :

1. Do residents of               (neighborhood or city)            have strong
negative opinions about proposed legislation that would demand that solid
wastes be sorted in residential neighborhoods prior to collection?

2. To what extent do residents of               (neighborhood or city)            
agree with the intent of proposed legislation that would demand that solid
wastes be sorted in residential neighborhoods prior to collection?

These two research questions focus on the same legislation concerning solid waste and the
same populations. However, this is the extent of their similarities. Question No. 1
demands a «yes» or «no» response. It also deals with «negative opinions» only. T h u s ,
Question No. 1 is very limiting for the investigator. Question No. 2, on the other hand,
does not demand a «yes» or «no» response and it permits the investigator to inspect opin-
ions across the entire spectrum of opinions - extremely negative to extremely positive.
The latter question is much better than No. 1.

What are the guidelines that should be followed in the preparation of research ques-
tions? Research questions should . . .

1... be stated in question form. 
2....avoid «yes» or «no» responses.
3... be important in an environmental sense.
4... specify a relationship between variables.
5... indicate a population or a geographic area (or both).

Examples of appropriate research questions

1. To what extent are residents of (town or region) aware of the health dangers 
associated with open dumping?

2. To what extent does ocean dumping result in the contamination of beaches 
along the Gulf of Mexico?

3. How much aluminum (by weight) is discarded each year by residents of (neigh
borhood or village) ?

4. To what extent do the residents of Jackson Township support the development 
of a new landfill in their township? 

5. What are the economic costs related to the cleanup of litter along highways and
roads in the counties of western Kentucky? 

6. To what extent are the adults in (region/country) aware of the benefits of com
posting organic wastes?
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The Investigation

T O T H E  R E A D E R:

Teachers may choose to have students identify an issue to investigate and to
learn and apply the skills involved in writing research questions. This is recom-
mended. It can, perhaps, best be accomplished by having students work in small
groups, reporting back to the entire class. Subsequently, the entire class may make
a decision as to the issue to be investigated and the research questions to be used.

Or, the teacher, having developed a highly structured case study, may choose to
present a suitable research question complete with an instrument that will «ans-
wer» that research question. Either way, it is very important for the students to
have the experience of conducting an actual investigation and interpreting the data
(answering the research question) subsequently.

An example of a questionnaire, focused on individual behaviors relative to the use
and disposal of glass and metal containers, is included in Appendix III. This
example also includes a data collection sheet. Both may be used or adapted for use
by the teacher. However, this is only an example and this instrument may not be
suitable for many circumstances or world regions. Regardless, it is very important
for any instrument to be carefully constructed and designed specifically to answer
the research question(s).
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Level IV: Citizenship Action

Level IV of the case study introduces students to the various modes of citizenship action avai-
lable for helping to resolve the issue they have investigated. The most appropriate mode is selected
and a specific action chosen. Once students have evaluated the proposed action(s) and made a deci-
sion about its appropriateness, they should be given the encouragement and support necessary to
enable them to complete the action.

Sample Learner Objectives:
Citizenship Action Level

Upon completing these activities, stu-
dents will be able to . . .

I.... define and provide an example of
the following methods of citizenship
action (persuasion, consumer action,
political action, physical intervention)

2.... review the information collected
during the solid waste issue investiga-
tion and make recommendations regar-
ding the solution of the issue based on
that information.

3.... analyze the proposed solution with
respect to its consequences (ecological,
economic, social, etc.).

4.... identify the most desirable solution
in view of the solution analysis.

5.... select a particular citizenship
action, and working with a small group,
evaluate the appropriateness of that
action with respect to its effectiveness,
its legal, economic, and ecological
consequences, and its potential for suc-
cess based on the students’ personal
and group resources and shills.

Note: It is suggested that the teacher
use these objectives as a guide to stu-
dent evaluation.
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Modes of Action

In general, there are a number of ways in which citizens can work to bring about solutions to
environmental issues. If we analyze the available strategies for taking citizen ship action, we find that
they can be grouped under four headings for middle school students. Those are:

Persuasion: Persuasion is used when an individual or a group of people tries to
convince others that a certain action is correct. Examples: Convincing a friend to
recycle aluminum, writing an environmental letter to be published in the local news-
paper, making and putting up posters urging people to recycle used food containers,
convincing parents to purchase foods which come in environmentally-appropriate
packaging.

Consumer action: Consumer action relies on the power of, money. It involves
buying something that agrees with one’s environmental values or not buying some-
thing that represents an action or idea one disagrees with. Consumer action is actual-
ly a specialized form of persuasion. Examples: Buying only soft drinks which are pac-
kaged in recyclable containers, refusing to purchase products made by companies
with negative environmental re-cords, purchasing prepared food from vendors who
use a minimum of packaging.

Political Action: Political action refers to bringing pressure on political or
governmental agencies and/or individuals in order to persuade them to take positive
environmental action. Examples: Writing a legislator supporting the passage of an
environmentally-appropriate law, campaigning for a candidate with a good environ-
mental record, voting for a pro-environmental candidate, appearing before a city
council and requesting a recycling center for the community.

Ecomanagement: Ecomanagement is a physical action taken with respect to the
environment. Hopefully, it results in either maintaining or improving environmental
quality. Examples: Picking up beach debris from ocean dumping recycling materials
such as aluminum and steel, composting organic matter such as leaves and vegetable
wastes.
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Selecting and Evaluating Actions

T O T H E  R E A D E R:

The «Solution Analysis Worksheet» is designed to help students consider alternative
solutions and their implications. It asks students to propose a solution and look at a number of
consequences of that solution.This activity is followed by a second set of tasks which asks stu-
dents to select a specific action for implementation. And, finally, students are asked to answer
a number of questions about that action on what is called the «Action Analysis Criteria
Worksheet».

Why should there be three worksheets for selecting an action? It is crucial that students
carefully consider solutions in a general sense before choosing a specific action that they think
would work. It is entirely possible that, in some cases, the action is chosen without due regard
for a number of possible complications. Therefore, students are asked to «filter» their decision
through a variety of questions which are designed to help them evaluate their decision. The wri-
ters recommend the use of three worksheets to accomplish these important tasks.

The Solution Analysis Worksheet1

What is the solid waste issue under consideration?

What is the proposed solution for this issue?

Part I. Identify the consequences of the proposed solution in each of the following categories. Try to
think of all of the consequences, both negative and positive.

Ecological Consequences:

Political/Legal Consequences:

Social Consequences:

Economic Consequences:

Other Consequences (e.g., educational, recreational, etc.):
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Part II The consequences you have identified represent the trade-offs involved in this particular solu-
tion for the issue. As you might be able to see, some consequences might be considered «losses»
(negative effects) while others might be considered «benefits» (positive effects). Examine all the
consequences you have identified, and then summarize the most important «benefits» and «losses»
below.

Important Benefits                                                         Important Losses

The Action Selection Worksheet

A. What is the solid waste issue under consideration?

B. Summarize what you found out during your investigation of this issue.

C. What solution do you propose for helping solve this issue?

D. Is this solution consistent with the findings from your investigation?

E. What citizen actions could be used in this solution?

F. What specific action(s) are you considering?
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The Action Analysis Criteria Worksheet

What is the specific action you are analyzing here?

A. Is there sufficient evidence to warrant the use of this action?

B. Is this action the most effective one available?

C. What are the legal consequences of this action?

D. What are the social consequences of this action?

E. What are the economic consequences of this action?

F. Do my beliefs and values support the use of this action?

G. Do I understand the beliefs and values of others involved in this issue?

H. Do I understand the procedures necessary to take this action?

I. Do I have the skills needed to take this action?

J. Do I have the courage to take this action?

K. Do I have the time needed to take this action?

L. Do I have all of the other resources needed to make this action effective?

M. What are the ecological consequences of this action?

FINAL DECISION: After analysis, is this action the one you would now choose to take?

Yes No     . Why or why not?
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Appendix III

Selected Activities From:
Issue Investigation and Citizenship Action Training

Sample Activities for Year Three
Reference: Chapter III; Year III

Portions of Part II C; Part IV
Part V; Part VI B. C, F
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Issue Investigation and Citizenship Action Training

The following activities serve as models for middle school curriculum developers in the field
of environmental education (see Year III of «The Three Year Curriculum: A Detailed Outline»,
Chapter HI). These activities do not contain it of the content found in the Chapter III outline since
space does permit the full development of that year-long curriculum. These activities are taken from
Investigating and Evaluating Environmental Issues and Actions: Skill Development Modules ( 1988)
and reprinted here by permission of Stipes Publishing Company, 10 Chester Street, Champaign,
Illinois (USA) 61820.

Contents of Appendix III

Research Question Rules

Writing and Evaluating Research Questions

Questionnaires

Basics of Sampling

Interviews

A Planning Sequence for Surveys, Questionnaires, or Opinionnaires

An Issue Investigation Assignment: Model and Flow Chart

Important Ideas About Action

The Methods of Action

Developing an Issue Action Plan
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Research Question Rules

There are several important rules for writing research questions for environmental , issue
investigations. These research questions ...

l....are always stated in question form .

2....always avoid simple «yes» or «no» responses. This is usually achieved by beginning
With phrases such as «To what extent» and «In what ways».

3....always indicate a population or area. The population refers to a group on which the
research question is focused, e.g., Pennsylvania hunters, wildlife biologists, etc. The area
refers to the geographic area in which the data will be collected, e.g., midwestern states,
Randolph County, Dewey Elementary School, etc.

4....are always derived from and related to environmental issues.

5....when possible, specify the variables to be measured. A variable is a given factor or
condition, e.g., knowledge of ecology, attitudes toward poaching, size of the deer popula-
tion, etc. The following research question specifies the variable to be measured: What are
Illinois deer hunters’ attitudes toward the harvesting of female deer?

6....when possible, specify a relationship between two variables. The following question
seeks to find the extent that one variable (knowledge of ecology) affects another variable
(attitudes about deer harvesting): To what extent does ecological knowledge affect Illinois
deer hunters’attitudes toward the harvesting of female deer?

7....are important in an environmental and social sense. Issues dealing with endangered
species, toxic waste disposal, feral animal populations, deforestation of rain forests. conta-
mination of ground water supplies, wilderness preservation, and the integrity of national
park ecosystems are examples of issues which have implications for humans as well as for
the environment.

The authors realize that writing good research questions takes a lot of practice. Another environ-
mental issue situation will be presented for you. This one involves whooping cranes. Your task will
be to analyze the information in such a way that you can write good research questions.
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Whooping Cranes

A young whooping crane recently died from lead poisoning. Only two
wild flocks of these birds are still in existence. This young crane was one
of twenty-nine whoopers which winter at the Bosque Del Apache National
Wildlife Refuge in New Mexico.

Snow geese also winter on the Bosque refuge, and hunting of the geese
is permitted. Hunters are trained to avoid shooting the cranes, but the goose
hunt still drives the whoopers from the refuge. To avoid hunters, the cranes
often feed in the surrounding countryside. This is where the problem
occurs. Waterfowl hunting is widespread in the countryside. So is the accu-
mulated lead shot from the guns of hunters. As the whooping cranes fora-
ge on the ground for food. they take in lead shot, just as they swallow fine
pieces of gravel to serve as food grinders in their digestive systems.

‘An autopsy revealed that the gizzard of the young crane was full of
lead. Three lead pellets were also found in the whooper’s
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flesh, indicating that it had been shot as well as poisoned. Even more
troubling is evidence that refuge hunting might be interfering with the
reproduction of the cranes. Usually, a male and female whooper will form
a pair bond and mate for life. This pair bonding occurs on the wintering
ground. It appears that the goose hunt might be disrupting the pair bonding.
If so, then the hunt could be an indirect cause for the problems that this
flock is having in reproducing.

The National Audubon Society has demanded an end to the hunting on
the Bosque refuge. since snow geese can be hunted elsewhere in the region,
there seems to be little reason to continue hunting on the refuge. This orga-
nization has also called for the use of non-toxic steel shot in the near-by
areas. (Adapted from»Unhealthy Refuge,» Audubon, March, 1984)

Your job is to analyze this information, identify the variables, and write good research ques-
tions. Be ,in by making a list of the variables involved in this issue. (II-5)

Now, using one or more of these variables, write two good research questions that, when used
to focus an investigation, would help supply the data to understand the issues more clearly.

1

2
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L e t ’s try one other research question activity. We want you to evaluate several
research questions using the criteria provided earlier in this module. These research ques-
tions might contain major flaws. Or, they might match the criteria. Your job is to decide
which of the following are good research questions. Then, tell why ,you think the question is or
is not a good one! (II-6)

1. Is refuge hunting a problem?
Evaluation:

2. Is refuge hunting affecting whooping cranes?
Evaluation:

3. To what extent does snow goose refuge hunting affect whooping crane pair bonding on the 
Bosque Del Apache Refuge?
Evaluation:
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Questionnaires

A questionnaire is a special kind of survey. It can be used to collect information that can
only be obtained in this manner. A definition can be found below:

Questionnaire: A carefully written set of questions about a
particular subject that is given to a carefully
selected sample of human beings.

It is critical to note that questionnaires collect only hard, cold data, i.e., facts. They do not
collect opinions people have about something. Consider the examples below.

1. Number of children per family unit in a particular neighborhood or community.

2. Number of gasoline powered devices owned per family in a neighborhood or 
community.

3. Types of heating systems found in a particular neighborhood or community, e.g., 
natural gas, bottle gas, fuel oil, electric, coal, wood.

4. Garbage disposal techniques used by renters and/or home owners.

5. Number of home owners/renters recycling metal containers.

6. Average number of pets being fed by residents in a particular neighborhood or 
community.  Can you think of two other topics of an environmental nature that 
could be studied using a questionnaire? Remember to specify the particular subject 
topic and identify the target population. (III-2)

1 . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A questionnaire is really a special kind of survey. It requires information that can 
only be supplied by human beings. Thus, each research question for a questionnaire must specify a
target population (or sample of a population). Reread each of your responses to make sure both the
topic and the target population are included.

Now, please examine the model questionnaire and the data summary sheet on the next page.
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MODEL QUESTIONNAIRE

Glass and Metal Waste Questionnaire

This questionnaire is designed to yield usable data concerning the habits people have deve-
loped relative to their use and disposal of glass and metal containers. It should be used with a
member of a household. preferably the person responsible for household management. If this ques-
tionnaire is used, the size of the sample gathered should be fairly large in order to make the data
meaningful, i.e., over 50 responses. Similarly, it is suggested that data be collected and categorized
(tabulated) according to particular parts of the community, i. e., high income, middle income, and
low income neighborhoods.

Hello, my name is______      _________ I am a student at______      _________
school. One of my classes is doing research in environmental problems and I would like
to ask you a few questions about your use of glass and metal containers. May I ask you
a few questions?

Person Responding:             � Male                             � Female

Street                                                 city              State                  Zip Code

1. How many people live in this household?  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .__________ 
2. Do you purchase any part of your groceries (other than beverages
like pop, fruit juice, or beer) in metal containers?  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Yes No _
3. Do you purchase any of your beverages in metal containers?  . . . . . . . .Yes No _
4 Do you purchase any beverages in glass containers? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Yes No _
5. Of those beverages purchased in glass containers, what percent
of the beverages are in returnable glass containers?  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .__________% 
6. Regarding metal cans, what percent of them do you take to a local
recycling or collection center? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .__________% 
7. Regarding throw-away glass containers, what percent of them
do you take to a local recycling or collection center? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .__________% 
8. Have you (or any member of your family) ever asked your
grocer to Stock beverages only in reusable glass containers?  . . . . . . . . . .Yes No _

THANK YOU VERY .MUCH FOR YOUR HELP!
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What Are Some of the Basics of Sampling?

You will recall that, early in this module, we spoke of «sampling» a population in
order to collect data. What is a «population» and a «sample»? How does one go about
sampling a population? Is it important to be careful? Are my data better if careful sam-
pling techniques are used?

When using questionnaires and opinionnaires a researcher has to contact people.
These people usually represent a population of human beings who are somehow associa-
ted with what you are investigating. They could be residents of a particular neighborhood,
or a county, or a state. They could also be members of certain organizations or racial
groups or even certain age groups. The population is all of the people in the gro u p y o u
are interested in. Now, if the population is small enough, you can go to all of the people
in that population. However, this is often not the case. This means that you will have to
somehow select a smaller part of that population. This s m a l l e r p a rt becomes a sample.

How you select your sample is very important. Why is that the case? In order to get
answers which represent what all kinds of people in a population are thinking, you need
to contact all those different kinds of people. In that way, your sample Will represent the
views of the larger population. This becomes what we call a re p resentative sample .

One question that is often asked relates to how many people must be included in a
sample. This is a tough question to answer. Ty p i c a l l y, if you want to get scientifically
accurate information from a relatively small number of people, you should try for at least
70 people in your sample. If the number of people in your population is very large, you
may want to collect data from more than 70!

Often times you just don’t have the money or time to get 70 responses. If this is the
case, you can obtain fewer sample members but you must somehow try to get enough re-
sponses so that all views are represented.

Here an example would help. Suppose you wanted to know what the adults in your
county thought about a new landfill being created in one part of the county. Would you
contact only people living close to the proposed land-fill? Or, would you contact only
people in your own community (who are not close to the proposed landfill)? If you really
wanted opinions of all concerned, you would have to contact people in both areas (and
others as well).

N o w, how do you go about sampling a population? Most experts will tell you that your
sample should be random. A random sample is one in which all viewpoints have an equal
chance of being represented. Thus, there is no bias or research prejudice in the sample.
This may sound like a difficult thing to accomplish, but there are some very simple ways
to get a random sample. For example, on the next page you will see a map of Mill County
and the households in that county. Let’s suppose that the officials in Mill County wanted
to put a new landfill (sometimes called a waste disposal dump) in the northwest corner of
the county. Let’s also suppose that you are interested in collecting data on residents’ o p i-
nions about the location of the proposed landfill. How might you go about doing
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Random Sample: List all households.
...Number them from 1 to 1 000....Put these
numbers on . separate slips of paper. . . . P l a c e
the slips in a container. ...Draw 70 slips.

Random Sample: List the households in
Burke....Number them....Put these on sepa-
rate slips of paper....Place the slips in a
c o n t a i n e r....Draw 7% of the slips from the
container (7% of 200 = 14 house-
holds)....Next, do the same thing for the
households in Noville (7% of 300 = 21 hou-
seholds), Roytown (7% of 200 = 14 house-
holds), and in the rural areas (7% of 300 =
21 households).

Systematic Sample: Obtain a list of the
households in Mill County, ...There are
1000 households and you wish to identify
70 of them....Divide the total number of
households by the number you wish to iden-
tify (1 000/70 = 14). Select every 14th hou-
s e h o l d .

Convenience Sample: Distribute 70 instru-
ments to «heads of households» attending a
Mill County church (or some other group of
70 or more adults).

Result: Seventy (70) households randomly
selected from the entire county.

Result: Fourteen households randomly
selected from Burke; 21 randomly selected
from Noville; 14 randomly selected from
Roytown: and 21 randomly selected from
the rural areas. This totals 70 households in
Mill County.

Result: Seventy (70) systematically selec-
ted Mill County residents with listed phone
n u m b e r s .

Result: Seventy (70) churchgoers in Mid
C o u n t y.
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this? The information about Mill County gives you two suggestions for randomly sam-
pling 50% of the Mill County households.

Samples of Convenience

Sometimes researchers cannot get a random sample of a population or are unwilling 
to expend the time and energy to get one. In these cases, the person may choose to use 
samples of convenience. A sample of convenience is made up of people that the re-
s e a rc h e r can easily contact. For example, in the Mill County opinionnaire, if the resear-
cher lived in Noville, he/she might choose to sample only the households in Noville:.
The problem with samples of convenience is that they often only reflect the viewpoints
of some members of the larger population. In this example, the folks in Noville would
probably have far different opinions than those living close to the proposed landfill site.
Can you see what kind of problems this poses for the researcher?

I n t e r v i e w s

Sometimes a researcher will choose to interview a limited number of people who
are closely associated with an environmental issue. In this case there are a couple of
things that are quite important. First of all, the interview must be a thorough one, i.e., it
must get all of the information which is important to the study. Secondly, the researcher
must attempt to interview those who are really knowledgeable about the issue.

When Using an interview technique, the researcher is usually trying to obtain
information which is a bit different from the opinionnaire information represented by the
Mill County example. In the Mill County landfill issue, a researcher might use an inter-
view process to obtain specific facts about the proposed landfill from experts. He/she
might go to sanitary engineers, waste disposal people, county officials, EPA o ff i c i a l s ,
and even scientists at the state Geological Survey to get very specific data from impor-
tant plasters in the issue. Here, the researcher is attempting to interpret the issue in a far
d i fferent way than with an opinionnaire. This is an entirely different kind of research
s t u d y, but it still deals with the same issue - that of the proposed landfill in Mill County.
The methods you might choose to use in your own research studies will, then, depend
upon the kind of research questions you are trying to answer. And, your sampling tech-
niques will also be determined by your studio
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Making a Survey, Questionnaire, or O p i n i o n n a i re :

A Planning Sequence

1. What environmental issue or condition has the class chosen to investigate?

2. What are the research questions related to this issue which you want to have answere?

3. Exactly what information (data) will be collected by this instrument?

4. Is this to be a . . . survey . . . questionnaire . . . o p i n i o n n a i r e ?

5. In what geographic area will the data collection take place?

6. If this is to be an opinionnaire, what we the exact beliefs and/or opinions Sing
i n v e s t i g a t e d ?
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7. If this is to be a questionnaire or opinionnaire . . .

A. What is the exact population from which the data are to be collected?

B. How large do you think the sample will need to be to represent the entire 
population? E x p l a i n :

C. How will you go about selecting your sample?

D. Which data collection technique will you use (e.g., telephone survey, mail 
s u r v e y, etc.)?

8. What are the exact procedures necessary to collect data with this survey? That is, who
will collect the data? How will it be recorded? During what time periods will it be col-
l e c t e d ?

9. How can all the collected data be recorded and organized in a Data Summary Sheet?
(Sample Summary Sheets were presented earlier in this module. You may need to design
one for your survey. )
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Yo u r Assignment: An Issue Investigation

Your assignment is to conduct an issue investigation. This is a project made up of
a number of complex tasks. The authors believe that your teacher can make the best
decisions about how ,you should conduct your investigation. The discussion that follows
suggests a model for investigating issues which has been used by many students.
R e m e m b e r, your , teacher has the final say. Ty p i c a l l y, the following steps are taken in
many issue investigation projects:

A Model for an Issue Investigation

Step 1. Select an overall topic in which you are interested. 
Step 2. Conduct your library search on the topic of interest to you. 
Step 3. Identify an important environmental issue related to this topic. 
Step 4. Write research questions about the issue. 
Step 5. Summarize the secondary information you have collected. 
Step 6. Write letters for information and interview resource people (as needed). 
Step 7. Plan a data collection strategy designed to collect data which could 
answer the research questions.
Step 8. Develop, pilot, and revise a survey instrument (for investigations 
using primary sources of data).
Step 9. Collect survey data.
Step 10. Organize the data into tables, charts, and graphs.
Step 11. Interpret the findings making conclusions. inferences, and 
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s .
Step 12. Produce a final written issue investigation report.
Step 13. Present your investigation to the class.

The diagram on the following page presents these steps and provides a visual way
for you to understand the nature of the task at hand. But remember, the final decision
concerning the investigation rests with your teacher. So the steps you follow might diff e r
from those presented here.
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SUGGESTED ISSUE INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE:
A FLOWCHART
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Decisions must be made about your issue investigation. Your teacher will communi-
cate this information to you. Please record the exact criteria specified by your teacher for
each of the headings below. (V-1 )

1 . How will you organize to investigate an issue - i n d i v i d u a l l y, in pairs, in small 
groups, etc.?

2 . What kind of data should be collected - p r i m a r y, secondary (print material,
interviews, letters for information), or some combination of the above?
F u r t h e r, how many of each kind should be used?

3. What are the components of the final product? Typically, the report is divided
into a number of sections: (1) a purpose section which contains the research
questions and explains the importance of the issue investigated, (2) a plan section
which details the data collection including population, sampling method, and
instrumentation, etc. (3) a literature section which reviews information collected via
letters, interviews, and secondary sources, (4) a results section which contains
graphs, data tables, and an issue analysis (an analysis of positions, beliefs, and
values)+ (5) a findings section including conclusions, inferences, and
recommendations, and (6) a bibliography. A issue action plan might be added after
you have completed Module 6.

List any additional criteria supplied by your t e a c h e r for your written issue
investigation report.

4 . What is the due date for the final products Are there due dates for various sections
of the report? If so, what are they?
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5. In what style should the final re p o rt be pro d u c e d . . . typewritten or by hand? 
What about margins? Title page? Titles for sections and subsections? 
Bibliography form? Etc. Etc.

6. A re there any other special directions and pro c e d u re s for seeking teacher help,
using the library, obtaining school stationary. using the phone, copying, etc.?

You now know what your teacher expects of you. Yes, it is a big job! But many
other students achieved great results doing the same task. It is now time to start making real
decisions concerning your issue investigation.

Ho p e f u l l y. you have a good plan for collecting quality data Still, some students have
trouble meeting deadlines for big projects. One way to help use time wisely is to divide the
investigation project into smaller sections. That is the purpose of the checklist that follows.
Your teacher might or might not decide to use it with you. Regardless a checklist of investi-
gation tasks is certainly a helpful way of helping fit your investigation into a workable
t i m e t a b l e .
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You and Action: Important Ideas

This module is designed to help you learn about and develop skills for taking
environmental action. The writers know of students who have

recycled aluminum on a school -wide basis,

published environmental issue reports in the regional newspaper,

persuaded city officials to start a recycling center, and

formed a five school coalition designed to lobby state legislators to vote for
specific environmental legislation.

These are examples of actual actions taken by groups of young people. But there are
many actions you can take as an individual which will contribute to the quality of the
environment. The authors believe it is important for you to learn about environmental
actions now, so that you can begin to make a difference immediately, as well as to be
better prepared to mace environmental decisions in the future.

The following are some principles of environmental action that we would like you to
c o n s i d e r.

1. You have the right to be heard and to act on environmental issues, and

2. You have the responsibility to exercise that right and to be knowledgeable and 
skilled in such actions.

3. Some actions are mandated by law (e.g., laws against littering), but most 
involve your own choice.

4. You have the ability to investigate environmental issues and to obtain enough 
information on which to base a plan of action.

5. Most of the actions you take in ) our life have some environmental consequence. 
You have the responsibility to consider whether an action will be positive or 
negative over the long run.

6. You have the ability to become skilled in at least some of the methods of 
environmental action.
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The Methods of A c t i o n

If you agree with the ideas just listed, you Will want to know something about
the methods of environmental action. If we analyze all of the available strategies for
action, we find that many of them can be grouped under four headings. These follow:

Action Method I Persuasion: Persuasion is used when someone or a group of
people is trying to convince others that a certain source of action is correct How many
times in your life have you tried to convince someone that your position is the right
position? This takes persuasion to be effective, particularly if that person or group
d o e s n ’t agree with you at first.

Action Method II - C o n s u m e r i s m : Consumerism relies on the power of the
pocketbook or billfold. It involves buying something that agrees with one’s philosophy
or not buying something that represents an action or an idea one disagrees with.
Consumerism is particularly effective if a group of people get together to take action.
Even so, some individuals act alone in this dimension. Examples of consumerism?
Refusing to buy soft drinks unless they are in returnable bottles. Refusing to purchase
articles made in a foreign counts which has a negative environmental policy. Buying
products made by companies who try to reduce environmental pollution.

Action Method III - Political A c t i o n : Political action refers to any mode of
action that brings p re s s u re on political or governmental agencies and/or i n d i v i d u a l s
in order to persuade them to take positive environmental action. In democratic nations,
political action usually means supporting candidates who have positions similar to your
own. It means pressuring people in office with letters, telegrams, and phone calls. It
means casting a vote for or against a particular issue . . . and more.

Action Method IV E c o m a n a g e m e n t : Ecomanagement is simply a word used to
describe any physical action taken with respect to the enviro n m e n t . It can be illustra-
ted by examples ranging from picking up someone else’s litter to helping a private agen-
cy buy and preserve an ecologically-important forest. Ecomanagement, hopefully, results
in either maintaining a good environment or improving a weakened environment.

I had it changed over to electricity in order to conserve gasoline!!
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ISSUE ACTION PLAN
( V I-8 )

Part 1. The Issue

1 . Restate the problem and/or issue investigated (from Module V ) :

2. Write a s u m m a ry statement of the issue, including the alternative positions which
can be observed, i.e., the different beliefs and values associated with it.

3. Write a summary statement which e v a l u a t e s the status of the issue, e.g., its current
status, its seriousness, public attitudes toward it, its importance compared with 
other issues.

4 . Write a statement which states your conclusions concerning the issue. This could
include your own position regarding this issue.

Part II. Appropriate A c t i o n s

5. What citizenship actions are you, as an individual, considering for effectively and
responsibly solving this issue?
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6. What citizenship actions are you, acting with a gro u p, considering for eff e c t i vely 
and responsibly solving this issue?

7. Which action or actions do you consider to be the most powerful one(s) available
for helping to resolve this issue? W h y ?

8. Prepare a brief s t e p-b y-step outline of the steps you plan to follow to achieve the
resolution of this issue. Beside each step note the time, resources, and other information
critical to that step.

Part III. Applying Action Analysis Criteria

Consider the action(s) stated above in answering the following questions:

A. To what extent is there sufficient evidence to warrant action on this issue?

B. Are there other alternative actions available for use? Yes ; No . If so, what
are they?

C. Is this action the most effective one available? Ye s ; No . W h y ?

D . What are the legal consequences of this action?

E. What are the social consequences of this action?
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F. What are the economic consequences of this action?

G. To what extent do my personal values support this decision?

H. What are the beliefs and values of others who are involved in this issue?

I.        Do I understand the procedures necessary to take this action? Yes ; No     .
J. Do I have the skills needed to take this action? Yes ; No     .
K. Do I have the courage to take this action? Yes ; No     .
L. Do I have the time needed to complete this action? Yes ; No     .
M. Do I have all of the other resources needed to make

this action effective? Yes  ; No     .
N. What are the ecological consequences of this action?

Part IV. Your Decision - The Action Recommendation

Taking into consideration the analyses you have just completed, state your final recommen-
dations for action?
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A b i o t i c : nonliving; an abiotic variable in an ecosystem would be exemplified by such
things as light, rain, moisture, heat, bedrock, and topography.

A c c e s s : to get; to secure, acquire.

Acid Rain: Rainfall (or fog) which is more acidic than normal, often caused by an infu-
sion of sulfur and nitrogen compounds from vehicular exhausts and coal burning power
p l a n t s .

A d a p t a t i o n : a particular attribute which contributes to an org a n i s m ’s survival in a com-
m u n i t y, e.g., protective coloration.

Ad Hoc: special or temporary, as in an ad hoc committee.

A d v o c a c y : pleading a cause of another person; the act of advocating; supporting.

A ff e c t i v e : relating to feeling, emotion, or desire.

A g r a r i a n : pertaining to farming, agriculture. An agrarian society is one in which the eco-
nomy and culture are tied mainly to agricultural (rather than industrial) enterprises.

A n c i l l a ry : subordinate; of related but not of primary importance.

A q u i f e r : a place where water is found within the earth’s crust (this water known as
ground water).

A s t u t e : keen in judgement.

A u t o n o m o u s : independent, without outside control, self-r e g u l a t i n g .

A x i o l o g y : a study of the nature, types, and criteria of values and of value judgements.

B e h a v i o r a l (in an educational context): pertaining to actions of an individual, beha-
viors; often referred to in education as an action/behavior which is observable, overt.

B e l i e f : that which a person holds to be true.

B i o d e g r a d a b l e : any material that can be broken down in the environment by decom-
posers, e.g., paper products, human sewage, vegetable matter.

Biogeochemical cycles: those chemical cycles that are critical to the maintenance of eco-
systems, e.g., nitrogen cycle, calcium cycle.

B i o s p h e re : that relatively thin «shell» surrounding the earth that supports life.

C a r n i v o re : an organism that kills and eats animals, e.g., lion, hawk, owl, snake.
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Citizenship action skills: skills related to the actions and behaviors which citizens have
at their disposal in working toward the solution of environmental issues.

C o g n i t i v e : related to the mental processes by which knowledge is acquired; cognitive
may relate to either an individual’s knowledge or an individual’s ability to process know-
l e d g e .

C o m m u n i t y : in an ecological sense, an interacting and interdependent set of plants and
animals, e.g., a prairie community, a pond community.

C o m p o s t i n g : the process of speeding up the decomposition of organic debris such as
leaves and vegetable wastes in order to produce material that can be used as humus or fer-
t i l i z e r.

C o n c e p t u a l : relating to mental images held by individuals and associated with events and
objects; ideas.

C o n s u m e r i s m : an economic threat by an individual or a group aimed at some form of
behavior modification in business or industry, e.g., boycotting, discriminating and con
servative use of goods and services.

C o n t i n g e n c y : an adjunct or accessory; a contingency plan would be a plan that could be
substituted for the primary one.

C r i t e r i a : standards; rules by which something is judged or evaluated.

Critical thinking skills: those mental processes which enable a human being to process
information in logical ways; cognitive problem solving skids; science and social studies
process skills are critical thinking skills.

D e m o g r a p h i c : relating to populations and the study of them, e.g., births, deaths, mar-
riages, health, etc.

D e s e rt i f i c a t i o n : the conversion of a productive ecosystem to desert through overg r a z i n g ,
prolonged drought, or climatic change; often associated with man’s activities.

D e s i g n e e : an appointee; an individual designated for some task.

Didactic appro a c h : an educational (instructional) methodology focusing mainly on a lec-
ture delivery format, deductive in nature; the teacher as the source of knowledge.

Dynamic equilibrium: a tendency toward homeostasis; stability over time with periodic
f l u c t u a t i o n s .

E c o l o g y : the scientific study of the interrelationships that exist between organisms and
between organisms and their physical environment.

E c o m a n a g e m e n t : any physical action taken by an individual or a group aimed directly at
maintaining or improving the existing ecosystem(s), e.g., reforestation, landscaping, ins-
talling bird boxes.

E c o s y s t e m : an aggregate of plants and animals which are interdependent plus the abiotic
variables with which they interact; typically thought of as self-contained in the sense that
many of the essentials for life can be cycled and recycled within that system.
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E ff l u e n t : wastewater from a sewage plant or industry. e.g.: symbol for «for example».

Egocentric thought: A tendency on the part of individuals to assume that all others see
things as they see them.

E m i g r a t i o n : the movement of members of a population out of one locality into another,
usually a permanent move.

E m p a t h y : a feeling for, sympathetic identification with something, such as empathy for
an endangered species.

E m p i r i c a l : based on observation; founded on direct experience or experimentation; scien-
t i f i c .

E m p i r i c i s m : the mode of thought which is typically scientific in nature, a philosophy
focusing on the reality of observation and experience as the basis of truth; scientific
m e t h o d .

« E m p o w e r m e n t » : as used in this document, a personal feeling of being in control of a
situation, e.g., the individual becomes convinced that he/she is able to effect change with
regard to a particular environmental issue.

Energy pyramid: the tendency for usable energy to be lost as it moves through a food
chain; often a diagrammatic representation of available energy at various stages in a food
c h a i n .

Energy transfer: in ecology, the movement of energy from one life form to another in a
food chain.

E n t ro p y : a measure of the degree of disorder brought about by an increasing complexity
within a dynamic system; a thermodynamic measure of energy unavailable for useful work
in a system undergoing change.

E n v i ronmental action skills: see «Citizenship action skills».

E n v i ronmental education: that aspect of education that develops individuals who-a r e
environmentally knowledgeable and, above all, skilled and dedicated to working, indi-
vidually and collectively, toward achieving and or maintaining a dynamic equilibrium bet-
ween the quality of life and the quality of the environment.

E n v i ronmental Impact A s s e s s m e n t : An evaluation of the extent to which certain activi-
ties will negatively impact/influence the environment.

E n v i ronmental issue: a problem with obvious environmental overtones surrounding
which one can observe differing human beliefs and values.

E n v i ronmental literacy: that state in which an individual is environmentally knowl-
edgeable and, above all, skilled and dedicated for working, individually and collectively,
toward achieving and/or maintaining a dynamic equilibrium between quality of life and
quality of the environment. (Paraphrased from Harvey, 1977)
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E n v i ronmental sensitivity: a set of affective characteristics which result in an individual
viewing the environment from an empathetic perspective.

E ro s i o n : the processes by which the materials of the earth’s crust are transported from
one location to another by forces such as gravity, wind, water, and glacial ice.

E s p o u s e : to take up a cause; to take up as a supporter of a cause.

F a c i l i t a t o r : a person who makes something easy or less diff i c u l t .

F e a s i b l e : possible; if something can be done it is feasible.

Food chain: a linear pattern describing the flow of energy through an ecosystem; typical-
ly beginning with a food producing plant being eaten or partially eaten by a herbivore
which is, in turn, consumed by a carnivore, etc.

Food web: a set of interrelated food chains within a given ecosystem.

Formal educators: those educators who typically teach within the constraints of the tra-
ditional school; classroom teachers.

H e r b i v o re : an organism that eats plant material, e.g., rabbit, mouse, ground hog, deer.

H i e r a rc h y : an organization of things arranged one above the other according to a logical
o r d e r, e.g., a hierarchy of goals.

H o m e o s t a s i s : the tendency to maintain normal internal stability in an organism or an eco-
logical system, such as a hardwood forest, by coordinated responses of the system’s com-
ponents, compensating for environmental changes.

H u m i d i t y : a measure of the amount of moisture in the air.

i . e . : symbol for «that is».

I m m i g r a t i o n : the movement of a population or a portion of a population into a particular
area; usually a permanent move.

I m p e t u s : a driving force; incentive; stimulus.

I n c i n e r a t i o n : the burning of something; often refers to a method of disposing of solid
wastes in an incinerator.

I n f u s i o n : an injection of one thing into another; the process of infusion; as used here,
injecting traditional course content with appropriate/logical environmental content, skins,
and activities.

I n s o l a t i o n : the amount of light energy that an area receives from the sun.

Interspecific competition: two or more species of organisms competing for the same
resource in a particular ecosystem.

Intraspecific competition: two or more individuals of the same species or organism com-
peting for the same resource in a particular ecosystem.
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I r reconcilable: not reconcilable; problems which cannot be resolved are considered to be
i r r e c o n c i l a b l e .

Issue investigation skills: those skills which will permit the learner to successfully
research an issue, resulting in appropriate conclusions, inferences, and recommendations.

J-curve: associated with the letter «J» which depicts the growth curve of an eruptive
population or organisms, e.g., man.

L e a r n e r o b j e c t i v e s : those objectives prepared for the student to learner/accomplish;
objectives which will be met through instruction, usually stated in performance (behavio-
ral) terms.

Legal action: any legal/judiciary action taken by an individual and/or organization which
is aimed at some aspect of environmental law enforcement-or, a legal restraint precedings
some environmental behavior perceived as undesirable, e.g., law suits, injunctions.

Limiting factors: in ecology, those variables which tend to put limits on the development
of an ecosystem or on the activities of an organism; anything present in insuff i c i e n t
amounts so that an org a n i s m ’s survival and/or reproduction is restricted.

L i t h o s p h e re: that part of the earth’s crust made up of solid material, as opposed to the
« h y d r o s p h e r e » .

«Midnight dumping» (of wastes): the discarding of wastes by individuals who do so on
an illegal and secretive manner.

Monobiotic agriculture: growing only one crop in a relatively large area, e.g., a pine
plantation, corn field, soybean field, rubber plantation.

Natality: refers to live birth rate.

Natural selection: the survival of a genetic form over time as a result of a particular adap-
tation favoring that org a n i s m .

Niche: an org a n i s m ’ role in a community; not to be confused with where an org a n i s m
l i v e s .

Nonformal educator: the educator who provides instruction in settings beyond the tradi-
tional confines of a formal classroom, e.g., grizzly bear, red fox.

O m n i v o re: a survey instrument designed to assess the opinions of a particular population
of human beings on a specific topic.

«Ownership»: as used in this document, a feeling of empathy or personal association with
a particular issue; to feel an intense interest in a particular environmental issue with an
associated desire to investigate and help remediate it.

Parameter: a limit; boundary.
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Performance objective: See «learner objective».

P e r s u a s i o n : an effort, verbally, to motivate human beings to take positive environmental
action as a function of modified values, e.g., argumentation, debate, speech making, letter
w r i t i n g .

P e r v a s i v e : d i ffused throughout; to permeate.

P h e n o m e n a : events; happenings that may be observed. Singular: phenomenon.

«Player» (in an issue): someone involved in an issue, a person having definite beliefs
(and a particular position on the issue) and certain supporting values.

Point sources (of pollution): a specific and definable point which serves as a source of
pollution, e.g., smoke stack, sewage treatment plant.

Political A c t i o n : an effort aimed at persuading an electorate, a legislator (or legislature),
or executive governmental agency to conform to the values held by the person or persons
taking that action, e.g., lobbying, voting, supporting candidates.

Population dynamics: those interactions which can be observed taking place within a
particular species population; population dynamics often refers to those variables which
influence the population size of an organism over time in a given ecosystem/biome.

P o rt r a y : to make a picture of image of; to depict in words; to describe vividly.

P re re q u i s i t e : required before; necessary as a preliminary to a proposed act.

P r i m a ry source of information: a source of information which represents an original
source of knowledge, e.g., information from the people actually involved in an envi-
ronmental issue as opposed to information from an article written about those people.

P ro p o n e n t : one who makes a proposal; an advocate.

P s y c h o m o t o r : related to physical skills, as with someone with unusually fine motor skills,
c o o r d i n a t i o n .

Q u e s t i o n n a i re : a survey instrument designed to gain information held on a particular
topic by a certain population of human beings, e.g., college students, the general public,
wildlife biologists.

R a d i o a c t i v i t y : the property of being radioactive; the radiation given off as a consequence
of radioactive decay, e.g.,the radioactive decay of plutonium.

R a t i o n a l e : an explanation; an underlying reason.

R e c y c l e : to use again, in some productive manner, materials which are often considered
as solid wastes by segments of a human population, e.g., aluminum, paper products, glass,
p l a s t i c s .

R e m e d i a t e : to remedy, to restore, cure.
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Role playing: to assume the role of a particular individual in an educational simulation
a c t i v i t y, e.g., a student «plays the role» of a conservationist in a simulation designed to
explore all sides of a particular environmental issue.

S c e n a r i o : the outline or synopsis, step-b y-step, of a plot or an event; contains all the
details of a plot or an event.

Science pro c e s s e s : those critical thinking skills a scientist uses to collect data or  solve
problems, e.g., hypothesizing, experimenting, inferring.

Scientific literacy: the state of being literate in science; an awareness of and ability to use
science, its content, processes, and applications.

S e c o n d a ry source of information: a source of information at least one time removed
from the primary/original source, e.g., reading an article written about an issue as oppo-
sed to investigating that issue on a first-hand basis.

S i m u l a t i o n : something that assumes the appearance of reality without being real; the act
of simulating; feigning.

Sociocentric thought: the ability to take into account that others may have a dif f e r e n t
point of view

S o l i c i t : to seek to acquire; to plead for; to request.

Solid waste: materials thrown away and in need of disposal, not usually associated with
wastes such as radioactive or toxic/chemical materials; often wastes with materials which
could be recycled.

S p a t i a l : pertaining to space.

Species population: an interacting group of organisms belonging to the same species; not
to be confused with the species as a whole.

s t a n c e : a position; someone’s posture on something.

strip mining: the removal of the surface layers of soil and rock so that important mineral
deposits can be removed for use by man.

S u b s i d e n c e : a sinking of the earth’s surface due to some underground excavation, e.g., the
removal of ground water or shaft mining.

S u b s t r a t e : a foundation; a term often used in agriculture and ecology to refer to subsoil
or the rock layers underlying subsoil.

S u b s u m e s : include under; to take up; specifics are subsumed within the general, or indi-
viduals are subsumed within populations.

S u c c e s s i o n : the progression of plant communities from one to another in a given locality;
often begins with a pioneer community progressing through a series of plant communities
toward a climax plant community.

S u r v e y : a mechanism for gathering information about something, e.g., A S u rvey Of
Abandoned Vehicles In Jackson County, Illinois, A S u rvey Of Public Opinions
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Concerning The Acid Rain Issue in Quebec city, Quebec, Canada; to take a broad or com-
prehensive view of something.

Sustainable development: a process of change in which the use of resources, the direc-
tion of investment, the orientation of technological development, and institutional change
all enhance the potential to meet human needs for today and tomorrow (The Global
Tomorrow Coalition, 1989); development that meets the needs of the present without com-
promising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Our Common Future ,
1 9 8 7 ) .

S y n e r g i s m : an interaction which yields a greater effect than the sum of the two eff e c t s
where the interaction does not take place; combined action, such as the synergistic eff e c t
of two drugs being greater than the effect of either taken individually; in an environmen-
tal sense, often the combined action of substances in the environment.

S y n t a x : orderly arrangement; to put in order, a sequence.

S y n t h e s i s : a combination of parts as to form a whole; building up something from its ele-
ments; combination of thoughts into a whole; the opposite of «analysis».

To p o g r a p h y : the undulations of the earth’s surface; the configuration or relief of a surfa-
c e .

Value (i.e., a value): an established ideal; a way of acting; the perceived worth of some-
thing, e.g., the perceived worth of wildlife.

Values clarification: the process an individual goes through as he/she inspects the bases
for a value perspective, e.g., the process and individual would go through as he/she
seriously inspects a personally and particularly strong economic value.

Value position: the value category underlying a particular belief statement or verbalized
position on an environmental issue, e.g., a person who wants to preserve a marsh because
there is good duck hunting there is reflecting a recreational value position.
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